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The book is divided into 7 main categories:

Introduction 
The Principal welcomes to The KaosPilots and some facts about 
the present and The KaosPilots.

Homebase 
Take a mind walk in Mejlgade in the history of the school and the 
area. What goes on at the school and what are the many rituals 
that make up the special environment in Mejlgade 35?

Inspiration 
We invited 20 external contributors from whom we seek 
inspiration today and tomorrow to give you 20 tools that are 
taught at the school and applied by students in their projects. 

Students
20 years of projects, outposts and graduations. A lot has 
happened in 20 years, and these projects and outposts show the 
variety and diversity in the possibilities of real-life projects done 
by students. 

Alumni 
We asked 20 alumni to send us a greeting and tell us about their 
professional life after graduation. The KaosPilots are a diverse 
bunch, and here we have tried to find a broad variety of lifework 
done by them.

Jubilee 
Join the party in pictures and read how the jubilee was perceived  
by the Principal. 

Future 
20 years of retrospective cannot end without sending wishes and  
hopes for the future. 

This book is a celebration of The KaosPilots’ first 20 years, its 
people, its projects and its passions. It is a mosaic of images offering 
a broad spectrum of The KaosPilot story, brought together from all 
over the world. 

In the book, we invite the reader into The KaosPilots’ universe, 
into the background, the surroundings, and the everyday life. We have 
invited 20 people from around the world to give their point of view and 
inspiration on how the world can become a better place. The book also 
portrays the students during the last 20 years in projects and outpost 
stories. The chosen projects and stories show the possibilities, courage 
and creativity created by KaosPilots. Some have been subject to heavy 
press coverage, and others have had a silent life from the public, but 
they have all made a difference. We have received 20 greetings from 
KaosPilots Alumni who tell about what they do after graduation. The 
KaosPilots are always looking ahead for new trends and opportunities, 
and celebrating 20 years in retrospect cannot end without looking 
forward with hopes for the future.

Whilst the pieces in the book are all done by different writers, 
it can be read sporadically or from cover to cover. Use the stories to 
remember, be inspired, and be motivated. 

Readers Guide
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Dear Reader,

Welcome to The KaosPilots

The intention behind this book has been to create a yearbook for the first  
20 years of the life of The KaosPilots. By reading the various contributions,  
you will get a sense of who we are, what we value, what we do and to 
what we aspire. 

Some years ago, I was sitting with Jan Lapidoth Sr. at Café Drudenfuss 
in the Latin Quarters of Aarhus. I told him that The KaosPilots would turn 20 
in 2011 and that I wanted to create a book that was centred on projects made 
at The KaosPilots. Ideally, it should be a book that would help us to remember 
great achievements, learnings and people. Jan suggested calling it 20/20 and 
selecting 20 projects from the 20 years, thus playing with the terminology in 
order to describe a perfect vision.

The concept lingered, and at the beginning of this year, we decided to 
make it happen. We got a new colleague, Kirstine Marie Bauning, who started 
working on developing the concept, making it broader and more precise. 

The question; “how do you select 20 projects from a school that has 
been the stage and platform for thousands?”, was not easy to work around. 
However, since the book was not going to be the work of one, but many, we 
decided to ask for input. We wanted a book that would show the multitude 
of The KaosPilots. Therefore, the chosen projects are a combination of a 
multitude rather than ‘the best’.

This book is primarily for our former, current and future students, staff 
and friends. The aim is to celebrate the last 20 years, but hopefully also to 
inspire in the years to come. Therefore, a number of friends have been invited 
to offer a perspective on subjects that they find important and of importance 
to others. This can help us not only develop, but remain true to our origins.

Much has happened in the 20 years that have passed. We have seen new 
curriculums, new types of projects, new programmes, new problems which 
should be faced etc. Still, I would argue that some of the core values, concepts 
and attitudes have been in place since the very beginning. We may have refined 
them, may also have developed them, but as a Dutch acquaintance told me 
only two years ago: “You know, I was here in the early 90s. It certainly has 
changed… yet… something about the atmosphere, the people, and the vibe 
feels absolutely the same.”

And maybe there it is. Something unites us across time although 
‘The Times They Are a–Changing’ as Bob Dylan said. One of the things I have 
always appreciated so much is the importance The KaosPilots place on the 
individual student, staff member, friend and indeed just anyone, who is 



curious about The KaosPilots. We try to greet everyone respectfully and meet 
everyone in a generous way. This idea of seeing the person, the whole person, 
is central to us; to support the potential of each individual student and 
allow him or her to dream. In the long run, that will serve our society best. 
Transformation is the potential, participation is the key. The young are not 
the problem. The young are the only solution we have.

The KaosPilots is a place for people longing for a change and longing 
to evolve dreams, and for numerous narratives waiting to be told. 

We want the world, and we seek it out. We are drawn to the challenges 
it faces and the opportunities it offers. 

We train to become better, we study to become more knowledgeable, 
and we make things happen to create value for others. 

We learn to grow wise, we strive to make things joyful and we create 
in order to make life more beautiful. 

We want to be the difference that makes a difference.

Welcome!
Christer Windeløv–Lidzélius, Principal

Denmark, 2011
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The KaosPilots is a school and a change agency situated in Denmark 
and with the world as its working field. It was established in 1991 
and is recognized internationally as a pioneer in leadership and 
enterprise education. In 2008, the magazine Business Week, for the 
first time, nominated The KaosPilots as one of the best design schools 
in the world. 

Over the years, The KaosPilots have worked with hundreds of 
organisations from South Korea to Chile and South Africa to Canada 
– although primarily in Scandinavia. Our client list includes Bertel & 
Steen, Statoil, Logica, BRF, Portsmouth University, the Municipality of 
Frederikshavn, NHTV, UBC, SCA etc. In 2008, the EU awarded one of  
its projects: Sustainment.

Today, almost 600 KaosPilots have graduated and many have 
started companies, NGOs and other initiatives. Prizes and nominations 
in Denmark for our alumni from 2007 to 2010 include: Social 
Entrepreneur of the Year, Risk Entrepreneur of the Year, Woman of the 
Year and Strategy Consultant of the Year.

However, the students also win competitions and reach success 
while studying – for instance, the Musical Entrepreneurship Prize in 
2011, the Danish Climate Prize in 2009 etc. And now we are not even 
mentioning all the ideas and companies that are being created and 
developed by the students during their time.

Four Arenas
One can say that The KaosPilot School consists of four arenas today. 
Clearly not the same in terms of size and importance, but still:
• Education – we exist to produce KaosPilots – enterprising 

leaders, change-makers, entrepreneurs. 
• Consulting – we help organisations achieve their objectives 

through business and organisational innovation.
• Cultural – we promote art and artists by hosting shows, 

happenings, exhibitions etc.
• Social – we enable community by using our place and space for 

everything from parties, to meetings to just hanging out.

The KaosPilots in Brief

During the 2011 PoP (students and staff) seminar we explored 
the value proposition of our three-year education. The result was:
The education is for passionate, curious, self-driven and committed 
people, who want to grow as persons, who believe there is a difference 
to be made and who want to turn dreams into reality.

Our collaborative, reality-based and playful education is 
a purpose-driven, exploring community that offers a unique 
comprehensive, transformational learning journey, which equips the 
student with theoretical knowledge, a portfolio of finished projects, and 
with competencies and attitudes to become creative change makers, 
leaders and entrepreneurs. 

Unlike other educations, ours embodies personal as well as 
professional growth, because of our living values, our mission is to be 
the best school for the world, and our exceptional concept of how to 
make people learn, lead and create.

2–
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Values
• Playfulness – We strive to make it motivating, creative and 

constructive to be at The KaosPilots.
• Real World – We strive to work with real problems, real people and 

real needs, because the real world needs real learning, and real 
learning needs the real world.

• Streetwise – We strive to be in touch with what is happening at 
street level in our society, and to posses the wisdom and know–
how for manoeuvring in society, in both the cultural and the 
business world.

• Risk-taking – We strive to be brave, to step forward, to experiment 
and to challenge our own fears.

• Balanced – We strive for cohesion, coherence and dynamic 
interplay between content and form, the individual and the 
community, the local and the global, praxis and theory.

• Compassionate – We strive to alleviate the suffering of other 
people by helping them to realise their values and visions.

Purpose 
Positive societal change

Mission 
To be the best school for the world

— 
We want to grow an extraordinary  
school where people love to learn  

and love to create.
We want a place and a space where 

creative people become enterprising 
leaders and where ideas, dreams and 

values become reality.
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The KaosPilots
– A Model in the Making
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A Model in the Making
This model is an explanation of how the 3-year program is rooted, 
designed and unfolded today, and where it is going. As such the model 
is more of a conversation rather than a fixed picture.

The KaosPilot education is an interdisciplinary approach for 
creating entrepreneurs, leaders, ideas and solutions. It combines 
elements, traditions and methodologies primarily from business school 
(b-school) and design school (d-school) thinking. The pedagogical 
setup that brings these ‘schools’ to life, through the students, the staff, 
the projects and partners, create a fundamentally unique educational 
concept.

B + D School
When talking about b-school thinking, the concept draws upon two 
areas: Project Management (the discipline of how to utilise resources 
to realise specific goals, within a given timeframe) and Organisational 
Development (a change process for enhancing an organisation’s 
capability to meet new realities). In terms of the d-school thinking 
the two main areas are Experience Design (an approach to create 
qualitative experiences with the user in the centre) and Brand Design 
(a process of producing a clear identity to better convey services or 
products, people or organisations). 

Mastery Competence Model
Our Mastery Competence Model suggests that in order to master 
a given situation, a project or a new venture you need more than 
knowledge – you need to be able to act, to function with other people 
and to change. (Borgen)

Leadership
The aim of the education is to develop enterprising leaders, KaosPilots. 
This means leaders who can bring an idea to reality, who are able to 
realise ideas and to make changes happen by creating new initiatives 
and by creating more leaders. 

Fundament
The leadership understanding and approach rest upon three ‘schools’; 
– Humanism, Situational Leadership and Positive Psychology.
• Humanism – People are more than productivity factors and 

organisational resources. They have a value in themselves. 
Humans are an integral part of nature, they are social by nature 
and find meaning in relationships. Working to benefit society 
maximises individual happiness. (Von Wright etc)

• Situational Leadership – Leadership is at its best when it is 
adapted to a given situation. As such, no specific leadership style 
will always be best at producing result. The situation defines what 
is the most appropriate. (Hersey & Blanchard)

• Positive Psychology – The idea of being oriented towards what 
may go right rather than what may go wrong. The belief that 
people want to lead meaningful and fulfilling lives, to cultivate 
what is best within themselves and to enhance their experience of 
love, work and play. (Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi) 

Training Focus 
Our leadership training is aimed at strengthening these three inter-
related areas, in order to create enterprising leaders. They are achieved 
by a combination of different strategies.
• Self-efficacy – People’s beliefs about their capabilities to produce 

effects. (Bandura)
• Resilience – The positive capacity of people to cope with stress 

and adversity. (Garmezy etc.)
• Mental toughness – The ability to perform consistently towards 

the upper range of your talent and skills regardless of competitive 
circumstances. (Loehr).

Outcome
What kind of outcomes do our leaders produce? In what way does 
leadership come to life? How does one experience it?
• Innovation – They create and facilitate new solutions and ideas 

with concrete value for others.
• Entrepreneurship – They create companies and organisations 

within all sectors.
• Meaning – They are sense makers, interpreting the world 

and suggesting an understanding as well as connections for 
themselves and others.

• Motivation –They inspire others and help them identify their inner 
glow and resources. They activate others to take action.

World
The creation and the distribution of opportunities are essential for a 
new world order. From meeting individual needs to the creation of just, 
fair and reasonable societies. 

KaosPilots have a positive impact on the world. There are four 
areas in which the world needs our contribution:
• Ethics – From a moral compass within the individual to developing 

businesses that contribute to sustainable growth and conduct.
• Aesthetics – Concerns the need for, and appreciation of beauty 

as well as the underlying principles not only in the work of artists, 
but also in our relations and society as such. 

• Communities – All need places of home, of work and of shared 
values. A sense of belonging is the key to active world citizenship. 

• Commonalities – Fragmentation within society requires the 
development of new common ground in order to transform 
conflicts and problems and create new relationships.
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In the spring of 2011, The KaosPilots conducted an alumni research. 
This survey suggests that The KaosPilot education is of positive 

value; you further your educational level, you get jobs and a good 
salary, you are attractive within different sectors in different positions 
and you are capable of starting companies. 

For the full report, please visit www.kaospilot.dk.

These are the most important findings:

• Almost 50% 1 of the respondents are Danish and overall 90% 2 
are Scandinavian. Most striking is the percentage living in non-EU 
countries. Based on these numbers, the school seems to be 
‘global’, not so much because it takes in students from all over  
the world, but because its alumni seem to be living and working 
‘globally’. 

• 70% 3 of the respondents started their education with a youth 
education (high school, secondary school, gymnasium). Less 
than 20% 4 had either a BA or a Masters, which shows that the 
school is not limited to people with a certain educational level or 
background. After graduating from The KaosPilots, an average of 
45% 5 have started other education. For approximately a third  
(36.3%) 6, The KaosPilot education is the only education. For the 
remaining students, the education functions in a combination 
with another desired education. The education, therefore, appears 
to be very flexible in usage. 

• Most KaosPilots work full time (a total of 72.7%) 7, and the 
unemployment rate is low (4%) 8. The KaosPilots are mainly 
attached to the private sector, either solely or in a combination 
with the public or NGO sectors (for instance 27.1% 9 work in  
both the public and the private sector). 

• A total of 33.3% 10 work in their own business. Of these 61% 11 
are men and 39% 12 are women. This corresponds to the number 
who has answered the survey. Thus, entrepreneurial KaosPilots 
do not suffer from gender issues.  

• The yearly turnover is widely spread from 250,000 DKK in 
excess of 10,000,000 DKK. 

• An estimated average of the salaries is 42,700 DKK per month. 

• A little more than 50% 13 of the respondents have one or more 
person(s) under his/her command. 

Alumni Research
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by Hans Petersen
Chief Editor
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Mejlgade is the street of grassroots and a place with room for quirky features, it opens 
its arms to all. Creativity unfolds behind the small and very different fronts of its houses 
and in the many backyards, which used to be filled with stables and artisan workshops. 
Mejlgade shows regard. To cyclists for instance. In Mejlgade you may ride your bike in both 
directions, although it is a one–way street. It also shows regard to people, who transport 
themselves in other ways. There is room for everyone.

Mejlgade is the street of grassroots. We could call it a red street. There are The Front 
Runners, The KaosPilots, Musikcafeen, Kulturgyngen, Café Oskar and Ris Ras Café. 
This is hardly a place for right-wingers – unless they want to fight political opponents. 
It is a street which generates new ideas for the benefit of the community and the 
city of Aarhus. It is also here that large numbers of the offbeat features of city life 
are conceived and implemented. It is also here where large numbers of advertising 
agencies, design firms and architects pull thoughts and ideas out of the internal think 
tank and put them on drawing paper or a computer screen.

Here you find room for those who do not fit exactly into the boxes created by 
society. Here they are allowed to unfold themselves, to think out of the box so that 
society may evolve in a direction that is different from the defined.

Mejlgade is narrow and there is an explanation for that. It is old, one of the 
oldest streets in the city. It dates back to the 1700s, when horse–drawn carriages 
were the means of transportation in this lively town with 3,500 inhabitants and 
around 800 farms, houses and stalls. It was the main street of the city. It was called 
Middle Street, and it became important because the city grew northward, and the 
small river created the southern border. The centre was at the impressive cathedral 
and at the Aarhus Cathedral School. Today, there are still houses from the 1800s in 
the street. One of them is Mejlgade 6, which is the old headmaster’s and mayor’s 
residence. Several of the houses still show signs of antiquity. In Mejlgade 6 you will 
find an ionic capital with a garland. Go see for yourself.

In those days the houses were timber framed, and we still find some of those 
in Mejlgade. Number 7 is an example of late classicism. This is the home of the 
architectural firm Kjær and Richter. The gate is new, but it is a copy of the original 
gate from 1849. It was around that year that Aarhus became the largest town in 
Jutland. Industrialisation entered the scene, and the port made it possible for Aarhus 
to open up to the world.

At the gate of Mejlgade 7 you can find the painting a dancing woman, a maenad, 
from the antiquity, and she is in stark contrast to the many paintings that we see 
today. You can find plenty of graffiti. Not least in the gates and the backyards around 
Mejlgade 35, where The KaosPilots and The Front Runners are situated. This is the 
contemporary décor of the grassroots.

The grassroots moved into a backyard many years ago. Musikcafeen and Gyngen 
grew up and became strong in that end of Mejlgade, which is close to Nørrebrogade.

Gyngen (Kulturgyngen) is based in a house from 1860. It is both a cafe, a 
restaurant and a stage. The cuisine is partly organic. Here you may read the daily 
newspaper in peace while you sip your coffee and eat a piece of cake. In the evening 
the restaurant usually offers live music or other cultural events. You may find both 
experienced and new artists presenting everything from festive folk to jazz, rock, 
salsa, hip hop, pop/soul, disco, reggae, blues, world music, poetry, and lectures. 
Gyngen personifies the diversity of Mejlgade in one place.

And diversity is exactly what young Front Runners in the recent years have 
manifested so strongly in the May festival called Mejlgade for Diversity, with the 
street covered in grass and peace, party and courtship all over the place.

Musikcafeen has existed since 1978. It has changed from being an amateur scene 
to a differentiated professional scene, and it has played a major part as playground 
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for new musical trends in Aarhus. Big names have made first appearances here. 
The place also basks in the crossover between music and other art forms such as 
literature, poetry, multimedia and art.

Mejlgade offers many good restaurants and cafes. The Ris Ras Café has its own 
style with big cigars and Shishas. And the Restaurant Sct. Oluf is frequented by a 
crowd of regulars and offers excellent food with a simple menu.

You may also find excellent places to eat with the letters BYO in the window or 
on a sign in the window. Just as we know it from abroad. It means Bring Your Own. 
This is a place where you may bring your own wine, which makes the bill affordable 
for the good food in the restaurant. Kif Kif, Olive and Basilic are following the trend. 

Mejlgade is very much a street for the young. Among the many creative people 
you find those striving to become artists. The Royal Art Academy educates talented 
artists for five years in the different fields of painting, sculpture, mixed forms, video 
or whatever they come up with.

And this is how Mejlgade makes room for almost anything. This street, which 
literally is only around 400 metres long begins at Østbanetorvet in the north and 
continues into Skolegade in the south.

At one end you find the distinctive building Mejlborg with its tower and spire, 
which welsomes visitors entering at the northern end. This is where Mejlgade and 
Kystvejen meet. Mejlborg was built in 1896—98 in exactly the place where the 
original gate to Mejlgade had been, and the building was rebuilt in 1899 after a 
violent fire hit many of the buildings in the street. 

Number 45 is an old auction house. It still serves a good purpose, not as an 
auction house, but as a place for children’s theatre, dance and other creative activities.

Completely in tune with the profile of Mejlgade.
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Interview with Uffe Elbæk 
Former Principal, Danish Minister for Culture

by Christer Windeløv-Lidzélius
Current Principal
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When presenting The KaosPilots it is unthinkable not to include Uffe Elbæk. As the founder 
and principal of the institution for 15 years, from 1991 to 2006, his ideas, decisions and 
efforts have affected numerous people. His former students and colleagues have been 
profoundly influenced. Times change. And so do people. The KaosPilot School has changed, 
and the people as well. But The KaosPilots are very much a product of past endeavours, as 
well as aspirations for the future. This anniversary offered a good opportunity not just to 
recap major events of the past 20 years, but also to get some insights and reflections from 
Uffe Elbæk. This will help us understand our past and thereby be better suited to carve out 
our future.

The KaosPilots grew from The Front Runner-environment in Aarhus and the social, 
cultural, political and financial times that prevailed at that time, both in Denmark 
and internationally. Can you describe how you view that time today? What trends 
are most powerful in your opinion? 
What strikes me, when thinking back 20—25 years, is our naïve belief that everything 
was possible. Up close, Aarhus was a city in great cultural progress, which was closely 
linked to Copenhagen’s financial strain at the time and its appearance as a worn and 
tired capital. 

This was far from the truth for Aarhus. Despite the financial crisis and raised  
youth unemployment rates, the city’s musical and theatrical life experienced a 
sweeping development. At the same time, the local politicians were open to cultural 
and social initiatives such as The Front Runner-environment. This combination of 
a strong creative pulse in the city and the political responsiveness created sound 
growth conditions for new initiatives. 

At the same time the European political map changed completely. The Berlin wall 
fell, the Soviet Union deteriorated, new democracies emerged and the EU regained its 
momentum. In the intersection between sound local growth conditions – politically, 
culturally and socially – and a new European consciousness, The KaosPilots saw the 
light of day. Roughly you could say that the combination of the right people (from 
The Front Runner-environment) at the right place (in Aarhus) at the right time (in 
European history) enabled us to realise The KaosPilot dream. 

The world into which The KaosPilot School was born is one thing; another is the 
“inner reality” that created The KaosPilots. The story of Next Stop Soviet is still 
strong in our identity today, but can you describe the recognition and drive that 
brought about The KaosPilots?
The fact that The Front Runner-environment participated in the great cultural and 
democratic project Next Stop Soviet in the fall of 1989 (a month before the Berlin 
wall fell) provided a unique collective experience of solving what appeared to be an 
impossible task. Because in essence that is what the Next Stop Soviet project was. 
Even today, I struggle to imagine a more complex and unrealistic project; sending 
nearly 2,000 young people from Scandinavia across the Soviet border, heading for 
Moscow, to arrange a rock concert on the Red Square in front of the Kremlin. 

You have to remember that the Soviet Union was one of the world’s most 
totalitarian and militaristic societies at that time. This made the Next Stop Soviet 
project a utopian idea to most people. A project that was totally devoid of realism. 
Despite all odds, we accomplished the project and this provided the collective 
experience of the fact that even the most visionary and ambitious ideas could 
become reality, as long as you are focused and disciplined. 

We came back to Aarhus with a clear idea that “the sky is the limit”. If we had 
not developed this mental mindset, I do not think we would have had the courage to 
create The KaosPilots vision. Back then when we stipulated that the idea behind The 
KaosPilots was to establish a new standard for education and human development 
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– not just in Denmark but in the world – it was from the heart. We were convinced 
that it could be done. Without this soaring professional and organisational level of 
ambition, The KaosPilots would never have become the success it is today. 

At the time, what did you and your colleagues want to achieve with this  
education? We have often considered The KaosPilots as a positive answer to  
youth unemployment but to many it has meant more than that – has it  
influenced human potential, moved boundaries etc.? 
The KaosPilots was our vision of a fantasy education, one that we would have 
attended if it had only existed when we were young. It had to be a space of 
professional, mental and personal development, where you were able to be 
yourself – completely. 

For me in a way, The KaosPilots coined the fact that the society we dreamt of 
actually already existed. And to me it is still why I care so much for The KaosPilots; 
the school dares to stand by its cultural and political roots and thereby its values  
and opinions. 

Therefore, The KaosPilots is a unique educational institution and, at the same 
time, an important and significant cultural and political venue. That is – a non-
dogmatic venue where the multitude of views is in itself valuable. Furthermore, in 
every way and manner, the school has always held much room for differences. 

However, it is important to emphasise that naturally The KaosPilots stand on 
the shoulders of a long line of progressive personalities and initiatives throughout 
history. To mention a few examples that are important to The KaosPilots; the Danish 
folk schools and the Danish co-operative movement (the formation aspect and social 
and organisational creativity), the Bauhaus School in Berlin (the apprenticeship and 
critical thinking of society) and the Beatnik movement in San Francisco (personal and 
cultural liberation).

Christer Windeløv-Lidzélius
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Of course, mixing the folk school, co-operative movement, Bauhaus and Beatnik 
is quite the cultural and philosophical cocktail. So no wonder that from day one, The 
KaosPilots was seen as a significant counterpart to the often rigid way of constructing 
education that influenced most higher education institutions at that time. 

The KaosPilots have gone through many changes over the years. When looking 
back to the 1980s and ahead through the new millennium, are there any values and 
qualities that have prevailed without change? Which would you point out and what 
do you think is the reason? Do you think it is a good thing?
When I resigned as principal in 2006, it was a very deliberate choice. After 15 years 
as the school’s first principal, it was time for the next generation to take over. As I 
was very much a part of the school’s birth and history, I feared becoming a ghost, 
prowling the halls, if I did not make a clean organisational and emotional break – 
however difficult for me (because I love the place).

The effect was that I have hardly set foot on school grounds for the past five 
years. I suppose, I have been in the Mejlgade backyard perhaps once a year in that 
period. And that is probably why I may struggle to answer your questions, as I do not 
have substantial insight into how the educational environment, staff and students 
have developed since I retired. 

That being said, I am convinced that The KaosPilots’ cultural and pedagogical DNA 
is so strong today that the first group of KaosPilots (graduated in 1993) would easily 
recognise themselves themselves even in the group of KaosPilots that graduated this 
summer. Because although the curriculum has changed radically today – luckily – from 
when the school was founded 20 years ago, in my eyes some things have not changed; 
the special professional and cultural mindset that is unique to The KaosPilots. 

By this I mean the way you handle a given problem or challenge as a KaosPilot 
student. We have a particular process-analytical and solution-oriented approach, 

Uffe Elbæk
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which I view to be a direct result of the school’s education and the capability and 
qualification model in which the education is anchored.

In my opinion, The KaosPilots’ education compass and the school’s capability 
and qualification model hold the educational thinking and teaching principles that 
could wrench the Danish education system from its current crisis. It was not just in 
1991 that the Danish education sector needed to reinvent itself, it still does today 
in 2011 – unfortunately. 

The KaosPilots has had an incredible history with projects, people etc. – what are 
you most proud of today?
The students. I am most proud of the students. The greatest privilege of being 
principal of The KaosPilots was the opportunity to spend every single day with 
talented, young people. Young people who used The KaosPilots as a jumping board 
to establish their own, independent platforms and life strategies once they finished 
their education. 

And imagine that this privilege continues. Even though I have resigned from 
The KaosPilots, not a week goes by when I do not hear about one or more initiatives 
backed by former students. And not just in Denmark. Also in Norway, Sweden, 
Germany, Switzerland, England –The KaosPilots are scattered all over the world today. 
That is amazing to me – and it makes my heart swell up with pride. 

That the school exists at all after everything it has gone through is quite amazing. In 
a historic setting, what three victories and challenges do you consider the greatest?
With good reason, I can only express myself about the time when I worked at The 
KaosPilots. If I consider the period of 1991 to 2006, the following three victories or 
decisive results come to mind: 

The first victory is that, despite all odds, the school was able to open its doors to 
the first group of KaosPilots on August 5, 1991. We finished decorating the classroom 
at 4 in the morning the same day as we opened. It is crazy that Jørgen Thiele and I 
were the only employees at The KaosPilots and that the school consisted of a single 
classroom, an office, a computer-room and a small common space. In all, it made up 
about half of a floor of the present school.

The second victory has to be our ability to establish the school’s first outpost in 
San Francisco in 1996. That gamble still echoes today because the professional and 
personal relations we established back then in the Bay Area still create value for the 
school and its students 15 years on. It was a risky decision and venture that could 
have gone horribly awry, both financially and politically. But as the school board and 
employees were courageous and focused on making it, the result was astonishing; we 
made KaosPilot-history in the San Francisco years!

The third and final victory was when The KaosPilots survived the political attack 
from the Danish People’s Party, Dansk Folkeparti, which in October 2003 persuaded 
the government at the time to remove The KaosPilots from the annual Budget. From 
one day to the next, this meant that the school lost more than half of its revenue. 
With the help of our friends both within and outside Denmark we turned the 
catastrophe into a small miracle. 

Because it was quite a miracle that, three years later, The KaosPilots re-emerged 
on the Budget. And more notably, under the same government. I believe it was the 
first time in Danish history that an attempt was made by a government to close down 
an institution, only for it to be reinstated on the Budget by the same government 
through continuous public pressure. In other words, when have you last heard of a 
government that admits a mistake? But in fact this was what the Danish government 
did when The KaosPilots was re-admitted to the Budget in 2006. It was not merely a 
victory for The KaosPilots, it was a victory for democracy. 
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When you ask about the three greatest challenges, I could repeat the three 
victories, because behind the victories there were three utterly immense challenges. 
And all three challenges demanded all the creative cunning, organisational stamina 
and strategic understanding that we – employees, board and students – could muster. 

But rather than delving into these challenges, I want to mention three principal 
concerns that have shadowed me throughout my 15 years at The KaosPilots. The first 
concern was and still is, if it can protect its integrity and independence at a time of 
great forces attempting to mainstream the school and include it in the established 
educational system. 

The second concern was and is, if the school management and employees are 
able to be sufficiently open and curious about the needs and new ideas of each new 
group of students. 

Finally, there is the third principal concern: how do we ensure that The 
KaosPilots’ desire for success is always greater than the fear of failure? This means 
that the school board, management and employees must strive to keep the school’s 
entrepreneurial nerve and adventurous spirit alive. 

If The KaosPilots – that is the board, management, employees and students – sell 
out on integrity and independence, are not able to view each new group of students 
as the most exciting talents the school has ever housed and are not able to keep the 
entrepreneurial spirit and desire for adventure alive, then the school’s raison d’être is 
truly threatened. 

 
The world does not lack challenges and possibilities, and times have changed since 
the beginning. What are the needs that The KaosPilots and the individual students 
face today? If The KaosPilots are the answer, then what could be the question(s)?
In autumn 1993, the former Danish Minister for Culture, Jytte Hilden, claimed: “The 
world needs KaosPilots”. To me, this still rings true today. We desperately need 
people who are able to create new solutions to the dire challenges that the planet 
faces. Time appears to be with The KaosPilots. 

The question is, if the school is willing to assume this role. To be a frontrunner 
when you have to produce surprising and thus inspirational answers to the 
three basic challenges below (as the school identified them in one of the historic 
POP-seminars):

1. How do we recreate global sustainability and environmental diversity? 
2. How do we learn to live in an increasingly culturally diverse society?

And finally:
3. How do we ensure a far more dynamic and binding cooperation between 

the three old sectors – the private sector, the public sector and the 
voluntary sector? Because none of the three can solve the basic societal 
challenges alone. The problems are simply too complex and transgressive 
for such an approach. 

This is why we need people who are not merely able to embrace the complexity but 
who are also able to act and create within it. If not The KaosPilots then who?

Perhaps I can recap this entire interview in a single sentence; to me, The 
KaosPilots is the future and the future is The KaosPilots. 
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By Karin Barreth
Chief Secretary

Water Carrier and Star
The KaosPilots
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“We can always start over again”
– Jack Kornfield

Much obliged! That is what I thought when I was asked to write about traditions and 
rituals at The KaosPilots and was granted only six pages… including photos! They 
were not over-generous with the space – so I did not exactly get preferential treatment!

But never mind – the message was clear, which is why I must choose with a heavy 
heart, and how is this possible after 20 years with one event after another where this 
thing, which I call the The KaosPilots DNA, sets the standard for being and remaining 
a KaosPilot?

What are traditions and what are rituals, and what is part of the DNA in this hidden, 
but not forgotten, backyard in the centre of Aarhus, which embraces us – The 
KaosPilots?

Shall I ask my memory and is this memory in my brain, my body, my heart or 
somewhere else? Maybe it is somewhere special with the letters The KaosPilots 
written all over it – on the outside as well as the inside? This is quite a dilemma.

Is this plain accounting or is it life to its fullest extent in an environment which 
is both local/national and global/international?

As far as I am concerned traditions and rituals may have frames or be free 
of frames. But this is my very own perception. “Turn walls into passages”, Claus 
Lembourn likes to say, so I will take the liberty to break up and think back…

And my inner German makes me want to do so in a way that will make everyone 
understand. Also, those who have not been so fortunate to spend X numbers of  
days/months/years on a cultural and educational journey at The KaosPilots in 
Mejlgade 35, 8000 Aarhus C, as have 18 teams of KaosPilots from 1991 to 2011.

But since the German has won we will begin with: “A new timetable awaits...”

O la, la... this is the last Monday in August or the first Monday in September. It is 
09:00 in the morning, and you find the winding road past the cathedral and into 
the street with the strange name, Mejlgade – and the city has a funny name as well: 
Aarhus or Århus, depending on your linguistic instinct. The nearer you get to no. 35, 
the louder it gets: the music – the talking – the noise and clapping. The sun always 
shines, and I mean ALWAYS, on your first day in Mejlgade 35.

Coffee, tea, water and croissants wait for you on the terrace. There is a lot of 
watching and talking going on and an informal welcome to all and everyone, but 
make no mistake: you are also being checked out, and there is a lot of evaluation 
going on at the terrace; is there a good party in there? And party at The KaosPilots 
means a lot of things – but just use your charm and your outgoing gene, and the 
first hour will be over before you know it. Fortunately enough, the glances and the 
evaluations go both ways!

At 10:00 – ding dong! – you will be brought into the auditorium together with 
your 34 (approximately) new fellow students, and a specific number of chairs are 
waiting JUST for you and your team – the rest of us stand – which gives us a better 
view as well (curiosity is an essential part of life at The KaosPilots)! And then follows 
the formal welcome by the principal – the staff is introduced and the first year 
students give a very personal welcome and greet each and every one from the 
new team, and the noise reaches unimaginable heights of joy and expectation.

At 11:00, our photographer Ole Hein arrives and takes individual photos of 
everyone, as well as a photo of all members of the new team. The individual photos 
will be hung in the hallway of our three-storey building with the other KaosPilots who 
have lived, worked, laughed and wept in the The KaosPilots house during the past 
20 years...
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At 12:00, you are off to the Women’s Museum near the cathedral where a large 
bus will pick you up and drive you and your team to the north of Jutland to Aasen 
in Sterup near Jerslev. All the way up to the undulating green hills, the stench of 
manure and a high, high, high sky and last, but not least to Birthe Rosendal and Lars 
Olesen at the Institute of Popular Theatre: at Aasen. A couple of enthusiasts who have 
been part of the environment around the Front Runners and The KaosPilots for two 
decades, and by now have housed, with love, 18 teams at the beginning and at the 
end of their KaosPilot training. And what a pair...! Birthe and Lars... I offer you my 
great gratitude for your loving understanding, broadness of mind, and all the fun and 
games throughout the years in the open countryside in Vendsyssel.

The only thing I will tell about the three days spent in the North of Jutland is 
the traditional greeting by Birthe and Lars: you are placed in a circle out in the open 
countryside, and then you are offered a drink – from one glass and one big bottle – as 
well as a loving welcome. The almost legendary “Birthe” – an elderflower wine – will 
be passed around... And that is as much as should be told about your own first visit to 
Aasen. Each trip up there is new with fresh initiatives and quirky experiences, but the 
“Birthe” drink is a firm tradition, which is honoured and loved by the The KaosPilots 
people. It unites people and nature.

Three days later you return to Aarhus, and Friday is a party night – for you 
and your new fellow students. A party designed by the second year students at 
the school. Many things have been tried through the years and there are no limits 
to the imagination..... so only God knows what you and our fellow students will 
experience... but a celebration it is, and kisses and hugs are offered BIG TIME. The 
parties I love most offer great drinks accompanied by firm kisses... thank you, thank 
you, and WELCOME to The KaosPilots life for the next three years... There we go!

Seasons come and go, and so do you and your team. Suddenly it is December 
and Christmas time; what happened to those four months? Where did the time go? 
Woof, it went fast, but yes, now it is December, and the joint Christmas party for all 
three teams and the staff is approaching, and you and your team are responsible for 
arranging this traditional Christmas party, which has taken place with all 18 teams 
and in different ‘secret’ places in Aarhus – or Århus, if you prefer...

The set–up is super simple; all the teams meet in the classroom on the first 
floor by the moose Elvis at 19:00 on a Thursday evening in December. Elvis is the 
icon of the first Nordic team (team 2)… and it takes a moose to create a truly Nordic 
symbol. Obviously, the school did not have a lot of money in ’92—‘94 (either), but 
the first principal Uffe Elbæk had been to Norway to make presentations about The 
KaosPilots (read; to do PR and info and to raise money for the school), and he started 
chatting to a man who knew something about moose. Uffe fell in love (not with the 
man, but with the idea of   a moose). Jørgen Thiele, the moneyman in residence at 
The KaosPilots, ‘killed’ the idea. But a moose was needed and it had to be brought to 
Mejlgade, since it was the only real Nordic thing to do. Ergo, I drove the moose Elvis 
to Aarhus in my ancient Minnie Mouse, a yellow Opel,   with Elvis as my passenger. And 
I can assure you that a moose takes up a lot of space, and all the prongs of the antlers 
were peeping out of the side window, and then I drove from Frederikshavn (the 
customs officers had never seen anything like it) to Aarhus, and I can tell you 
that there were spectators to the show, God d....! I loved it and still do...

So, we meet by Elvis (who is always dressed up in a new way), and we have 
plenty of good, strong Christmas beer from Smedegaard + some soft drinks + a lot 
of peanuts. There are candle lights all over the place – and we listen to American 
Christmas carols – ‘The Elvis’, naturally, and some other good nostalgic shit. And 
our principal Christer Windeløv-Lidzélius gives the Christmas speech to the students.

One hour in the big room with mistletoe – kisses – students in full gala dress, 
staff and fragrant tangerines with cloves and red ribbons, and an atmosphere filled 
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with expectations and good strong Christmas beer. At 20:00 the bell sounds – so 
everybody quickly hoards beer into pockets and bags and blows out the candles – we 
still remember the fire one New Year’s Eve at The KaosPilots during the exam of team 
2 – oh, yes we do.

Then we go down into the yard – to the cold, the wind and sometimes the snow. 
The stilettos have a tough time, but we must take off, and NOBODY knows where we 
will end, which is exactly the point. And nobody knows how we look when we take 
off. Every year it is a new theme; from mafia look to Starwars, Tolkien or a Swedish 
midsummer theme, you name it. It is amazing and thrilling to walk with 100 people 
dressed in costumes through the streets of Aarhus, and then we get to the secret 
place and the Christmas party takes of!

We eat, give speeches, we make noise and we dance, kiss, talk and party into the 
dark Scandinavian morning... we are pleased to know that when we all meet again, 
it will be a brand new year... over and over again – and the light is coming back to us 
slowly, but steadily.

“On days when the sky is grey, the sun has not disappeared forever”
– Arnaud Desjardins

Well then – a new pristine year is waiting, and we have barely gotten used to the 
new calendar – and a new year – let alone prepared ourselves mentally, before the 
exam starts... shit and more shit – this time it is the process exam for the second 
year students. As warm and loving a room as possible – transparent green and yellow 
tablecloths, fruit, sweets, coffee and tea wait at the ‘green’ table and very good luck 
to you (stand firmly on your feet – feel them – be yourself – smile when you need to... 
and like to) before your presentation. And then always a bright red rose and a loving 
hug after the exam, because now you are moving on to the fourth semester, and this 
is the first big individual test, so yes... something or someone is at stake, and the 
atmosphere rises to exam temperatures – a very significant vibe spreads throughout 
the school, so it is important that the settings are clear and chlorine clean... so that 
you may concentrate on your exam.

And as tradition requires, your fellow students follow and support you in the 
most brilliant way – it is and has always been a joy to watch and, not least, feel the 
collective ‘spirit’ between you. No man is an island, which you prove over and over 
again, and for that I thank you. You must remember it for the rest of your life – and 
I still feel nervous during your exams. I have read much in my life, but not about the 
green table with you as the main characters... and thank God for that, because it 
means that you are in my heart.

Something New
The staff got an idea – why do WE, the staff, not arrange a sweaty party for the 
students? Once thought, we got on with it – for you have created so many great 
parties and super entertaining events for us during the years, and you have given  
us so many dizzy moments in these past twenty years – heaven has been close by 
your doing!

The basic idea was ‘not too much tantrum and gear, but definitely enough’, and 
for once, it should be a party for us alone. The location was clear from the beginning 
– the 1st floor of Siberia – the new kitchen and the ‘new’ classroom with the vaulted 
ceiling and the gallery. There should be lots of ‘schwung’, and the theme of the party 
should be: Madmen and The Wire. Madmen in the new room at ground level; NYC – 
cool – simple and only cool cocktails – in other words, super sophisticated! And the 
kitchen on the first floor of Siberia should be The Wire, which was a complete joke, 
since none of the staff knew what The Wire was, so it turned out as a truck-style 
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pub with pin–up girls and handyman trans and hard shots and a superb evening for 
everyone in Mejlgade 35. Still remembered... especially the kitchen handyman trans 
with his big warm smile, while Madmen came up with cool drinks and white lilies and 
coolness on the reserve bench... the absolute reserve bench – yes, you get instant 
feedback at The KaosPilots and thanks for that!

Outpost Time is Approaching
Three months out in the world for the second year students. We have been much 
around during these 20 years: Europe, USA/San Francisco, South Africa/Durban, Cuba/
Havana, China/Shanghai, Colombia/Bogota, and each time, we head out into the world 
and at the same time bring the world back to Mejlgade, Aarhus, Denmark. The world 
is big and small, and we celebrate the departure from Aarhus with a super party 
– goodbye and bring something good into the world and learn something sweaty 
to bring home. Financially, the outposts are very expensive for the The KaosPilots 
school, but the outcome is so much greater for the individual student, for the team, 
the school, for Denmark, Scandinavia and Europe. In every way, the outpost is an 
important part of the formation journey at The KaosPilots – it is not something you 
can see straight away at the bottom line. But you meet people out there, who know 
The KaosPilots in a more or less hidden way – just like finding the address Mejlgade 
35, and that brand is not half bad – but to be envied – thank you time – thank you 
courage – thank you pilots – thank you progressive people, who believed in us and 
trusted us, and go ahead and say it: felt us! We want the world to go through the 
gate of Mejlgade 35, and we want to go out into the world and leave our mark.

“More than anything, we must learn the art of directing mindfulness  
into the closed areas of our life”

– Jack Kornfield

Spring is Here
A new team is admitted by the students, who are at the school in April, i.e. the 
first year students. They must choose 35 great, different individuals, who are good 
at cooperating; enthusiastic outsiders, who master the art of working together – 
academically as well as socially and professionally. And the rest of us are out in the 
world and are both excited and a little bit envious of not being part of the application 
workshop, which means that news from home is always a great pleasure and our 
curiosity is so much alive and kicking! 

End of May – beginning of June. It is time for the final exam for the third year 
students on the second floor and the business exam for the first year students on the 
first floor, which means that both floors are seething with expectations and a strange 
and twisted atmosphere. On the first floor, we have group exams, and it is definitely 
a test of one year’s learning results. On the second floor, we have the individual final 
exams as well as the finale of three years in Mejlgade 35 – and it is very noticeable 
what goes on in the house. There is an air of expectation – of stress – of clarity and 
focus. The first year students go through eight exams on the first floor and share 
two bottles of champagne, but they certainly live in the shadow of the second floor 
where the atmosphere is super intense at every exam. It seethes, sizzles and bubbles 
on every square metre of the floor – everybody helps at ‘rehearsal exams’, and all 
the rooms are occupied and there is no mistaking the atmosphere: this is important 
to everyone and the mental health must be nursed as well – and it is – so there are 
flowers and hugs. And some extra good coffee with milk and gentle words have never 
harmed at this time of the year in Mejlgade 35. 

The third year students participate outside as well as inside the exam room. 
They support each other before the exam and as audience during the exam, where 
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one of them takes notes. The waiting time (approximately 1.5 hours) before the 
feedback and final grade is spent in the kitchen area and on the terrace with family 
and friends gathered with lunch baskets and anxious faces. A lot of cigarettes make 
the time pass, and the waiting time is filled with encouragement and other goodies. 
When the feedback and grades are given, you hear the loud applause from the 
examination room, and this is the signal to bring in the bright red rose and the 
cold champagne, which is ready to be enjoyed. And yes – now it is time to share it 
with the people you love, and who have supported you. There is a celebration on 
the terrace and everybody joins it, and occasionally a few extra bottles of Cava will 
be opened, if the weather is nice and the company enjoyable enough to dig out 
something extra from the storage. It is summer with light clouds – and flowers  
– laughter, relief and joy on the terrace in Mejlgade 35.

A team of KaosPilots is ready to take off… almost.

 “What counts is not the enormity of the task, but the size of the courage”
– Mattieu Richard

And then the fatigue – the exhaustion – the gas rushes out of the balloon, so to 
speak. The school is filled with a definite silence... We tidy up. Now sleep, eat 
something healthy and wait – the last week of the three years, the last week where 
the circle closes and the journey ends.

Monday after the last final exam, the graduated team members meet – well 
rested, tense and filled with anticipation – at 10:00 in front of the Women’s Museum 
by the cathedral, and a bus takes us up north – up to Sterup, Jerslev – up to Aasen. 
We started at Aasen in the late summer three years ago, and we finish at Aasen in 
the early summer. The bus seethes – we stop at the famous gas station in Aalborg – 
we shop – we talk about the next three days, and the faces in the bus are filled with 
both sadness and joy. There are singing and much laughter when anecdotes from our 
shared time are unfolded more or less loudly in the big bus – and if a couple of juicy 
stories pass between the seats, everybody squeals in chorus...

Two hours later we approach Brødholtsvej, Aasen, and we catch sight of the large 
Danish flag from a long distance – very distinct against the – always – clear, blue sky. 
Once again we are welcomed at Aasen – Birthe and Lars wait for us.

When the graduated KaosPilots walk down the gravel path towards the 
buildings, a lot of them phrase the memories of past experiences, and those words 
make super interesting listening… here we started out as 35 strangers – wauv, and 
now here we are again – three years later – around 1,095 days – with a feeling of 
community and knowledge of each other – we have shared three years with blood – 
sweat – tears and lots of laughter – and we have made friends for life and completed 
the same education – we are KaosPilots now, and here we go together again...

We find our rooms – a soccer game is kicked off – there is music all over the 
undulating, green fields – people are romping around, being silly and taking in 
everything. Imagine – we are here again – this is a lane of memories for each and 
everyone on the team. No more must be written or told about the last three days. 
They belong to the final team of KaosPilots, but the host couple hold on to the 
tradition of the circle – one glass – and a big bottle of the ‘Birthe’ elderflower wine 
– and then you are welcomed at Aasen – to the high, blue sky and the undulating, 
green hills of Vendsyssel, and we are here at last... at Aasen.

Oh, Aasen...
After three days spent together – with pleasure – and filled with memories, we go 
south again – to Aarhus. In two days time, we will be seated in the Music Hall of 
Aarhus with friends and family, and we will receive our diploma. 
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It is the last Friday in June... time is just an illusion anyway... but it happens right now 
– it is the finals – it cannot and must not be stretched any longer – the nest must be 
emptied – fly – fly away – fly high...

The things that matter most in our lives are not fantastic or grand.  
They are the moments when we touch one another

– Jack Kornfield

The last Friday in June – The Music Hall of Aarhus. People come from all corners 
of the globe to celebrate YOU. People from near and far – family and friends – and 
now we are ready – all the guests are greeted at the door, and at 20:00 the ultimate 
finale starts with groovy music and photos of you and yours on stage. You all look so 
beautiful and strong up there on the big screen – it is a pleasure to see and feel.

Your team sits on the first two rows, and now the two hours with speeches – 
entertainment – and fun begin. O la, la, the vibes you generate – your team looks 
like a million – and the future has never looked more beautiful – more sexy – more 
hopeful than when you and yours sit there and shine – the rays are so strong that one 
must put on the emotional sunglasses, and the heartache of saying goodbye must be 
dampened by intense mental strength... and the strength is not always there... You 
and yours are such an important part of The KaosPilots life, so there must be found 
room – a special space inside each one of us, and thank you from the heart for that... 
for the feeling – for the sensation which makes life worth so much more – thanks...

Then you are called up on the stage – you receive your diploma by the principal 
and you go down the line of the The KaosPilots staff... it is almost regal... and hugs 
and kisses and body are characteristic for life at the The KaosPilots. Without body and 
sensuality there would be no leaps – that is just the way it is. The audience wave with 
flags and many of you have your own fan club – which can be heard... loud and clear!

“We will meet again”, sung with the rusty voice of Johnny Cash, and you and your 
team are a little dazed – seize the moment say your expressions and your vibes... you 
are both strong and vulnerable as you stand there and allow yourself to be both – you 
are together now – but your faces show that you know time is running out.

“Life is fragile like the dew hanging delicately on the grass,  
crystal drops that will be carried away from the first morning breeze”

– Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche

And there you stand... with your heavy diplomas (they weigh about 1.5 kgs each), 
made   at Aarhus Production School and deliberately made very heavy... we do not 
want you ever to forget them, and the weight makes them hard to misplace... and 
this is how it is with The KaosPilots as well... we know you, and it is more than funny 
to watch your friends and family X hours later – for what are they carrying around? 
Your steel box with your diploma! Indeed – this is how you are as well!

Now the second year students abduct you from the scene... and they take care of 
you for a while, while the rest of us go down to Mejlgade with your family and friends 
and wait for you to take the leading role in your life. When you step through the gate 
of Mejlgade 35, it must feel like a movie sometimes. “This is where I went through 
three years ago – approximately 1,095 days from now – all by myself and into what? 
And now I am being celebrated by the whole yard with speeches and ceremony and 
welcome together with 34 other pilots, with whom I have shared three years of my 
life...” There have been ups and downs, but we are here now at this very moment. 

And now let us celebrate – and party all night through – let the light of the 
morning come and carry us out through the gate – away from Mejlgade 35, Aarhus  
– or Århus if you like... depending on your linguistic instinct. 
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Karin Barreth
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Real World Hyggelig

Like many North American readers, 
I first came across The KaosPilots in 
1996 in the pages of the Fast Company 
magazine. I was an early admirer of 
Fast Company, and three years later I 
would land, a newly minted intern, at 
their headquarters on Boston’s North 
Washington Street. Located one floor 
below the venerable Atlantic Monthly 
magazine, it was, for a university student 
harbouring both entrepreneurial and 
geek-ish tendencies, somewhere near  
to heaven.

I read hundreds of Fast Company 
articles that summer, coding each of 
them for the magazine’s first archive. But 
I only clipped two: that original profile of 
a Danish school determined to ‘change 
the game’ and another piece about a 
British think tank called Demos, deter-
mined in its own way to reset the game 
of centre-left politics in Britain.

This time, it took me only two years 
to land at their headquarters, and only 
one year more to realise that Denmark 
was practically next-door. No one at 
these three organisations really knew 
each other, but they knew of each other 
and this was enough for an entirely un-
known Canadian to make introductions 
and hopscotch between the three.

Only a few days after first writing to 
Uffe, we met in London where he was on 
business and only a few weeks after that 
a beaming David Storkholm bounded 
into our impossibly cluttered London 
office. That summer I made my first trip 
to Aarhus, and I have continued making 
pilgrimages mostly every year since.

(It is fitting that in many years of in-
ternational air travel, I have only missed 
one flight and this because of the late 
night revelry of a principal at a school 
that took Amelia Earhart as its mascot.)

It is worth noting how unusual 
and original these three organisations 
seemed. This was still a few years 
before ‘social innovation’ landed on 
everyone’s lips and together this little 
trinity of three very millennial organisa-
tions determined to change society by 
changing business, politics and educa-
tion emanated a kind of energy, smarts 
and optimism that today, I regret to say, 
already feels nostalgic.

 So what has changed since then?  
The picture is uneven.

Twenty years on, there has been  
no widespread transformation of our 
education systems though, inarguably, 
the importance of entrepreneurship is 
better understood and the focus on  
process design has been widely 
emulated. 

Global industries are more likely to 
acknowledge their social and environ-
mental costs, but their record of mitigat-
ing these costs varies widely. The rise 
of ‘corporate social responsibility’ has 
not led to a business revolution. Instead 
old industries have proven happy to say 
“yes, we do that” but often with very few 
or dramatic changes to their business 
practices. 

Lastly, government, whether left 
or right, on both sides of the Atlantic 
feels adrift, tangled in ideological 
debates about immigration and taxation 
and seemingly unable to address the 
infinitely more complex issues of climate 
change, income stagnation and bearing 
the full costs of their social commitments 
to their aging populations.

How should a KaosPilot at 20 
respond? 

Six values have always been at the 
core of The KaosPilot program and way 
of life. I would argue that gradually over 
time certain values have come to the fore 
and have, for periods of time, influenced 
The KaosPilot sensibility more than 
others. 

Peter MacLeod
Principal, MASS LBP
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Social Entrepreneurship
Leads Innovation in China

In 2006, two books on social entrepre-
neurs, How to Change the World and The 
Rise of the Social Entrepreneur, made their 
first appearance in China  and for-
mally introduced the concept of ‘social 
entrepreneur’ to the country. Within 
three years, social enterprises and 
social entrepreneurs became hot topics 
nationwide; business corporations and 

non-profit organisations joined hands 
to provide venture philanthropy funds 
and incubating platforms. Many NGOs 
and grassroots organisations started 
to explore ways  of adapting the ‘social 
enterprise model’ to their projects and 
management. At the same time, the 
young generation in China was attracted 
by the success stories of social entre-
preneurs who sought a more compat-
ible match between contributing to the  
society and realizing their own sense of 
self-worth.

Fan LI
Executive Director & co-founder
Global Links Initiative

In its earliest years, the idea of 
starting a school was in itself an enor-
mous risk; a taste and comfort for risk-
taking – the high wire act of its circus 
origins – was palpable. But it was also 
street-wise with a high-low aesthetic, 
mixing peoples and cultures while up-
ending norms and common assumptions. 
This was the Rebelpilots – with just 
enough love and punk to enthral most 
comers. 

Of course, The KaosPilots has always 
been playful and the school has used 
play throughout its history as an impor-
tant strategy for navigating and pivoting 
its way through its adventures, and dis-
solving the tensions that can lead to hard 
stops. Balance and compassion are two 
other values, but unlike the rest, they 
are tempering values and at times when 
it seemed like things were about to go 
off the cliff or become too extreme, they 
could smooth the edges and bring things 
back to centre.

Now as The KaosPilots turns 20, I 
would like to argue that it is time for the 
rise of the RealWorldPilots. This means 
shifting the emphasis of the school and 
its curriculum from personal develop-
ment towards a harder-headed view of 
its public impact. Would this risk under-

mining the essence of The KaosPilots: 
that personal development and public 
impact are intertwined? I certainly 
hope not. Instead, what I am describ-
ing is a shift from equipping students 
to navigate Kaos and instead focus on 
how future Pilots can be equipped to 
navigate complex systems.

This means getting smart about 
economics and politics and learning 
more about how complex systems  
operate. It means having more than a 
cursory sense of history, and firing up 
a palpable interest in the fields that are 
shaping scientific and social inquiry like 
neuro-biology, data visualisation and 
behavioural economics.

It is not enough to aspire towards a 
better world or to desire social impact. 
At 20, the stakes are too high. The time 
for pretty projects has passed.

Maybe it shows what a poor student 
I am, that after nearly ten years with 
The KaosPilots, I have only managed to 
firmly grasp one uniquely Danish word: 
Hyggelig. But that quality of light – 
that warmth – is the one thing that I 
hope will never change about the Pilots. 
So let us mix these concepts together: 
the real world is out there and it needs 
new light. 
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Social Entrepreneurs in China:
Who Are They? 
Inspired by the great stories of social en-
trepreneurs from all over the world, I co-
founded Global Links Initiative (GLI) with 
Robin Rowland in 2003. GLI has been 
committed to promoting the concepts 
and practices of social entrepreneurs in 
China since 2004.

“Do social entrepreneurs even exist 
in China?” Too often I was asked the 
same question by people I met in China 
and overseas. The answer is a resound-
ing YES. 

In February 2010, a new book 
named The New Horizon: Ten Stories of 
Social Entrepreneurs in China received 
great attention from both China and 
overseas. In this book, a total of ten sto-
ries covering 13 social entrepreneurs are 
featured. They came from very different 
backgrounds: a farmer who left school 
at the age of 14 due to poverty, Harvard 
Kennedy School Graduates, urban white 
collar workers, successful businessmen 
who decided to devote themselves to 
the non-profit world. The ten social 
enterprises are at various stages of 
development; some of them have existed 
for almost a quarter of a century, while 
others have just started to scale up or 
have recently finished a major business 
transformation.

However, it is not difficult to identi-
fy some important commonalities among 
them. First, they all address some of the 
most crucial issues that a growing China 
is now facing: income gaps and poverty, 
agricultural pollution, education quality 
in rural and isolated areas, job train-
ing and livelihood support for migrant 
workers in the cities. Their approaches 
to solving these difficult problems are in-
novative and daring; they are all devoted 
to their work and are ready to leverage 
on their failure experience to prepare 
themselves better for future success. 

These social entrepreneurs are firm 
believers in the importance of ‘teaching 
a man to fish’. They empower the disad-
vantaged or marginalised communities 
in order to bring real changes into their 
own lives. Sustainability is their motto, 

and just as in the business world they 
are good at mobilizing and regenerat-
ing resources. They pay a great deal of 
attention to cross-sector collaboration 
and networking. Most of the time they 
are like the ‘thousand-hand Buddha’: 
they identify and motivate friends and 
partners in government and business 
enterprises, donors and volunteers, 
and maximize the use of all kinds of 
resources that they are able to lay their 
hands on. 

Social Enterprise and Social Innovation
Even though there is no ‘one size fits all’ 
definition globally, social entrepreneur-
ship and social enterprises have been 
attracting worldwide attention and have 
become the main driving force for social 
innovation and sustainable development. 
There are three main reasons for this: 

First, social enterprises aim to 
encourage people who help others 
acquire the ability to help themselves 
and nurture this kind of ability. Through 
practical, innovative initiatives, social en-
trepreneurs help disadvantaged, or mar-
ginalised communities achieve improve-
ments in the physical, mental, social and 
economic aspects of people’s lives. Their 
strategy conforms to the notion that the 
world is flat, bottom-up or inside-out, 
rather than top-down. This means each 
individual can make contributions to 
sustainable social development and build 
mutual trust and respect. 

Second, one common challenge 
most non-profit organisations face is to 
ensure sustainability without compromis-
ing the social mission. Social enterprises 
meet the challenge by creating and 
providing products or services that could 
generate a sustainable income, rather 
than relying wholly on government fund-
ing or donations. 

Third, a growing community of 
people with enormous business skills 
and resources has started exploring ways 
to contribute to the society. However, 
traditional charity is not enough for 
them. They believe that applying their 
business management experience with 
an innovative approach to the business 
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of non-profits will bring vigour and vital-
ity to public welfare undertakings. 

These ideas have promoted the in-
terest in social enterprises in China with 
the expectation that social enterprises 
and social entrepreneurs can play a key 
role in helping solve social problems. 
However, compared with Europe and the 
United States, China’s civil society is still 
at an infant stage, and social responsibil-
ity and public awareness are yet to be 
developed. While the resources avail-
able to support social enterprises are 
increasing rapidly, real change to society 
will not be effected unless there are 
sufficient numbers of enablers who have 
the ability to deliver the services to the 
communities in need. 

All over the world, regardless of 
their types or fields, social enterprises 
subscribe to two main values: First, to 
eliminate or mitigate inequality through 
the services they provide. Second, 
INNOVATION. Social enterprises will not 
and cannot solve all problems. But their 
innovation can provide inspiration, and 
encourage more people to explore new 
markets and bring new products and 
services to people in need. 

How can we identify social entre-
preneurs? What can social entrepreneurs 
learn from the business world? How 
can we support, systematically, social 
enterprises in different developmental 
stages? These are the questions that we 
need to answer. 

How Real Change Happens

Alan M. Webber
Co-founding Editor,
Fast Company magazine.
Author, Rules of Thumb

If you could focus on one thing, and one 
thing only, to try to change the world, 
what would it be? My answer: education.

Teaching young people the skills 
they need to change the world; reinforc-
ing in young people the values they hold 
that will make the world a better place; 
reaffirming in young people the possibil-
ity, the absolute certainty that not only 
does the world need their contributions, 
but that they can make a difference just 
by trying.

Over the last 40 years, I have learned 
a lot about how change actually hap-
pens. And how we wish it would happen 
– despite the fact that, most of the time, 
it does not happen the way we wished it 
would. I have marched for change, voted 
for change, protested for change, con-
tributed money for change, worked in 
government for change, given speeches 
for change, published a magazine for 
change, and written a book for change.

It is all good. It is all worth doing. 
When there is so much inertia, so much 
standing in the way of change, you do  
all that you can think of, as often as  
you can.

But what I have learned about how  
real change happens is this.

It starts, usually, with one person 
who wants to make a difference. One 
person, who sees something in their 
own neighbourhood or by venturing 
out from their neighbourhood, sees 
something outside their own comfort 
zone. One person has an experience, 
and that experience galvanizes them 
to action. They do not usually set out 
to ‘change the world.’ That is far too 
grandiose an expression and often leads 
to early frustration and surrender. They 
set out to fix something they see that 
they believe must be set right. They 
start out as outsiders to the established 
system – which turns out to be an 
advantage. It means they are not captive 
to an established ideology. It means they 
do not know what they are not allowed 
to think or imagine. It leaves them free 
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to create new, innovative solutions and 
then to test those solutions. They have 
the luxury of thinking small. Of design-
ing a solution in a Petri dish. 

And then they test it. And refine it. 
And staying close to the ground, close 
to the problem, they see what works 
and what does not. What the end users 
will and will not do; what the market-
place of human experience accepts 
and rejects.

They become radical pragmatists. 
Radical in their thinking. Pragmatic in 
their approach.

That is what we need to teach 
today. We live in a world beset by huge 
challenges – system failures. The gap 
between the rich and the poor seems 
to be growing in countries around the 
world. The gap between those who have 
education and those who do not is grow-
ing, as well, and adding exponentially to 

the equality of opportunity gap.
The list of deep and abiding prob-

lems is a long and familiar one.
So what do we do? We can still 

march and vote and contribute, write 
and speak and support. But most of all 
we can look for people who want to 
learn how to make a difference – and 
then teach them what works.

How to imagine creative responses 
to deeply entrenched problems; how to 
harness technology to generate solu-
tions that work faster, cheaper, better; 
how to blend social values with market 
principles. How to become radical prag-
matists in a world that is thirsting for 
solutions that work for problems  
that matter.

That is been the work of The 
KaosPilots – that needs to become the 
work of all of us who care, who live to 
make a difference.

The Innovation Which
Matters Most is Not the

Innovation in Things

We live in a world understandably 
intoxicated with technology. The next 
Ipads, RFIDs – everywhere in the Internet 
of Things, electric cars and superfoods 
dominate our imagination. Yet for all the 
impact of technology on everything from 
cutting carbon (through smart grids or 
hybrid cars) to organizing demonstra-
tions, it is no longer so obvious that the 
innovation which matters most is innova-
tion in things. The ones that most affect 
your happiness are as likely to be a ho-
listic childcare centre for children and a 
hospice for the very old, a reading group 
and a bicycle hire scheme, an urban farm 
and a time bank. Many of these will make 

enthusiastic use of technology – and so-
cial networks are now simply the sea we 
swim in. But they are not fundamentally 
technological innovations.

This matters as we begin to think 
our way beyond the still-continuing eco-
nomic crisis that has engulfed so much of 
Europe and that has left the US economy 
stalled. The great risk at moments like 
this is that our horizons narrow and we 
become fatalistic. Yet these are the very 
moments when we should be thinking 
more fundamentally and more radically – 
about a very different kind of society and 
economy that could avoid the mistakes 
of the ones we have inherited. 

That ideas and innovations like this 
matter should be obvious to citizens. But 
a similar thought is beginning to dawn 
on governments, big corporations and 

Geoff Mulgan
Chief Executive of NESTA
The National Endowment for Science, 
Technology and the Arts
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foundations alike, which can also see 
that the traditional model in which ideas 
originated in universities, or in the minds 
of great intellectuals, does not fit very 
well with the reality of social innovation 
which is much more a matter of trial and 
error as people try to solve the problems 
of their own lives, often starting with a 
resentment and a kettle. 

For all its informal roots, social in-
novation can be much better financed, 
measured and managed, and so speed 
up the evolution of better social models. 
There is a clear parallel with what hap-
pened in the last century to the science 
of things and stuff. For the Victorians, 
the dominant image of science was of 
lone eccentrics, working in their shed 
with tubes of chemicals and suffering the 
occasional explosion. Brilliant scientists 
like Marie Curie, or ruthless inventors 
like Thomas Edison, worked on their 
own or in small teams. Science was a 
field for gentleman amateurs. Then, 
in the 20th century, the very nature of 
science shifted to the vast laboratories 
of firms like General Electric, with men 
in white coats and clipboards. Du Pont, 
for example, created a central laboratory 
called Purity Hall – and by the late 1940s 
more than half of its sales came from 
products that had been introduced in the 
previous two decades. Innovation was 
industrialised, and became the founda-
tion of many of the world’s household 
names, from Toyota to IBM. Vast sums of 
public money were also channelled into 
innovation, nowhere more than in the US 
where the Cold War prompted the crea-
tion of an unprecedented technological 
innovation machine, stretching from 
the laboratories of MIT and Stanford, 
through organisations like the National 
Science Foundation, to venture capital 
funds and start-ups. 

By contrast, innovation in how we 
live our lives, in social solutions and 
social ideas, is organised in a much 
more haphazard way, far more like the 
science of the 1890s than the 2000s. 
There has never been a shortage of bril-
liant innovators like Robert Owen, the 
founder of the cooperative movement, 

Florence Nightingale (a great social 
reformer, as well as a statistician and 
nurse), Ebenezer Howard (the founder of 
garden cities), and my own predecessor, 
Michael Young, the founder of dozens of 
new ventures from Which to the Open 
University. But we have not yet made 
the transition to scale and system that 
science made in the early 20th century. 
It is no-one’s job to spot the most im-
portant emerging innovations; no-one’s 
job to finance them; and no-one’s job to 
help them grow to scale. Thousands of 
brilliant projects are experimenting with 
ways to reduce unnecessary suffering 
– to alleviate depression or isolation. 
But it is still a matter of luck whether a 
great new idea gets funding or support. 
Governments that invest billions in in-
novation in hardware still find it hard to 
accept that they might benefit just as 
much from systematic innovation in  
such things as child development or  
cutting crime. 

That this is changing is partly an 
effect of the rising confidence of the 
people and organisations working in 
the field. The award of the Nobel Peace 
Prize to Muhammad Yunus was a key 
moment – his Grameen Bank is a classic 
example of a social innovation, providing 
small amounts of credit for poor women 
in rural Bangladesh. Most of its elements 
were not new. But how they were put 
together was. And, like so many social 
innovations, Grameen inverted existing 
power structures: in his case turning 
peasants into bankers, just as others 
have turned patients into doctors or 
students into teachers. 

Another factor is the changing shape 
of the economy. If you ask which sectors 
will dominate the economy of ten or 
twenty years time the answer is not cars 
or steel or ships, let alone agriculture. 
Instead, the industries of wellness look 
most likely to prosper. Health is already 
a dominant sector in most societies – in 
the US, the extreme example, it accounts 
for 17% of GDP and forecasters expect-
that this could double in a generation.

Business has been slow to grasp  
this shift, but there are some good  
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advance of dementia. But the evidence 
suggests that much of the most powerful 
impact on how you age comes from what 
you do, and what you do with others: 
whether you work, whether you play 
music, whether you have regular visitors. 
And many of the most promising innova-
tions try to combine medical support 
and technologies with this kind of  
social support.

Social innovation thrives on col-
laboration; on doing things with others, 
rather than just to them or for them: 
hence the great interest in the new ways 
of using the web to ‘crowd source’ ideas, 
or the many experiments involving users 
in designing services. But it thrives more 
than anything on hope, born of experi-
ence, that the tears of the world are not 
a constant quantity. What we need more 
than anything now is to widen our sense 
of the possible, and to use the still-
continuing crisis as a spur, a prompt to 
raise our ambitions and our sense of just 
how different, and how much better, the 
future world could be. 

examples of business engagement in 
social innovation. One is M-Pesa, which 
uses mobile phones in east Africa to pro-
vide an entirely new banking system for  
poor people, without the costs of a 
branch network. This is a classic social 
innovation that meets needs and pro-
motes happiness, but is being run as  
a commercial operation. 

The other new player is govern-
ment. President Obama now has a  
small office for social innovation in the 
White House and a $650m education  
innovation fund, and many countries, 
from France to Australia, have incuba-
tors for social innovation. The European 
Union is shifting its huge research and 
development budgets so that they are 
no longer just about hardware, but also 
about new services, about citizens’  
ideas as well as scientists’.

Ageing is a good example of the 
direction of travel. Life expectancy is  
rising by around three months every 
year. Science is, rightly, searching for 
drugs to arrest ageing or slow the 

Creativity on the Agenda
For some years, I have chosen creativity 
as my field of research. Partly, because 
I find it fascinating to study people and 
organisations that have success with do-
ing something new and different, partly 
because I think creativity is here to stay.

It is not for the few anymore to be 
inventive and able to improvise. It is 
something that everybody must master. 
In Denmark, there are only few jobs now 
where all procedures are established 

Creativity at
The KaosPilots?

Lene Tanggaard
Professor, Ph.D,
Department of Communication and 
Psychology, Aalborg University

and where routine work prevails. As 
the industrial society transforms into or 
supplements the information society, the 
ideal has become man as an opportun-
ist, who recognizes new possibilities. 
In Denmark, our natural resources are 
scarce and the level of wages is high. 
We cannot compete with low wages or 
hope for unexpected natural resources. 
A viable future could be to maintain and 
develop a long tradition of innovating, 
cooperating and organising work ration-
ally as well as developing new products. 
In all probability, we will have to main-
tain and increase our creative  
and innovative potential.
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The Past and Reaching for the Future
Both as a researcher at the university 
and a newly minted board member 
at The KaosPilots, I am sure that The 
KaosPilots have a part to play in this 
new world. For one thing because The 
KaosPilots have a history of being crea-
tive, because the education as such is 
creative. In this way, The KaosPilots may 
inspire and act as a resource for edu-
cational institutions that want to learn 
how to run a creative organisation. But 
The KaosPilots also have the potential to 
set a new agenda for creative educa-
tion in the 21st century. Being creative 
in the past does not necessarily make 
you new and different in the future as 
well, but the experience of running a 
creative place both can and must be-
come a breeding ground for totally new 
experiments with education – and what 
education can and must be able to do. 
Both in relation to the students and in 
relation to the surrounding world. I look 
very much forward to being part of the 
journey.

Touring Among the Creative – What 
May We Learn?
In October 2011, I published a book 
with the title, Bathing With Picasso – How 
to Become More Creative, in collaboration 
with Christian Nicolas Stadil, the owner 
of – among other things – Hummel. The 
book underlines two crucial conditions 
for creativity:  

1. Energy, drive and passion, 
2. Humility to accept the fact that all 

creativity is found on the edge of  
the existing. 

In other words, that which is new does 
not exist, but will always be a remanage-
ment of the existing. Both these ingre-
dients will be central for the renewal of 
the work of The KaosPilots and also an 
essential element of what a KaosPilot 

must be able to do; i.e. move on the 
edge with energy, drive and passion for 
the cause in hand. While working with 
the book, we have visited the creative. 
Quite literally we have been touring 
among musicians, writers, artists, CEOs, 
business developers, advertising people, 
board members, designers and entre-
preneurs in bars, cafes and in board and 
meeting rooms to learn more about the 
way in which they work with creativity 
and innovation in practice. The stories 
show us that as well as drive, an ability 
to tackle opposition and a special talent 
for moving on the edge of the existing, 
it is also important to actively decide to 
be creative and then act on it. Creativity 
is connected with action and is founded 
on the fact that people actually cre-
ate something new. Personally, I am 
convinced that KaosPilots are especially 
good at acting on their ideas – which is 
also why one of them has slipped into 
our book – namely Fanny Posselt who 
shows us a way to combine creativity 
with making a difference where it is real-
ly needed with her revitalised and green 
hot dog stand. And though the book 
moves among the sublimely creative, it 
also shows that very few succeed with 
being creative on their own. They get 
help from people and organisations with 
skills that they do not have themselves. 
They seek inspiration from other people. 
They know how to engage other people. 
And they persevere although they meet 
resistance. All this may be learned, but 
the traditional educational system has 
difficulties with ‘installing’ it in their 
students. And this is exactly the reason 
why The KaosPilot school has a lot to 
offer – not only to its own students, but 
also to other educational institutions 
and organisations that want to be more 
creative. 

So happy anniversary and let us  
get started!
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Goal Setting
The very notion creates a little ball of 
tension right between my shoulder 
blades. What is it about setting goals 
that is so... HEAVY. So uninspiring. 

Well, first of all, I think we already 
put far, far too much emphasis on 
outcomes in our lives. Generally, people 
want to get there, wherever there is, to 
have it done or accomplished already so 
that they can move on to the next ac-
complishment. So little attention is paid 
to the journey, the process of getting 
wherever we are going. In my mind, that 
is where all the aliveness and learning 
and richness lie. 

Recently, I ran a half marathon. At 
the start of my training, I set a goal to 
complete the event in a certain amount 
of time. That goal was very useful to me 
as it provided structure for my train-
ing and kept me going when I wanted 
to take a break. Once the actual event 
arrived, however, it did not matter much 
whether I accomplished my goal. 

 I think the value of setting a goal is 
not really in the accomplishment itself. 
It lies in all the time that leads up to the 
accomplishment. Running the half mara-
thon in a specific time does not make 
me a better person. It does not make me 
happier, more well-adjusted or more use-
ful to humanity. The importance of the 
goal is lived in all those many Sundays 
when putting on my running shoes 
seemed like a decidedly unattractive 
option. It served me on those mornings 
when I would much rather have stayed 
in bed. The goal actually got me TO the 
experience and allowed for a particular 
kind of experience that was not previ-
ously available to me.

So how does one set goals that have 
resonance and purpose? What turns a 
goal from a good idea into something 
truly transformational and life changing? 

 Here are a few of my ‘top tips’ for 
setting transformative goals:

Begin from Inside Yourself
A long time ago, I heard a motivational 
speaker, Jim Rhon, say, “Set goals not 
for the goal itself but for who you will 
become in the process of achieving it.” 
Every goal holds the potential to evolve 
and grow our consciousness. What needs 
brightening in your consciousness? Set 
goals that will allow you to nourish and 
grow that part of your inner garden.

Use Emotion to Fuel Passion  
and Intention
Our emotions are like the coal in the 
engine of our intention. They fuel and 
focus our vision and our desire to express 
ourselves in the world. What is the 
emotion or energy that will source and 
power your goal? Is it love? Fierceness? 
Determination? Is it lust? Emotions are 
energy in motion and carry great power. 
How will you harness the power of your 
emotions to fuel your vision of your goal?

Do Your Homework
WHY do you want to accomplish a 
certain something? What is important 
about it? What is the experience it will 
bring you? What are the limiting beliefs 
that you will need to overcome? The 
self identity you will need to change? In 
order to accomplish a significant goal, 
you will need to become someone new. 
In order to become someone new, you 
will need to generate a different image 
of yourself BEFORE you start.

Create a Structure to Carry You Through 
In the noise of the day to day, it is easy 

Setting
Transformative Goals

Karen Kimsey-House
CEO and Co-Founder
The Coaches Training Institute
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to forget our desire and longing. Bills, 
phone calls, work things are loud and 
demanding. Our own heart’s desire to 
change and grow... not so much. What 
are the structures that will help you 
remember what is most important? 
Perhaps it will help you to create a  
vision board or share your goal with  
a partner.

Remember That the Goal is About YOU 
A goal is only useful in so much as it 
directs your intention and desire and 
provides an arena for your own evolu-
tion and growth. Where do you need to 
put your attention during the process so 
that you win whether you accomplish the 
goal or not? 

Enjoy the Journey 
In this whole life-changing, goal-accom-
plishing domain, it is easy to get focused 
on the outcome: ‘Beat the pattern! Take 
the hill!’ While changing an existing pat-
tern does require a certain focus, it is the 
RIDE that is most alive, nourishing and 
transformative.

Who You Are Will Always Matter Much 
More Than What You Do
As John Lennon said, “Life is what hap-
pens while we are making other plans.” 
Although it is useful to set goals, re-
member these are just tools to help you 
navigate. It is living in the moment that 
matters most, enjoying and savouring all 
of your experience.

Emergence is all about generating totally 
new capacities or qualities, which cannot 
be explained on the basis of the parts 
involved. Or which are different from 
them. Experience shows that innovative 
knowledge appears – or emerges – when 
complementary functions are harmo-
nised or when people with complemen-
tary competencies are put together 
to create a new entity, which cannot 
emerge from the individual parts.

Therefore, it is all about enabling 
new knowledge formation (knowledge 
enabling: Scharmer, 2007) through the 
active interplay between frames of 
reference, such as, for instance, differ-
ent professions and businesses in order 
to move the focus from the past to the 
present and the future.

Emergence as a Source of
New Knowledge Formation 

in the World’s Most
Enterprising Backyard

Martin Hansen
Senior Consultant
VIA University College

With this type of knowledge, it is 
not enough to maintain one’s own point 
of view and knowledge – or as Bateson 
(1984) says: “If you only have a hammer, 
all you can see is nails”. Many of us may 
recognize situations like ‘not only do I 
know what you will say; I know what I 
am going to reply’. This kind of repro-
duction – however affirmative it may 
be – does not generate new knowledge 
formation and new ways of thinking.

Therefore, the assumption is that 
each profession or position is able to see 
only the part of reality with which they 
are familiar, whereas any given subject 
will be illustrated better by cooperating. 
This offers an opportunity to open up 
the subject through innovative interac-
tion and thereby increase the knowledge 
of new areas. But this again requires a 
kind of state where you are both “fo-
cused on the components and receptive 
towards the whole” (Fredens, 2009: 44), 
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i.e. a kind of engagement and presence 
(mindfulness), which at the same time 
draw on the slow and goal-oriented sys-
tem of the brain with its small capacity 
and the quick and emotional system with 
its large capacity.

Learning and knowledge formation is 
understood as a collective and dialogical 
phenomenon, and the didactic innovation 
grip is very much about organising, in a 
creative manner, a diversity, which makes 
new knowledge formation possible. Place 
a bunch of highly educated young people 
with various professional backgrounds – 
human sciences graduates, economists, 
psychologist and engineers – in a room, 
give them a set of dogma rules and Emma 
Gad regarding good behaviour in groups, 
and then give them a crazy assignment. 
That will bring about innovation (Henrik 
Herlau, 2004: 1).

The principle brings about didactic 
reflection in a learning context. Which 
learning strategies will encourage new 
emergence as the source of new knowl-
edge formation? The following taxonomy 
may illustrate this situation:

1. Tell me – and I will forget
2. Show me – and I will understand

----------------------------------------
3. Involve me – and I will learn 
4. Inspire me and imagine (future state) 

– and I will innovate

Levels 1 and 2 show the type of situa-
tion, which many of us have experienced 
as a monologue or dialogue from the 
teacher with the focus on the curriculum. 
The reproduction of knowledge is the 
key issue, whereas levels 3 and 4 are very 
much about learning and (new) knowl-
edge formation, where the focus moves 
from the present to the future – and, 
more importantly, it involves knowledge 
from many sources (including the stu-
dents themselves). 

This makes the learning situation 
both complex and unpredictable, and it 
requires improvisation and challenging 
of mindset as well as practice (risk filled). 
However, it is worth remembering the 
famous words of Einstein: “Insanity is 

doing the same over and over again, and 
expecting a different result.”

This principle is a significant argu-
ment for establishing university colleges 
in Denmark, which, among other things, 
would contribute to creating stronger 
cross-disciplinary environments. With 
a view to the future challenges to our 
welfare state, it is necessary to rethink 
the interaction (co-creation) between 
different frames of reference for profes-
sions and lines of business frames. 
Furthermore, a large number of untradi-
tional alliances have been created in the 
recent years, which have resulted in new 
products, ideas and competencies. Like 
when Nokia started employing clothing 
designers and were said to outrun their 
competitors. 

In the next years, the university 
colleges will be challenged with demands 
for more incorporation, connection and 
interaction between education, research 
and innovation with profession and 
trade as the focal point (The Knowledge 
Triangle). This will give ample opportu-
nity to innovate and use the diversity in 
the interaction between different play-
ers; what can we do together that we 
cannot do separately? 

Maybe it is exactly in this kind of co-
creation you may find valuable potential 
for innovation as well as the possibility 
for creative response (Schumpeter, 1911), 
where you do something different from 
what would be expected – something 
different from the usual line of busi-
ness. As Einstein said: “We cannot find 
solutions to present problems if we keep 
thinking in the same way.” The different 
frames of reference and approaches will 
disturb our mindset and produce new 
imagination.

The World’s Most Enterprising Backyard 
Last year, the VIA University College 
settled down in Mejlgade as the neigh-
bour of The KaosPilots with a line of 
international professional bachelor’s 
degrees (Global Business Engineerting, 
Value Chain Management and Design & 
Business). We share a vision for creating 
‘The World’s Most Enterprising Backyard 
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filled with cultural and educational insti-
tutions and with one of the main clusters 
of creative industries in Denmark as the 
creative neighbour just around the cor-
ner. It is a unique international campus 
that brings students from all around the 
world together.

The KaosPilots will make a differ-
ence in the world of tomorrow. Get it 
done and make it happen! The sky is 
the limit and every KaosPilot is going 
to change and improve the world in the 
same way as KaosPilots have done for 
almost two decades now. 

The KaosPilots is a story of two 
decades of flights in Danish and interna-
tional airspace – with flights to innumer-
able destinations, high winds, vertigo 
and years of turbulence. Departing from 
an international airport, The KaosPilots 

have challenged and inspired education-
al, business, creative and social thinking 
and behaviour with footprints all over 
the world.

Like when then board of the VIA 
University College visited the Avans 
Hogeschool in Holland a few years ago. 
The board was quite impressed with 
the Advanced Business Creation Factory 
(ABC-Factory) as a new entrepreneurial 
programme and asked for the source of 
inspiration? The answer was “Well  
– The KaosPilots in Denmark!”

At the VIA University College, we 
are very pleased to be working with The 
KaosPilots as a source of inspiration. And 
as for the future; well, ‘go to gate’, the 
creative neighbourhood in the World’s 
Most Enterprising Backyard is departing 
for new experiences.

Looking to the manner in which Western 
countries are debating the future of their 
economies, the notion of the knowledge 
economy has become almost the Holy 
Writ – and the rest of the world is follow-
ing suit. After Peter Drucker coined the 
notion of knowledge workers in 1959, 
the idea that knowledge is the key to all 
economic development has gone from 
a marginal interest to the manner in 
which everyone talks about value and 
the production of the same. Today, the 
West is going through repeated connip-
tions trying to boost the investments in 
knowledge and knowledge-producing 
institutions, each trying to outdo the 
others in the number of university gradu-
ates, PhDs, patents granted and the like. 
Likewise, we live in an era where each 

and every country and company attempt 
to find the best practices of working 
with knowledge, trusting almost blindly 
in the idea that knowledge, in itself, 
can bring value and wealth, riches and 
righteousness.

This preoccupation is easy to 
understand, as culture has imprinted 
these ideas in us all, starting from very 
early on “Going to school is good for 
you”, continuing in early adulthood (“An 
education is an investment in your-
self ”), and maintaining similar notions 
throughout our working life (‘Did you 
document the best practices for your 
last project in the company database?’). 
The notion of a knowledge economy has 
gone from being a radical new idea to 
becoming a dogma, something that is 
assumed and accepted without question, 
and we might even talk of an ‘ideology 
of knowledge’ in the modern discussion 
about economy and the role of corpora-

KaosPilots in the
Imagination Economy

Alf Rehn
Professor, Chair of Management
and Organisation
Åbo Akademi University
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tions therein. But are things this easy, 
this self-evident?

The problem with the notion of 
knowledge is of course that the concept 
is so all-encompassing. Most things can 
be referred to as having a knowledge 
component, so that the humblest potter 
working in the fields of India can be 
referred to as a ‘knowledge worker’, as 
it is, obviously, his/her tacit knowledge 
of pottery, and not the clay itself that 
makes earthenware valuable. With all due 
respect to the potter, such an interpreta-
tion makes the concept lose much of 
its value, as it can be (and is) used to 
describe any- and everything. This, how-
ever, is not the most problematic issue  
at play here.

The real problem with trusting an ill-
defined notion such as ‘knowledge’ as a 
key value-producing phenomenon lies in 
the temporal and historical notion of the 
same. Knowledge is the name we have 
for what we have learnt, just as best prac-
tice is a fancy way of saying ‘this is stuff 
that used to work, earlier’. While both 
can be valuable in the now, they both 
contain a great risk. What we know and 
what we know used to work can make us 
blind for what we should learn and what 
will work, later. In this way, a blind trust 
in the knowledge economy is the same 
as trusting that our history will show us 

our future, or that our earlier successes 
predict future ones – a fallacy that has 
killed both companies and countries.

What we are seeing in the economy 
today is not necessarily the development 
of a knowledge economy, but instead the 
emergence and acceleration of an imagi-
nation economy. This is not an economy 
where you can trust old truths or even 
a university education. Instead, it is an 
economy where the dangerous idea,  
the taboo, the unfettered capacity to 
think beyond knowledge challenges 
ossified notions of knowledge and best 
practice. And it is an economy where  
The KaosPilots may well emerge as the 
true winners.

The reason I have always admired 
The KaosPilots is not because I think they 
have a better model, or more developed 
knowledge or anything like that. The rea-
son I have seen them as harbingers of the 
future is thanks to their gleeful disregard 
for best practice, their willingness to let 
go of old knowledge, their innate desire 
to go beyond any comfort zone. This, 
their active imagination and deconstruc-
tive approach to knowledge, is what 
will make them key agents in that which 
comes after the knowledge economy  
– an economy fuelled by imagination  
and the continued questioning of the 
knowledge that was.

We Need to Invest in Culture!

Laure Kaltenbach
Managing Director
Forum d’Avignon 

Investing in culture underlines the 
relationship between culture and the 
economy, between the promise of cohe-
sion and commitment, between symbolic 
values, and struggles to preserve them. 

Concrete links: the media and the 
cultural industries represent more than 
7% of global GDP and 1300 billion dollars, 

almost twice the receipts of international 
tourism, estimated at 680 billion dollars. 
But most important of all are the mean-
ingful links between individuals. Culture 
requires an investment, a personal com-
mitment, an investment in education to 
improve access to places that open our 
intellectual outlook and represent our 
values. It requires economic investments 
to develop the cultural sector and play 
an active part, an uncommon conviviality 
composed of curiosity and openness with 
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those who do not share the same culture. 
The Forum d’Avignon tries to high-

light these personal and collective invest-
ments by creating a dialogue between 
philosophers, creators, economists, 
business leaders and public authori-
ties. Exclusive studies and discussions 
examine the different dimensions of the 
theme Investing in Culture with particular 
themes such as: intellectual property, a 
universal value? Culture, a long term in-
vestment; new prescribers, new referenc-
ing of cultural contents.

Investing in Culture is the subject 
which the Forum d’Avignon and its inter-
national partners debates in 2011. The 
think tank of the Forum tackles subjects 
such as culture, financing and economic 
models; culture and attractiveness of the 
territories; culture and digital; culture 
and innovation. As an international and 
cross-sectoral event, associating debates 
and performances by artists, the Forum 
d’Avignon is a field for reflection in 

which the economic dimension of  
culture and the roles of social cohesion 
and job creation in cultural areas are  
being explored. 

The Forum d’Avignon is the place 
in which concrete proposals, unique 
networking opportunities, heritage 
and innovation discoveries are brought 
together. The directions explored each 
year are disseminated among national 
and international authorities. Over 400 
committed people come together: art-
ists, chairmen, writers, professors, film 
directors, philosophers, students from 
international universities, representatives 
of the creative and cultural industries. 
The diversity of the points of view is  
also symbolised by the cosmopolitan 
diversity of the speakers, who come  
from all over the world.

We need to move forward together 
and mix people to share experiences 
(and to be developed if needed).

CULTURE IS FUTURE!

One Raped Woman
is One Too Many

Margot Wallström
UN Special Representative of the 
Secretary-General (SRSG) on Sexual 
Violence in Conflict 

2011 saw the 100th anniversary of the 
International Women’s Day and we have 
a lot to celebrate. But despite the fact 
that we have made some progress to 
achieve equal opportunities, women and 
girls are still raped every day all over 
the world, including in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo (DRC). And one 
woman or girl is one too many.

I feel very committed to trying 
to make a difference. As a UN Special 
Representative on Sexual Violence in 
Conflict, it is my first priority to hold 
the perpetrators accountable and to end 
impunity and amnesty for this type of 

crimes. A safe life for Congolese women 
requires quick and effective action as 
well as a continuous and stubborn fight 
against the impunity which has reigned 
for too long.

The serious shortcomings of the 
DRC’s legal system are one issue. What is 
needed is a stronger focus on prevention 
and human rights-related training for the 
soldiers, who have been integrated into 
the country’s national army. All donors 
must contribute to a structural reform of 
the police, the military, and the judicial 
system. The main responsibility lies with 
the DRC government and the interna-
tional community.

Early January, another 60 women 
were raped in Fizi in eastern DRC. This 
is no longer news. The world is aware 
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For 20 years, The KaosPilots have known 
that it is not necessarily the wall that 
keeps standing when you bump against 
it. The KaosPilots have bumped against 
and responded to all sorts of fancies, tra-
ditions, slanders, prejudice, squareness 
and conservatism during the years. And 
I wonder how many layabouts, scoun-
drels, hostile and pallid officials have left 
Mejlgade with a smile on their lips from 
being overwhelmed and empowered 

by this almost inexhaustible energy and 
enthusiasm that The KaosPilots posses? 
They may even have come to the conclu-
sion that they have wasted their lives. 
That they must start over again. You 
enter the gate in Mejlgade as a grumpy 
grouch and you leave as a young blond 
girl, light-footed and happy.

The KaosPilots have been the jester 
of the classroom. The established edu-
cational system (especially in Denmark) 
has seen you as charlatans and – to make 
it even worse – as charlatans receiving 
government grants. Where was the ac-
creditation? Where was the professional 

Cheers! – and a Small Dig

Elsebeth Gerner Nielsen
Principal
The Design School, Kolding

of what is happening in South Kivu. The 
sexual violence is systematic in nature. 
What is new and positive, however, is 
that eleven suspected perpetrators from 
the DRC national army were quickly ap-
prehended and sentenced. This shows 
that perpetrators not only stem from 
armed groups, but also from the national 
army. At the same time, it illustrates how 
our increased focus on going after the 
criminals has rendered concrete results. 
By paying more attention to these type 
of offences and by ensuring that the 
offenders are held accountable for their 
misdeeds, we send an important signal 
to all perpetrators: Sexual violence is an 
international crime which the inter-
national community takes extremely 
seriously. Instead of a cheap, silent and 
effective weapon, sexual violence be-
comes a liability – regardless of whether 
it has been commanded, condoned or 
not prevented.

Another issue is the unregulated 
extraction of so-called conflict miner-
als. Gold, tin, tungsten and coltan help 
finance armed groups who use sexual 
violence as a tactic of war. Therefore, 
we need to take urgent action to ensure 
that a global regime for conflict miner-

als is established. The United States has 
already seized the initiative; it is high 
time for the European Union to take 
responsibility.

I often get the question: What can 
I do, personally, to try to help put an 
end to sexual violence in the DRC and 
other places in the world? My answer is: 
Help me fight the indifference to what 
is going on. Talk about it and help break 
what has been called history’s greatest 
silence. What are your elected represent-
atives doing to make a difference? Ask 
inconvenient questions to manufacturers 
and importers of electronic goods about 
the origin of their products’ minerals. As 
a citizen and a consumer you can make 
a difference. Show solidarity with the 
women of world – regardless of whether 
you are a man or a woman.

During the Nuremberg trials, it was 
said that the sexual violence inflicted 
on survivors during WWII was ‘unspeak-
able’. Sexual violence has also been 
labeled inevitable or as collateral dam-
age. This is not true. We must stop doing 
that and instead start treating this crime 
as all other crimes against human rights: 
Let us make sexual violence unthinkable 
and unacceptable.
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knowledge platform? Where was the re-
search? Where was ‘standard practice’? 
And what about Bologna – to which you 
replied: What about Palermo? The most 
annoying part has been that the busi-
ness world did not care about your lack 
of reverence towards dogma. The large, 
established and well-acknowledged 
companies and business leaders have 
queued up constantly to play with you. 
They have supported you and they have 
hired your graduates even before the ink 
had dried on their diplomas.

It has been an incredible pleasure to 
follow you. Thank you so much for the 
inspiration and a good many wake-up 
calls to the established. Thank you for 
your easy ways – such as your readiness 
to open source; to share your ideas, net-
work and lunacy with the rest of us. And 
not least thanks for the parties where all 
of it is put to use. 

Of course, a 20th anniversary  
must resemble a child’s birthday; you  
do not celebrate the year that has been  
– you celebrate the years to come. So 
what now? 

Dear KaosPilots: It is time to get a 
taste of your own medicine. You must 
innovate, if you want to stay as impor-
tant (and you must) in the next 20 years 
as you have been, so far. 

So at the risk of sounding peevish 
and – even worse – supercilious, I will 
offer you some reflections/advice:

First of all: Professionalise – but 
keep the grassroots and entrepreneurial 
spirit. Bureaucracy is not only bad. 
Bureaucracy may give you the freedom 
really to grow and realise your ideas, 
because you know the machine is work-
ing. For instance, you should be earning 
more money than you do, because you 
have the knowledge and the qualifica-
tions, which are really needed in the 
private and public sectors. Your board 
might propose a new strategy, where 
you really raise the bar – including the 
standards for appearance and earnings.

One more comment on this (and 
now the dame really pokes her head 
out): Is it still good for your mission  

that Mejlgade looks like a listed squatter 
camp? Without splashing out, you might 
not suffer from spending a bit on some 
general decor. 

Secondly: Accreditation. At the 
Design School in Kolding, we went 
through this in 2010. At first we were 
convinced that it would be only bad. But 
we have grown wiser and have found out 
that much of what our students knew 
was learned in secret. We did not know 
exactly what they learned and where. 
The process of accreditation has given 
us more knowledge about ourselves; 
and about our actual strengths and 
weaknesses. We have been forced to 
articulate our professional competency. 
This way our candidates are also surer 
of what they are and what they master. 
Therefore, I can only recommend accred-
itation. Do you not need more terms and 
words for your professional competency 
as well? Furthermore, it is an advantage 
to be able to issue a diploma to which 
the rest of the world is able to relate.

Thirdly: Take leadership in rela-
tion to the entire educational sector. 
Too many young people never get an 
education. And too many drop out of 
the existing system. No wonder, since 
there is almost no innovation going on 
– especially on the pedagogical side – in 
large parts of our educational system. 
Too much teaching still takes place in 
the auditorium. Or as self-study at home 
behind a desk. The KaosPilots have so 
much to teach us all! Therefore, put on 
the Yellow Jersey and see yourself as an 
exploratorium for a future way of educa-
tion. But this requires you to be much 
more visible and thereby more commu-
nicative than you are today.

Start moving with the same speed 
as you have done in these last 20 years. 
We need your professional competency 
and knowledge. We need your cour-
age, zeal and visions. Help us renew 
Denmark and the world. Remain dough-
ty and perky. Let KaosPilot become 
the first word in a long row, which you 
make sure enters the Danish spelling 
dictionary. 
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It is an honour and a joy to come to 
Aarhus to be one of the Pillars of the cur-
riculum for the international innovation 
school, The KaosPilots. To know that the 
students will be taking the leadership 
and strategy work we do together and 
using it to make the world a better place 
is personally gratifying. 

Watching the students change the 
world also inspired me to take what I 
preach and fully implement it on a pro-
ject for which I have great passion. The 
project is the Green Idea House (www.
GreenIdeaHouse.com), a net zero energy, 
zero carbon retrofit of our existing family 
house. The house is designed to harvest 
from the environment more energy than 
it uses on an operational basis and be 
responsive to the environment in terms 
of water, waste and toxicity as well.

The project is being built with stand-
ard construction techniques and off the 
shelf technologies that are compatibly 
priced with similar homes in our area. 
We hope that this makes it a replicable 
model. As a result of our vision for the 
project, Southern California Edison has 
chosen it as the cornerstone case study 
of their net zero energy programme.
 
The Power of Now
Why should our family undertake a 
project like this now? Being trained as 
an economist, not an environmental-
ist, what first caught my attention was 
California’s Public Utilities Commission 
guidelines that ALL new residential 
buildings will be net zero energy by 2020 
and ALL commercial buildings by 2030! 
Great vision, but how would that ever  
be achieved?

Similarly, about 15 years ago 
California’s Zero Vehicle Emissions  

programme had an aggressive goal to 
make 10% of the vehicle fleet in the state 
zero emissions. They had 12 years to do 
it and in the 11th year the car manu-
facturers claimed they did not have the 
technology to do it. This, of course, was 
untrue (see: Who Killed the Electric Car). 
If they had stayed the course those car 
manufacturers would have owned the 
burgeoning electric car industry.

We want to make sure that the same 
thing does not happen to the net zero 
energy building initiative – that in 2019 
builders do not claim that we do not 
have the technology to build net zero en-
ergy structures. The only way to do that 
is to build the case study for it now.

Would not building net zero energy 
case study houses be better left to 
developers, architects, contractors or 
manufacturers? Maybe, but we do not 
see it happening. Despite the abundance 
of sunshine in southern California, we 
see few stepping up to the net zero 
challenge. Also, we believe we can tell a 
more unbiased story – a story more fami-
lies can relate to and avoid the conflicts 
that are inherent with the other trades. 

Inspiration for the Perspiration
The KaosPilots students and faculty 
know of my interest in all things sustain-
able. Therefore, every time I come to 
visit they take me on field trips on my 
time off from lecturing. These trips have 
included a visit to the Velux ‘Home for 
Life’ case study house with Philip Hahn 
Petersen (team 13), Lukas Wassberg’s 
(team 14) house in the Eco Village of 
Friland and most recently, a trip with 
Simon Kavanagh from the KaosPilot staff 
and students Tobias Mikkel Kjærside and 
Jakob Buchbjerg to Samsø Island, an is-
land that makes more energy than it uses 
and attracts thousands of visitors a year 
as a result of its carbon neutral brand. 
They were all incredibly inspirational and 

How Aarhus
Inspired Our House

Robert Fortunato
President,
ForStrategy Consulting Inc. 
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Three years ago, in 2008, the Haja 
Production School teacher Hiioks – now 
the school master – told me about The 
KaosPilots after coming back from the 
Youth Creativity Summit held in Hong 
Kong. In contrast to her usual tranquil-
ity, she could not hide her excitement. 
She said that the Haja Production School 
should collaborate with The KaosPilots 
because they had a very similar vision 
and pedagogy. I studied the school 
through the web, and this confirmed 
that she was quite right. At the time, we 
were preparing for the Youth Creativity 
Pre-Summit here in Seoul. We decided 
to invite Mr. Danny Yung, a founder of 
the Hong Kong School of Creativity, 
and Mr. Uffe Elbæk, the founder of The 
KaosPilots, as keynote speakers. The tie 
between our two schools has existed 
since then. 

As an anthropologist, it is crucial  
to visit the ‘field/place’. Luckily, I had  
a chance to visit The KaosPilots on the  
way to an academic conference that I  
attended in Vienna. It was early June  
of 2010. 

The KaosPilots and the Haja Center 
have many things in common. Firstly, 
both of us try to create new ways 
beyond the modern paradigm. We are 
opening the new era of Post-Fordism 
with a totally new concept for education 
and labour/work. We are also similar in 
pioneering the fourth sector by empha-
sizing alternative leadership and mutual 
cooperation among late-modern citizens. 
At the same time, we do not exclude but 
connect the sectors of government, busi-
ness and NGOs. This is the very context 
in which the Haja Center started as a sort 
of alternative school. In 1999, when the 
Haja Center was founded, it aimed at 
changing the existing education system. 
We took this path in order to teach 
young people to be excellent talents 

Congratulations on
the Anniversary!

Cho (Haan) Haejoang
Professor, Cultural Anthropology, 
Yonsei University, Seoul, South Korea, 
Founder of Haja Center

the trip to Samsø Island clearly demon-
strated what can be done when a com-
munity builds consensus around a great, 
sustainable idea. 

From Aarhus to Our House
How can Samsø Island’s model for 
sustainability along with The KaosPilots’ 
ingenuity and creativity be of assistance 
to a small beach community in Southern 
California?

Hermosa Beach, the home of the 
Green Idea House, and our residence for 
16 years, is being hit with a law suit for 
$700 million from an oil company that 
is claiming breach of contract when citi-
zens opposed oil drilling in their residen-
tial neighborhood for safety reasons. The 

city’s annual budget is only $25 million, 
so any major judgment against it would 
throw our home town into bankruptcy.

Zero the Hero
Hermosa Beach is only a mile in diameter 
with no heavy industry. Would it be pos-
sible to use Samsø Island as the model 
of what may be possible for a Carbon 
Neutral Hermosa Beach? Could the tax 
credits and carbon credits spun off this 
type of project be used to settle a 12 
year legal fight and help the environment 
and the economy at the same time?

If anyone could make this im-
possibility possible, it would be The 
KaosPilots. We look forward to exploring 
the opportunity… 
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without going to colleges. We wanted 
to show to the public that the important 
thing is to become a creative talent, 
who can create your work and your own 
life, rather than graduating from top-tier 
colleges.

The Haja Center had started as a 
safe experimental ground for teenag-
ers. In the middle of the 1990s in South 
Korea, many high school students 
refused to go to high schools, which 
were authoritarian and only designed to 
cram the universities. Raised in a society 
of economic affluence and political 
democratisation, many youngsters liter-
ally dropped out of high school or did 
not concentrate in the class, leading to 
‘classroom collapsing’. Some kept their 
name in the roll book because of their 
parents, but spent most of their time at 
the Haja studios where they could learn 
how to make films, dramas, and songs 
or organize cultural events to express 
themselves and to realise their ideas. 
Therefore, the key members of the Haja 
Center have been younger than those at 
The KaosPilots. 

Recently, universities in South Korea 
witness similar classroom collapses as 
the youth unemployment problem gets 
serious, and neo-liberalism deteriorates 
the quality university education due 
to severe competition for limited jobs. 
Therefore, the Haja Center is gradu-
ally expanding its space for youth in 
their 20s, including college students 
‘in search of something new’. The Haja 
center just opened a new building for 
social entrepreneurs and a Creative Hub, 
where young people from different cit-
ies and countries may come freely and 
mix. The opening of this Creative Hub, 
in fact, has made it smooth for foreign 
entrepreneurs, such as Mette Nürnberg 
Pedersen, team 15, a senior student at 
The KaosPilots, who carried out her pro-
ject so successfully this spring. I believe 
she was quite happy and comfortable in 
the new environment. 

The young KaosPilots are citizens 
of Northern Europe where the social 
welfare system is well established. 
Korean youth live in a society where the 

concept of ‘welfare’ has just budded. 
But both groups of young people are 
the same in aspiring to unfold their 
talents while doing what they dream 
of. However, many youngsters in Seoul 
are in a poor economic situation with 
few safety nets. It is hard for them to 
keep their living and pay for college fees 
unless they live with their parents or 
get some support from them. It is hard 
for them to acquire time to do what 
they want while in college, if they have 
to work part time for a living. In case 
their parents help them, conflicts occur 
because they have to do what their 
parents want. Students at the top level 
universities tend to feel guilt in pursu-
ing what they want, thinking that their 
parents ‘invested’ so much to send them 
to top class universities. They think of 
what their parents sacrificed for their 
education. South Korea is number two 
in terms of college tuition after the USA. 
Therefore, many youngsters are daunted 
by the feeling of debt when they face 
their parents. 

Competition and bipolarisation of 
the classes are getting more severe, and 
most people, including the so-called 
winners, feel that they might be plunged 
down into the ‘loser’ group. People 
who have no economic foundation or 
patronizing parents live in fear that their 
survival might be jeopardized at any mo-
ment. Anxiety is the virus that eats away 
the soul, as a movie title says. Restless 
youngsters cannot start venturous jour-
neys. Instead, they cling to the minimal 
security by turning away their eyes from 
the reality. The KaosPilots way, that is, 
‘finding ways in the midst of chaos,’ 
is becoming a more and more difficult 
choice for the Korean youth. 

Under these circumstances, the 
Haja Center now emphasizes inter-de-
pendence rather than independence. It 
is a virtue as critical as the brave stride 
through changes. It is in this context 
that we have begun to get involved in 
incubating social enterprise and com-
munity business. Also, the pedagogical 
principles of the Haja Production School 
have changed. The school now tries to 
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become the safety net for all students. 
The students spend almost twelve hours 
together in school. The school func-
tions as family, relatives and safe house 
as well as school. We emphasize the 
humanities extensively, so that the stu-
dents may learn how wise humans have 
survived in difficult times of disaster. 
After the Fukushima nuclear power plant 
accident in Japan this spring, we are 
studying intensively about energy shift 
and energy down. We have organized a 
demonstration for post 9/11 disasters 
and have tried to envision the ‘transition 
of civilisation’. The whole school moves 
like a performance troupe. In fact, the 
Haja team moving tribe is one of the 
most popular performing art groups in 
the NGO sector. 

For the last ten years, the Haja 
Production School has encouraged 
youngsters to find their own way and 
do excellent work as specialists in the 
cultural and creative industries. Now 
we put more emphasis on ‘doing things 
together’ to create a better world. We 
emphasize not just ‘learning by doing’, 
but ‘learning by doing good things’, not 
just ‘self-directed learning’ but ‘being 
creative in common’ through collective 
learning. Many teenagers have to make 
their own living to sustain such activi-
ties. We encourage them to work and 
also to share the houses if they have to 
live alone (not with their parents). 

Recently, schools and universities 
in South Korea emphasize ‘self-directed 
learning’ as the neo-liberal principles 
of governing started spreading to all 
corners of the society. As a core value 
of neo-liberalism, which highlights ‘ef-
ficiency’ and ‘outcome’, the concepts of 
‘self-development’ and ‘self-responsibil-
ity’ have been the key slogans among 
teachers, parents and students them-
selves. This presents, indeed, a troubling 
situation for people in alternative educa-
tion, who have emphasized self-directed 
learning. We have had to draw a definite 
line between our self-directed learning 
and the neo-liberal demand of being a 
winner in a winner-takes-it-all society.

The Haja Center, therefore, is 
shifting our fundamentals from the 
‘capable individual’ to the ‘sustainable 
society.’ We clearly recognize that the 
sustainability of humanity is jeopardized 
in this brakeless market-driven society. 
We believe that we cannot make fertile 
ground for teenagers without the 
socio-economic activities of young 
people in their 20s and 30s. While we 
have grown excellent professionals in 
the cultural and creative industry during 
the past 10 years, we now put more 
emphasis on incubating social enter-
prises for youths, and we try to be the 
creative hub for them. The Haja Center 
would rather grow with people, who 
have the sense of being a good social 
being, rather than just having the sense 
of ‘excellence’. Yes, we want a young 
person to be the only one, the excellent 
one (winner in their expression) and 
the good one after all. Such people can 
make ‘Creative Hub’ as common ground 
in the new era. 

I like the expressions which the 
book of The KaosPilots has emphasized 
such as ‘many stakeholders’, or ‘lots of 
new friends’ in this context. I also like 
that you stress the balance between 
head, heart and hand. The highlighting 
of ‘value-based entrepreneurship’, an  
‘international profile’ and ‘system  
export’ is what we also support here  
at the Haja Center. 

I would like to wrap up my celebra-
tion note with the story of Kuri Kindi, 
the very story that the Haja Production 
School students cherish in their hearts. 

Story of Kuri Kindi
The forest is on fire.
The animals are rushing to escape.
But Kuri Kindi (hummingbird) is  
flying busily.
She is putting out fire, carrying water  
in her tidy beak.
Other animals laugh at her, saying 
“Nothing will change no matter what 
you do”
Kuri Kindi says: 
“I just do what I can do”
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I just finished an 18 month sabbatical 
trip travelling the five continents. The 
intention of this trip was for me to find 
out what would be my biggest contri-
bution to saving the planet in the next 
four years. The result was the decision 
to create a Global Game that mobilised 
2 billion people in the next 4 years by 
taking hands-on action to restore the 
environmental and social balance on the 
planet. All this will be led by youth and 
children mobilizing their communities 
with creativity and happiness.

This whole process began with 
two traumatic events: a lecture by Jared 
Diamond at TED and the civil disap-
pointment at COP15 in Copenhagen 
2009.

Five years ago. In his speech Jared 
summed up the 12 environmental 
indicators that suggest scientifically 
that we have 5 to 15 years before an 
environmental collapse at a global scale. 
The first time that a disaster of this 
magnitude may be caused by human 
action. No more the predictions for 150 
or 50 years, which we are used to leav-
ing for future generations. Now we are 
talking about 5 to 15 years! The figures 
gave me a sense of emergency that I 
had never before experienced. A 5-year 
deadline for action does not allow 
alternatives!

Hopenhagen
In Copenhagen, as well as the frus-
tration caused by the governmental 
negotiations, I saw and experienced 
the demoralisation of the civil soci-
ety during the last three days of the 
meeting, when the organizers of the 
event progressively cut off access to 

the summit dome. Every day, thousands 
of people found themselves prevented 
from participating. 

The impact was so devastating that 
the frustration could be felt through-
out the city. What to me was already 
a principle now became a dogma: the 
transformation we are dreaming of will 
not be initiated by governments orbusi-
ness corporations. If we are to have any 
chance of success this will be born out 
of a civil society initiative. But without 
the support of the great powers, how, 
in 5 years, can we initiate the necessary 
changes to reverse our destructive ac-
tion on the planet?

Let us Go Slow, I am in a Hurry!  
The first step was to find the ideal 
conditions in environment and time, 
and the inspiration to find the answers 
corresponding to the scale of the chal-
lenge. A Sabbatical! Despite how good 
and impactful my previous activities 
had been, it was not yet enough for the 
needed change. Undertaking this jour-
ney brought contributions in the three 
key themes that I wanted to explore: my 
roots, the natural beauty in the world 
and power.

Roots
In Africa and in India I came across the 
exponential power we access when 
we act as a collective. In the village, in 
hosting, in resisting, in restoring and in 
revitalizing.

Beauty
In Asia, my natural sense of privilege 
and reverence for what we have inher-
ited was awakened by being exposed to 
extreme beauty, and this made it clear 
to me what and why it would be worth-
while to mobilise all my resources and 
all my friends and network to protect 
the wonder that this planet is.

What If Changing the World 
Could be Fast, Free and Fun?

Edgard Gouveia Junior
Ashoka Fellow,
Bio-architect
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Power
In North America, being exposed to the 
overwhelming results of the ability to 
realise the most unlikely dreams in a very 
short time as well as the culture of invest-
ing in the unimaginable, strengthened 
my courage to determine that yes, it is 
possible, we have the resources and we 
are going to do it!

2 Billion People Deeply Involved
I am a dreamer, but I cannot take the risk 
of being naive. What kind of vision could 
offer an exciting starting point? A good 
answer was the image of a massive num-
ber of people replanting forests, cleaning 
up rivers, restoring contaminated soil 
and coral reefs, changing voluntarily their 
diets, consumption patterns, interper-
sonal, intercultural and international 
relationships. And going further, at a 
certain point, the other beings of nature 
would join us: ants, bees, birds, dolphins, 
whales, elephants, and wind, rain and sea 
tides, all in favour of restoring the planet. 
Yes, like Avatar the movie, but I dreamed 
it before I watched it. How to achieve 
this vision when we walk in the radically 
opposite direction? Education would 
require more time to have an impact 
on behaviour, and to have any chance 
of success in affecting the performance 
of 2 billion people, it would need to 
be coordinated, persistent and excel-
lent! But if there is no time for training, 
and we have so many requirements for 
success, in what situations and spheres 
do humans already express naturally the 
required skills? In what fields do we not 
need to learn?

The Collective Game
In a collective game, we naturally want 
to give the best of ourselves to achieve 
the target set in the shortest possible 
time. In a collective game, any one from 
our team instantly becomes a ‘member of 
the family’ and our welcoming, hosting 
and cooperation are unconditional. In the 
collective game, we feel more powerful 
and reliable than ever to face challenges 
we would never dare to face or accom-
plish on our own. In the collective game, 

we are excellent and able to perform 
miracles! Most people are aware of and 
sensitive to the risky status of the planet, 
and they are ready to contribute to 
reversing the threat of collapse, but feel 
immobilised. My last 15 years of practice 
of social mobilisation through play, 
convince me that the key to unstick this 
feeling of immobilisation is to offer an 
invitation that assures security, freedom 
of action and the prospect of fast and 
consistent results. But even with a willing 
crowd, which resources would need to be 
mobilised, coordinated and applied?

We Have Plenty of Resources!
Resources are abundant, accessible, effec-
tive, disseminated and... free! The social 
media (Facebook, Orkut); virtual tools 
(Google, YouTube, Wikipedia, Twitter, 
Kiva); mobilisation strategies (flash mobs, 
games, Avaaz); dynamic environmental 
and social restoration techniques (per-
maculture, green guerrilla, oasis game). 
What would Gandhi or Luther King have 
done with access to such resources? 
But they are no longer here, and I dis-
like the idea that they have been killed. 
What leaders of today would have the 
necessary charisma to coordinate such 
diversity of people?

Legitimate Leaders
I still remember the feeling of being 
totally underestimated by adults as a 
pre-adolescent: probably you do as well. 
My opinion is that the perception in 
society of children and youth is similar 
to the perception of women a hundred 
years ago: they cannot, they do not know, 
they do not want, they are not. Just as 
today we keep being surprised by the 
quality and scale of the contribution of 
women in almost all fields of action, I am 
convinced that soon we will be surprised 
by the contribution of our children and 
youth. I see them as the ideal leaders for 
society in this historic moment: they have 
plenty of time and energy; they are open 
to change, they have no hidden agenda 
and hold their ideals above their personal 
interests. They are the leading experts 
in the use of virtual technologies; they 
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In 2001, a college student named Eli 
Pariser created an online petition calling 
for a multilateral response to the 9/11 
terrorist attacks. He shared the campaign 
with his friends. A couple of weeks later, 
half a million people had signed the 
petition, and within months, Pariser had 
joined forces with the founders of the 
nascent MoveOn.org and was suddenly 
at the helm of the grassroots opposition 
to the Bush administration. A movement 
entrepreneur was born.

Movement entrepreneurs create 
new sources of power by aggregating 
and mobilizing the voices of many. They 
are often digitally savvy outsiders who 
tap powerful popular sentiment in a 
new way. They work outside the walls of 
formal institutions and decision-makers 
rather than pursuing change as actors 
within them. They deploy the tactics and 
embrace the culture of business and en-
trepreneurialism, rather than that of tra-
ditional NGOs or public servants. When 
they succeed, they can have tremendous 
political and cultural impact.

Until very recently, creating a suc-
cessful social movement wasn’t so easy. 
You needed access to a vast ground 
organisation, like the churches of the 
civil rights movement, or a huge main-
stream media megaphone. The Internet 
has made it dramatically easier to build 
and deploy collective power. Movement 
entrepreneurs can now easily use digital 
platforms to educate members, direct 
people to take political actions, lobby 
decision makers and surface offline activ-
ity to organize people in the real world.

Matt Brown, a former Rhode Island 
politician, and Bruce Blair, an interna-
tional security expert, shared a concern 
about nuclear proliferation and nuclear 
terrorism. Four years ago they set about 
creating a global movement for the 
elimination of nuclear weapons, more or 
less from scratch. Their aim was to take 
the issue out of its Cold War-era frame, 
popularize it for a new generation, 
and shift the debate from incremental 
disarmament to the more catalyzing 
long-term goal of a world without nu-
clear weapons. Like the best movement 
entrepreneurs, Brown and Blair skilfully 
exploited the levers of power available 
to them. They assembled a commis-
sion of more than 200 world leaders, 
including former US and Soviet leaders 

Jeremy Heimans 
CEO, Purpose

Alnoor Ladha
Director of Strategy, Purpose

The Rise of the
Movement Entrepreneur

have the moral authority, because they 
are inheriting the planet; and they have 
the natural charisma to attract attention 
and collaboration from adults. Nobody 
can resist the call for help from a child, 
especially when it is well-intentioned.

Now try to imagine: children and 
youth enthusiastically and consistently 
urging parents, teachers, neighbours and 
individual organisations. 

4 years + 2 Billion People + Gleefully  
+ Acting. Yes, WE Can!
What at first was an UTOPIA gained the 
status of an EPIC JOURNEY. We are more 
than 600 worldwide helping to construct 
this reality. And you are very welcome 
to join! 

Over the next years, when a child 
knocks on your door, open, not only  
your door but also your heart!
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and key figures in the military establish-
ments of the nuclear states. To bring the 
issue to a new audience, they conceived 
and co-produced a film, Countdown To 
Zero, enlisting the team that made An 
Inconvenient Truth. In parallel, they have 
used online organizing techniques to 
build a large-scale grassroots follow-
ing for the issue for the first time since 
the 1980s. Their initiative, Global Zero, 
has helped to put the issue of nuclear 
weapons back on the international policy 
agenda. As movement entrepreneurs 
they have been far more successful than 
if they had relied only on existing multi-
lateral processes or official diplomacy.

In the 20th century, a driven,  
ambitious young person might have 
joined the ranks of the international 
technocracy or a corporate bureaucracy. 
Today, they have the tools to become 
movement entrepreneurs. 

Like entrepreneurs in the private 
sector, movement entrepreneurs require 
bravery, tenacity, creativity and a willing-
ness to create disequilibrium. More nim-
ble and tactically innovative than those 
constrained by formal authority or insti-
tutions, they are in a unique position to 
help solve 21st-century problems. The 
world needs more of them.

During the openness and reform 
process of the past thirty years, China 
has experienced the first economic 
transformation, which was a transition 
from the former planned economy to 
the market economy. At the time of 
a ‘post-crisis’ era in the 21st-century, 
China stands at the crossroad of its 
second round of transformation. The 
global economic recession triggered 
by the US financial crisis has reshaped 
China’s former industrial structure, 
which was manufacturing-based and 
export-dependent coupled with an 
investment-driven economic growth. 
With about 80% of China’s GDP going to 
exports and fixed investment in the last 
decade, the manufacturing industry has 
contributed greatly to the nation as the 
other side of the coin, it has generated 
widespread disregard for environmental 

protection and workplace safety. China 
has to seek for a breakthrough for the 
future of its economic development, 
which aims to transform the model of 
‘Made-in-China’ to ‘Created-in-China’. 
As an emerging economic spin-off in 
China’s future, the cultural and crea-
tive industries have been upgraded as 
national strategic industries after the 
launch of the Revitalization Plan for the 
Cultural Industries by the State Council of 
China in July 2009. 

How may China become more 
internationally competitive by integrat-
ing value-added creativity and innova-
tion into its transformation of economic 
structure? In my book Creative Industries 
and Economic Transformation in China 
(Beijing: China Economic Press House, 
2010), I argue that creative industries 
serve as a ‘growth mechanism’ to the 
economic transformation. By means 
of the knowledge accumulation and 
increase of human resources, the crea-
tive industries play an increasing role in 

China 2020 – Reimagining
Economic Transformation and 

Creative Futures in China

Marina Guo
Director, International Programme,
John Howkins Research Centre for 
Creative Industries
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an integrated economic development by 
penetrating into traditional industries 
with spillover effect, associated effect 
and spread effect. Having picked up the 
concept of creative industries, which 
originated in the UK in the late 90s, 
cultural creativity and technological 
innovation are now seen as core growth 
factors that stimulate the transforma-
tion from a former manufacturing-based 
economy to a consumption and innova-
tion-led economic development, which 
will re-shape China as an innovative 
nation. However, it is easier to generate 
creativity and innovation by individu-
als than create wealth for the society. 
It seems that China is overflowing 
with animators, designers, artists and 
writers, but the global competitiveness 
of China’s animation industry, design in-
dustry or contemporary arts seem to be 
far behind the advanced countries. Many 
reasons could be attributed to such an 
observation, e.g. a lack of IP protection, 
a lack of effective operation of an inte-
grated industrial chain, the conservative 
cultural propaganda for free expression, 
a slow pace in the educational reform 
and cultural progress etc. 

In his latest publication, How 
Creativity is Changing China (London: 
Bloomsbury Academic, 2011), Prof. Li 
Wuwei, a well-known economist and 
one of China’s leading figures in the 
creative industries, gave a blueprint of 
China’s creative future as the evolution-
ary process from creative industries 
to creative economy and ultimately 
towards a creative society. From an 
economic perspective, the creative in-
dustries will facilitate innovation in the 
economic system; they will have positive 
effects on the optimized industrial 
structures, and they will impact on the 
regional and national competitiveness. 
In a word, creative transformations at 
different levels will be expected in the 
next 5—10 years, as was stated in the 
national and regional five-year plans 
throughout China. Challenges are as 
great as opportunities in the transition 
process for both domestic and inter-
national players, who aim to share the 

benefit of taking a fast train in the big-
gest potential market in the world.

I once had interesting discussions 
with Western friends concerning a na-
tion’s competitiveness in 2020. Most 
of them believe that China will take 
an increasing leading role in economic 
power, while overall people develop-
ment and social-cultural innovation 
remain a question mark, if sustainability 
and social balance are not taken seri-
ously in the next decades. I share the 
same viewpoint to some extent, as I can 
see that the imbalance of economic and 
social structure has been getting even 
more serious in the process of a leap-
frog development over the last three 
decades. However, I believe that what 
gives China 2020 a fresh image with 
new energy is the younger generation, 
which embraces the Chinese traditional 
culture and wisdom while at the same 
time is open to communicate and work 
with interdependent international com-
munities. From my point of view, the 
cultivation of talents in quantity and 
quality so as to satisfy an increasing 
demand for creative workforce could be 
one of the key solutions to the bottle-
neck of the fast development of creative 
industries. Capacity building and the 
right value for serving society are es-
sential to the creative professionals and 
enterprises. Educational institutions 
need to response to the changing real-
ity quickly. The cross-over feature of 
creative industries requires educational 
support to cross-disciplinary learning, 
cross-cultural communication and cross-
media innovation. The employment 
landscape has also been changed in 
the creative sector, and a great number 
of creative professionals are enjoying 
career development by being creative 
entrepreneurs, freelancers, independent 
professionals. Therefore, entrepreneur-
ship has become one of the core capaci-
ties of professionals. In my proposal 
of an innovation programme to the 
Shanghai Theatre Academy, I strongly 
suggested that entrepreneurial educa-
tion should be placed at the centre of 
education for creativity and innovation, 
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as I believe that entrepreneurship will 
be the source of creative business with 
endless innovation and creativity to 
cope with the ever-changing economic 
climate and cultural evolutions. 

The KaosPilots International has set 
an extraordinary example with its explo-
ration of creative approaches in capacity 
building, of creative project manage-
ment and creative process management. 
I was involved in the KaosPilot outpost 

in Shanghai from 2008—2010, and I 
was impressed by the Kaos-approaches 
to self-organizing and problem-solving 
principles. The KaosPilot students dis-
tinguished themselves from the others 
by demonstrating their creative ideas 
and strong business competencies. 

Whatever they do, wherever they 
work, they share a sound name with 
pride: KaosPilots.

The key-challenge for the Fourth Sector 
is the true psycho-social change of mind-
set. What is wealth? What is develop-
ment? What is happiness? Which kind of 
benefit do you have in mind when you 
work for benefit? How change the mind-
set in a way which will make this benefit 
truly sustainable, in the original sense of 
the Brundtland Report? 

The Management of the Sustainable 
Mind: the Fourth Bottom Line is a prag-
matic and non-dualistic methodology to, 
truly, change mindsets, internationally 
recognized by the three traditional sec-
tors, and by the Academy. For example, 
the Reputation Institute, N.Y., considers 
that Fourth Bottom Line, in the context 
of the psycho-political economy of com-
munication and culture, has created a 
new era in management theory because 
it has found a solution to practicing the 
ideals of the Triple Bottom Line.
 

The Management of  
the Sustainable Mind

for a New Generation of
Psycho-Social Change Makers

Evandro Vieira Ouriques
D. Sc., Center for Transdisciplinary 
Studies on Communication and 
Consciousness, Rio de Janeiro

The Fourth Bottom Line Step-By-Step 
Programme – Overview
The FBL Programme is a complex of 
eight (4+4) modules called Passages, and 
created with rhizomatic and arboric net-
work principles. Each one is a repository 
of true change. All of them are composed 
of multimedia speeches, collective 
practices, simulated situations, psycho-
physical experiments and therapeutic 
resources. In some of them energetic and 
ancestral practices occur. 

1st Passage – Communication
and Information
The Fourth Sector and the Culture of 
Communication. The essential difference 
between Communication (the language 
of Life) as the challenge of hearing 
someone out and offering continuous 
feedback, and Information (the patriar-
chal and authoritarian effort to control 
Life) as the basis of the Culture of Fear, 
Terror, Seduction, and Consumerism, 
with its crystallised hierarchies. The 
origin of this misunderstanding and 
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the creation of Philosophy: Language, 
Death, Control, Surrender. The Principle 
of Autonomy and how to be an example 
of Creative Mythology, Chaordic and 
Flocking Communication, Management 
and Markets. The Fourth Sector 
requires overcoming the Challenge of 
Communicating. 

2nd – Epistemological Revision of 
Culture and Nature Relation
The common cause of all unsustain-
ability is the perception of Culture as 
separate from Nature. This is the reason 
why individuals experience themselves, 
their thoughts, their affects and their 
proper bodies (or part of these) as 
something separate from them and 
from the rest. This delusion is the 
original prison, restricting individuals 
to unsustainable desires. How to do the 
complex, systemic and urgent revision of 
the dualistic epistemological foundation 
of the West? If we want the vigour of 
the Fourth Sector, we need to under-
stand Culture as a mode of Nature and, 
simultaneously, adopt this fact as the 
source of reference for all action. Only 
with this listening exercise of Nature is 
it possible, theoretically and operation-
ally, for individuals, networks, crews and 
organisations to synchronize word and 
action, the most important benefit.

 
3rd – Non-dualism
How to suspend the experience of evil 
as an absolute exteriority and how to 
dissolve the conflict in favour of the 
complementarity of opposites? The 
central paradigm of unsustainability is 
this dualism. Its tremendous impact cov-
ers all aspects of the present mindset: 
Subject/Object, Interior/Exterior, Mind/
Body, Mind/Heart, Superstructure/
Infrastructure, Economy/Culture, 
Objectivity/Subjectivity, Identity/
Difference, Psycho/Social, Private/
Public, For Profit/Non Profit, Content/
Form, Individual/Community, Local/
Global, Praxis/Theory, Student/
Professor, Arborical/Rhizomatic, Profit/
Sustainability, Development/Primitive, 
Rich/Poor, Present/Future, You/Me, etc. 

To produce the Fourth Sector we must 
change epistemologically from dualism 
towards non-dualism, the condition that 
provides the experience of the fusion of 
the traditional sectors, when the ‘imme-
diate interests’ are synchronic with the 
‘common good’. 

4th – Non-violence
How can we be violent when we 
strive for cohesion and coherence (as 
the Fourth Sector needs), if it results 
in a sense of non-identity with your 
shareholders and stakeholders? As 
Communication is the Language of Life, 
Life is Non-Violence, Life is Love, Life is 
Gift, and Life is Generosity. That is the 
reason to be grateful, happy, fraternal, 
positive, motivated, creative and con-
structive; the reason to step forward and 
be compassionate – with yourself and 
with everybody – that is when the break-
throughs appear, that anticipate the 
new paradigm of the Fourth Sector – of 
the Sustainable Mind. How to construct 
these Places of Passage?

5th – Non-totalitarian  
Metanarratives
The Fourth Sector is a global narrative 
for the world. How to construct non-
totalitarian metanarratives in the pre-
sent Post-Post-modernity? The urgency 
and high complexity of a great narrative 
that deals with Morality, Love, Biology, 
the Metaphor of Religion (the possibility 
of meeting), and the Revolution, because 
what people demand, especially in a 
globalised world, is the force of truth 
and objective universal social justice, 
economic equity and sustainability, as 
the Fourth Sector proposes. 

6th – Mental Territory
There is nothing more objective than 
subjectivity. That is why the sustain-
able self-control of the Mental Territory 
promotes the urgent changes in 
organisational action. How emancipate 
the Mental Territory, the place of the 
flux of Mental States (thoughts, affects 
and perceptions)? Influenced by media, 
education and social relations, individu-
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als tend to be captured by the consumer 
mindset. How to strengthen the pro-ac-
tive editing of the flux of mental states? 
The more entrepreneurial attitude is to 
take care of your own Mental Territory. 
This is a process rather than a result and 
it obliges a stronger engagement that 
involves tremendous analytical, intuitive,  
multidimensional and continuous  
observation, analysis and editing of 
the flux of mental states. This involves 
internal-external dialogues, with the  
deliberate creation of appropriate  
forums of dialogue. 

7th – Archaeology of Concepts
Only by observation, deconstruction  
and reconstruction of the relations of 
power that occur in the conceptual  
tensions (since we are Culture and  
therefore Language) in your Mental 
Territory, can you become the editor  
of your flux of thoughts, affects and  
perceptions that decide your action in  
the world. How to stop being driven by 
reactive impulses? How can you train 
step-by-step your Mental Territory to  
produce sustainable action? The ar-
chaeological revision of concepts  
like fear, pleasure, wealth, happiness,  
sorrow, development, conflict, loss  
and success.

8th – Archaeology of the Presence of 
Concepts in the corpus
Mental States are embedded and embod-
ied in human bodies and in the design of 
all structures and systems of the world. 
The true-change requires the interven-
tion in psycho-physical and energetic 
bodies, as well as in geometric patterns 
and multidimensional design of media, 
products, projects, politics, fashion, 
architecture, interior design, urban plan-
ning, etc. To construct the Sustainable 
Mind (the sustainable design of mind), 
and so the Fourth Sector, it is impera-
tive to have a thorough knowledge of 
the components of biological design 
and their interactions in Nature. And its 
responsible use by a sustainable edited 
Mental Territory.

The Eight Passages of the Fourth Bottom 
Line: the Management of the Sustainable 
Mind produces the competence of 
sustainable redescription of individuals, 
networks, projects and organisations in 
the face of the economic-political domi-
nation and the drives and desires. 

That is how the FBL Program helps 
the Fourth Sector.
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LET’S CO!
– The Shift From

Fellows to Partners

Our Experience to Date
For the past 15 years we have been 
surfing the sea of ideas – a turbulent sea 
that we have shared with corporations 
that, like bulky cruise ships, are slow to 
steer. We were small and idea-rich; they 
were large but lacked ideas. A familiar 
story: creative types with no money, and 
wealthy types with no ideas. Hence, the 
smaller we were, the sexier we appeared 
to corporate behemoths. And so we 
have remained smart, shrewd, rogue and 
agile; at least more so than they have 
allowed themselves to be. Ultimately, 
we recognized the structural constraints 
that prevent an idea boutique from scal-
ing up. Transforming a boutique into a 
factory is not trivial. Indeed, few have 
succeeded in doing so. Thus, we realised 
that the way to go was to stay small 
and extremely focused. Infonomia now 
excels at exploring (what is going on in 
your sector) and catalyzing (delivering 
the findings of that exploration to clients 
so they can separate the wheat from the 
chaff).

Break-up for Value
Of course we remain hyper focused; that 
is what everyone is doing now. Do what 
you do best, and then outsource the rest. 
The wave of outsourcing, supply-hunt-
ing, or whatever other name it goes by, 
means that firms need to keep their criti-
cal knowledge in-house, as this informa-
tion enables them to excel and differenti-
ates them from the rest. Otherwise, they 
will just become part of the pack. 

Financial markets now seem to 
prefer corporate break-ups. Some years 
ago, a merger was worth more than 
the sum of its parts; now, the opposite 
is true. Apparently, markets love value 
density far more than asset aggregation. 
What really matters now is knowl-
edge and talent density. Of course, 
being more efficient by orchestrating 
a network of fellows remains critical. 
However, the emergence of value does 
not depend on a firm’s ability to as-
semble and subsequently take apart an 
ad-hoc orchestra of suppliers, but rather 
on a closely-knit network of proactive 
relationships. Thus, our future will not 
be one of rigid corporate behemoths 
(crystallised solids), or of weak and 
circumstantial supplier chains (volatile 
gases), but of flexible, proactive liquid 
networks of agents that choose to de-
pend on each other. 

Generating Value Through  
Networks of Partners
Innovation is about generating new 
ideas that are useful to customers or 
citizens, and therefore can produce re-
sults. Value accumulates in layers, such 
that a sophisticated society requires 
deeper and deeper layers of value, well 
beyond basic human needs. As society 
evolves, innovation becomes more 
difficult, especially in terms of ideas 
worth paying for. Innovation is not so 
much what the innovator claims, but 
what people accept. Providing society 
with utile ideas demands a combination 
of knowledge, abilities and capabilities 
that are not typically found in corpora-
tions or loose networks of suppliers. 
Generating new value is a serious 
matter that requires multiplication of 
intelligence. If the future will indeed 
be based on layers of value to custom-

Alfons Cornella
Founder, Infonomia & co-society

Maria Santolaria
Projects, Infonomia & co-society
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ers, we believe that corporations must 
evolve towards ecosystems of smaller 
and smarter companies that act more 
as close partners than as fellows. This 
means that they will be more proactive 
and more willing to share their knowl-
edge and best practices. The (present) 
future will entail a network of agents 
that master business isomorphisms – 
agents that know how to move ele-
ments of their knowledge and models 
from their companies to their partners’ 
companies. This may in turn require 
development of a science of business 
isomorphisms: how one business can 
apply ideas that have worked in another, 
non-related business. Corporations 
will depend more on partners than on 
fellows, and it would make no sense for 
them to try and buy those partners out. 
Indeed, partners should not be buyable.

co-society
Since 2009, Infonomia has managed 
a new project to help create such a 
network of corporate partners. Named 
co-society (www.co-society.com), it aims 
to establish the conditions to foster col-
laboration between restless companies 
in different sectors.The goal is, there-
fore, to enable traditionally unlikely 
projects to become a reality–a transfor-
mation that comes down in great part 
to business isomorphisms.Examples of 
these unlikely projects include a printer 
manufacturer that, because of a conver-
sation with an online travel operator, 
has discovered a potential opportunity 
for a new service of home-delivery of 
large-format photographs; a manufac-
turer of automotive parts that, following 
discussions with a logistics operator, has 
devised a logistics operation to recover 
certain valuable automotive parts that 
are currently discarded when a vehicle 
is retired; and a chain of furniture stores 
that discovered how a publisher of fam-
ily magazines could become a partner 
to re-think the design of a typical baby 
room at home.

co-society members regard each 
other as colleagues: partners of a 

network that generates new value that 
otherwise could not exist. The collabo-
ration goes well beyond partnering or 
outsourcing. We know that there are no 
shortcuts to meeting this challenge, and 
that we will all learn a lot on the fly. We 
will define the rules of the game on the 
field, and keep investing time and effort 
with no guarantee of results. If and 
when we do see Return On Investments, 
these will come late in the game, some-
thing that current companies have a 
hard time coping with, as the short-term 
mentality still rules.

Redefining the Economy:  
From Me to We
Regardless of how successful co-society 
becomes, one thing is for sure: we are 
on the tip of a new business wave. The 
economy is refocusing from me to we; 
no one can succeed alone. Talent alone 
is not sufficient to survive in a very 
complex world; it is a necessary condi-
tion but rarely a sufficient one. The 
generation of sophisticated value for a 
complex society (that must face myriads 
of new challenges and needs), requires 
diverse types of talent, intertwined and 
mutually beneficial. Thus, any individual 
approach to value generation will be 
doomed. This also applies to our per-
sonal life: either I overcome the pitfalls 
of selfishness (i.e. I consume, therefore, 
I am), or there is no hope for us. There 
is no possible me if I don not think in 
terms of we. If companies continue 
thinking solely in terms of competi-
tion (i.e. us against them) rather than 
in terms of collaboration (i.e. networks 
of partners), then we may ultimately 
deplete the Earth of the resources to 
fuel further growth. 

In summary: all signs suggest that 
the future will be based on networks 
of partners rather than on the ad hoc 
orchestration of fellows for short-term 
gains. Thus, we aim to follow this path 
with our pet-project co-society. If only 
we knew the best strategy to move 
forward, we could show our business 
partners that this path is the only one. 
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Designing for
Small Social Enterprises

Per Krull
Consultant, The KaosPilots
PhD-student in Social Innovation

What makes a young entrepreneur work 
with Masai girls in Kenya and risk her 
life, and what drives another one to 
build a bicycle industry in Africa?

How do they make businesses out 
of these amazing stories, and what do 
their business models look like? 

New research about The KaosPilots 
describes and clarifies the alumni’s 
navigation and ways of organizing in the 
years after leaving the 3-year education-
al programme. I have carried out this 
qualitative, profound PhD research pro-
ject in collaboration with The KaosPilot 
staff since 2007, and identified and 
uncovered a series of findings, which 
will be presented in this text. 

The project presents 16 case stud-
ies and rich, deep and valuable data on 
leadership, motivation, business models, 
competitive parameters, value creation, 
strategies for growth, and ways of net-
working etc. From the very beginning, 
the focus of the research has been to 
investigate the social enterprises cre-
ated by KaosPilot candidates. Heads of 
social enterprises are described as Social 
Entrepreneurs, who succeed in design-
ing and getting a social business up and 
running. 

What Characterizes a Social Enterprise?
Unlike commercial enterprises, social 
enterprises have a strong social mission, 
but just like commercial enterprises  
they must be profitable and economi-
cally viable. 

This creates, above all, a double 
bottom line for social enterprises and 
requires them to be able to navigate 
multi-directionally and with several 
goals at one time. Also, they must be 

able to manage several different types 
of stakeholders, and both create and 
deliver value to commercial customers, 
value to all stakeholders and occasion-
ally also to marginalised, invalid or 
ostracized individuals. 

Social Enterprises have a participa-
tory nature and are often launched by a 
group of citizens. They have a decision-
making power which is not based on 
capital ownership, and a limited profit 
distribution as well as a high degree of 
autonomy.

The Preliminary Findings
Generally seen, the research shows 
that the entrepreneurs are excellent at 
designing for change, at co-creating, 
at navigating collectively and at taking 
advantage of huge (social-)networks to 
create profit and social value. It also 
shows that they apply, significantly, 
their fundamental approach, methods, 
tools and leadership style from Design 
Thinking and Systems Theory in building 
their enterprises.

The Serial and Happy Entrepreneur
Several findings in the case material 
indicate that The KaosPilots represent 
an emerging new form of leaders and 
entrepreneurs, who start up several 
sporadic and experimental developing 
projects and enterprises during a life 
period – thus prioritizing happiness and 
‘a meaningful life’ – instead of succeed-
ing with one giant.

Furthermore, the material reveals a 
motivation for building a small firm with 
direct contact to customers and suppli-
ers and with close and near personal 
relations.

The research makes it clear that the 
candidates are no longer afraid of speak-
ing out loudly that they seek profit in 
their social work. 
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Application of Design Thinking 
The 16 entrepreneurs are well acquaint-
ed with appreciative inquiry, with user 
centered design, with testing and proto-
typing, with working in multidisciplinary 
and multicultural teams, and with end 
user feedback, as well as the creation 
of empathy for the end user’s needs. All 
this shows the mastering of disciplines 
and approaches derived from Design 
Thinking and Systems Thinking.

As design thinkers, The KaosPilots 
are used to working in a project-oriented 
fashion, forming ad-hoc teams based on 
action–learning and reflective practice.

Preferences for Exploration 
and ‘Wicked Problems’
The analysis shows that the entrepre-
neurs prefer exploration, which includes 
search, variation, risk taking, experimen-
tation, playfulness, flexibility, discovery 
and innovation, and that they are less 
likely to take an exploitative perspec-
tive, including such things as refinement, 
choice, production, efficiency, selection, 
implementation and execution. 

The entrepreneurs seem to have 
learned to stay in confusing and complex 
phases with contradictory interests and 
values (pre-jects or explorative phases) 
for a longer period of time in order 
to pursue a better or more innovative 
outcome. Tony Ungaretti (2009) calls 
this a mode or condition for ‘wicked 
problems’. Wicked problems even seem 
to be a frequent source of inspiration for 
the entrepreneurs, who seem to invite 
problems and challenges in order to  
create solutions and alternatives.

The ‘Earned Income’ Strategy
The analysis of the data indicates that 
the businesses started by KaosPilots have 
a high social impact, and that they often 
create financial income from an ‘earned 
income’ activity as a complementary or 
an integrated Social Enterprise, which 
tends to be embedded in the core busi-
ness. The social activity and the com-
mercial income are mutually dependant, 
due to the fact that the ‘social activities’ 
create the storytelling that attracts inves-

tors and customers, while the income 
makes the social  activity grow.

The Systems Thinking
The case study highlights that the entre-
preneurs find it natural that the com-
munication, the interactions, the societal 
perspectives and the dynamics in the 
whole system are crucial for understand-
ing and taking the lead in change and 
development.

As a part of a win-win-win attitude, 
an awareness of users and political, soci-
etal and social issues in general, Systems 
Thinking has easily been applied as an 
overall perspective.

The Graceful Networker and  
Value Creation 
Analysis of the material reveals a very 
well developed and nuanced approach to 
collaborating and networking among the 
entrepreneurs.

The network is viewed as a field of 
opportunities, which opens doors to col-
laborations, partners and value creation.

The ability to create and sustain 
collaboration in both open and closed 
networks, and the awareness and 
application of brokers appear to be a 
defining ccharacteristics of The KaosPilot 
candidates. In concurrence with the find-
ings, we see an increase in social capital 
by focusing on the diversity of network 
partners. The open, diverse and more 
loosely formed networks seem to pave 
the way for the creation of value and 
innovation. 

The candidates supplement or bor-
row missing or poor skills from their well 
developed network whether this be in 
the area of knowledge of strategy, struc-
ture or general business understand-
ing, and some have established mutual 
beneficial partnerships with much larger 
organisations to start building social 
enterprises. 

The multifaceted value creation 
ranges from happiness, trust building, 
strong identity, and motivation for par-
ticipation and contribution, all arranged 
under social capital. Other types of value 
creation are the building of communities, 

9–
7
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Since 2001, we have been working on the 
concept of the Experience Economy: First, 
we published our book, The Experience 
Economy a new perspective (Boswijk, 
Peelen 2007) and recently, in June 2011, 
we published a complete new edition 
called the Economy of Experiences. The 
observant reader will understand the 
turn-around in words and in meaning. 
Our approach is different from the mar-
keting approach. Our basic philosophy is, 
in fact, not so much economically driven, 
but value based. The simplest definition 
of the economy of experiences is: ‘The 

dominant part of the value transaction is 
immaterial of character’. 

The basic issue is whether a com-
pany or an organisation is able to create 
value for the person formally called a 
customer. Many companies dealt with 
the crisis by focusing on cost reduction, 
efficiency, and reduction of manpower 
instead of moving forward and reinvent-
ing their value propositions and using 
their creativity and innovative resources. 
Instead of looking inside and reflecting 
as an organisation, they should wonder 
if they still deliver the value expected by 
their customers. In fact, we see ourselves 
as strategic architects of meaningful 
experiences and not as marketers.

The Economy of
Experiences and KaosPilots

– A Guaranteed 
Transformational Experience 

During 20 Years

Albert Boswijk
Founder & Director, European
Centre for the Experience Economy

start of new network groups, projects or 
ventures deriving from their activities to 
commercial value. 

Reflections
The findings of my research indicate 
that a more straight and consequent ap-
plication of design methodology in The 
KaosPilot curriculum and practice can 
lead properly to the creation of competi-
tive advantages for social enterprises and 
for sustainable businesses in the future.

On the one hand, it is impressive 
how far The KaosPilot candidates can 
go in realizing their businesses based 
on their network, creativity, facilitation, 
democratic leadership and design tools. 
On the other hand, it would be interest-

ing to see how far they could go with an 
educational programme prioritizing busi-
ness at an even higher level than what is 
offered today in the programme. 

Based on the research, The 
KaosPilots could easily be termed a 
Design School together with the likes 
of Bruce Mau’s, The School of Design 
Thinking, IDEO and The School of Design 
Thinking in Potsdam, Germany.

Imagine that the 16 participating 
businesses and projects all create differ-
ent kinds of value for lots of people on 
their way, and that these low scale but 
multiple and diverse start-up companies 
and projects fit very well into the dy-
namic globalised society facing us today 
and in the future.

0–
8
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The Five Steps of Value Creation
We differentiate five crucial steps in the 
process of creating value:

1. Creative and innovative thinking. 
Leaving traditional ways of thinking. 
Thinking outside the box, breaking 
taboos and changing the rules of 
the game become crucial.Creating 
the experiential value proposition 
for your customers. On the basis 
of the emotional and functional 
needs, develop a value proposition 
that is experienced as such by your 
customers in a specific situation or 
context. Think about the partners 
that might be involved (the partner 
value configuration), which can 
support you to create the maximum 
value. 
Align your processes and your 
organisation in such a way that they 
support the value delivery. The core 
question is to develop an ‘experi-
ence eco-system’ where every step 
in the process contributes to the 
customer value. Customers should 
say; “hey, somebody has thought 
deeply about this.”

2. Educate your people to create and 
realise the personal ‘contact value’. 
Most valued are people who take 
responsibility and can say, this was 
not my fault, but now it will be 
my problem to help you. Create a 
culture of hospitality and service-
mindedness. The personal contact is 
crucial for the way a customer will 
remember you.

3. How do we make money? What is 
our earning model? Do we make 
money by selling products, by 
creating services or by generating 
meaningful experiences? Or are we 
even in the business of transforma-
tion? Do we guarantee a mean-
ingful change of your life or your 
business?

The Way Our Society Changes
A new approach to the creation of value 
has become relevant, because our society 
is changing dramatically. In particular, we 

focus on technology and globalisation, as 
specified by Pralahad and Hilty.
 
Dematerialisation of the Economy
Our economy is dematerializing. 
Digitalisation and virtualisation 
continue and have consequences for 
the relationship between people. 
Telecommunication and social media 
become a substitute for physical pres-
ence (Hilty2002). Eco-efficient product 
development has become a trend. 
Through innovative solutions, we reduce 
energy use and the resources needed. 
Consumption shifts from agrarian to 
industrial products, services and experi-
ences. As such, the value is no longer 
created in the product, but in interac-
tion with or in the customer.

Globalisation
Geographical boundaries are being 
removed. As a consequence, we are 
confronted, for example, with global 
supply chains, heterogeneous markets, 
cultural diversity, different perceptions 
of value and a need for sustainable 
entrepreneurship. 

Josephine Green, another forward 
thinker, argues that because of these 
changes we have to reinvent, for exam-
ple, our social industries like healthcare, 
our quality of life, and the way we use 
transport. We have to engage in social 
innovation and do research on the basis 
of co-creation with whom it concerns. 
And we have to think and use our im-
agination about new conceptual models 
for restructuring our society. We move, 
as she says, from pyramids to pancakes 
(flat organisations).

Consequences for Business Schools 
In this context, we have to take a look 
at how we organise our educational 
system(s) and business schools, so 
that we do not educate people and 
managers in the competencies of the 
past instead of the future. We are 
convinced that The KaosPilots educate 
co-workers for social innovation and, 
therefore, educate the KaosPilots for 
the future.

1–
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Schools for the Head and Schools
for the Heart. An Attempt to Create  
a Typology of ‘Business’ Schools.
Fig 1. The progression of education  
in business schools

On the left vertical Y axis, we see 
the increasing value for the learning 
participant, on the horizontal X axis, we 
see the type of experiences, and on the 
right Y axis, you see the type of compe-
tencies, required for the type – and level 
– of teaching. On the diagonal, we see 
the increasing interactivity and the type 
of schools, and the increasing meaning 
for the depth of change for the learning 
participant. As an experiment, we have 
plotted the regular business schools that 
move more and more to the right, and 
The KaosPilots that have a unique posi-
tion as a transformative school at the  
top of the diagonal.

Kaos – a Transformational Experience
The essence of The KaosPilots is that you 
have to look at yourself in order to be 
able to change the world.

Education will be an experience, 
in the sense that during the learning 
process you will:

• Anticipate and consume
• Heighten your concentration and 

focus
• Stimulate all senses
• Experience a unique process that 

has intrinsic value
• Perceive that your sense of time is 

altered
• Be in a process of doing and being 

immersed (undergoing) 
• Be emotionally involved
• Have contact with the raw stuff
• Enjoy an element of playfulness
• Notice that the process is 

irreversible
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The learning process will give you  
different types of experiences. We  
make a distinction between:

• Personal experiences; experi-
ences that are turning points in 
our life, that in fact change(d) 
our lives. These are deep and life 
transforming.

• Social experiences; experiences that 
you will always remember, they are 
also very personal, but, on top of 
that, you have shared them with 
others. Like the fall of the Berlin wall 
or 9/11.

• Economic experiences; experiences 
that make your life more conveni-
ent, more pleasurable and more ex-
citing, and which you are prepared 
to pay for.

Kaos for students is certainly an experi-
ence, in fact a turning point in the life of 
many students. It is a very basic choice in 
your life and not merely an education.

A Thought Experiment
It would be interesting to run an experi-
ment and compare ‘in a line up’ alumni 
of the Harvard Business School, the  
MIT and the University of Michigan. 
All the respected Business schools and 
The KaosPilots. We could compare the 
CVs and the former education, and the 
jobs after the studies were completed. 
Would it be possible to differentiate The 
KaosPilots from other candidates, and 
if so would it lead us to some criteria 
for success? And how would we qualify 
success?

The basic and very interesting  
question is this: How do you recognise  
a KaosPilot? 

A KaosPilot Could Be Recognized  
as Follows:

• The way he/she approaches you. He 
or she will look you straight in the 
eyes and will tell you directly what 
he wants from you or how he is 
interested in you. A KaosPilot rarely 
is shy and in a social sense not mod-
est. His or her energy is contagious.

• His attitude is hands-on. He/she 
does not waste time.

• He/she is helpful and explores your 
world and his world, searching for 
mutual opportunities.

• He/she is creative and innovative, 
open-minded and has a positive 
mind-set and outlook to the world.

• He/she takes responsibility, is self 
directed and is a world citizen

• He/she does not aim to impress you 
with what he or she has read or 
what they know, but with their open 
attitude towards the world.

• He/she understands the art of posi-
tive organizing

A KaosPilot Has Dealt With the 
Following Questions:

• Which result do I want to create? 
• Am I internally directed?
• Am I focused elsewhere? 
• Am I open externally? And socially 

engaged?

A KaosPilot has confronted him-  
or herself with these basic questions.  
I do not believe you can recognise a  
KaosPilot visually. 

But I do believe that you can 
recognise a KaosPilot in a dialogue or 
conversation by the way he or she thinks 
and approaches the world.

3–
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Often we hear about toolboxes. Also
when it comes to leaders. Tools that can 
help them to make sense of the changing 
landscape they operate in, as well as 
designing for success and making good 
decisions.

The KaosPilot is a lot about practice. 
As such the tools we use need to be 
conceptual as well as practical. 

The 3-year program is today organized 
into four disciplines:

Creative Business Design
Creative Project Design
Creative Process Design
Creative Leadership Design

Tools and Models

Here follow 20 models – theoretical  
and conceptual frameworks – underpin-
ning the education. We hope that they 
can help you not just understand  
The KaosPilots, but also improve  
your own work.

6–
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Build a winning strategy by identifying a tap 
into unclaimed territory

CREATIVE BUSINESS DESIGN BLUE OCEAN STRATEGY CANVAS
Author: W. Chan Kim and Renee Mauborgne

OFFERING LEVEL

COMPETITOR

COMPETING FACTORS

YOUR BUSINESS

BLUE OCEAN POTENTIAL
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BUSINESS MODEL GENERATION CANVAS
Author: Alexander Osterwalder

and Yves Pigneur

Systematically understand, design
and differentiate your business model

CREATIVE BUSINESS DESIGN

COST STRUC TURE
RE VENUE STRE AMS

KE Y PAR TNERS KE Y AC TIVITIES

KE Y RESOURCES

VALUE
PROP OSITIONS

CUS TOMER
REL ATIONSHIP S

CHANNEL S

CUS TOMER
SEGMENTS
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THE HEDGEHOG CONCEPT
Author: Jim Collins

To focus, identify where your deep passion 
meets with what you are truly best at, and the 
economic metrics that can have the greatest 

impact on your business.

CREATIVE BUSINESS DESIGN

WHAT YOU ARE
DEEPLY PA SSIONATE ABOUT

FOCUS

WHAT YOU C AN BE THE
BEST IN THE WORLD AT

WHAT DRIVES YOUR
ECONOMIC ENGINE

0–
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THE 5TH SOLUTION
Author: Johan Galtung

Find the creative solution where all parties winCREATIVE BUSINESS DESIGN

B’S GOAL S

A’
S 

G
O

AL
S

3. Negative Tr anscendence 2. Pole B

1. Pole A

4. Compromise

5. Positive Transcendence
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THE SOCIAL INNOVATION JOURNEY DESIGN
Author: The KaosPilots, Team 13

Starting with you and building
the journey from there

CREATIVE BUSINESS DESIGN

THE TE AM THE NEED

THE
CULTUR AL
CONTE X T

THE S TORY

THE TARGE T
GROUP

THE
PRO JEC T

YOURSELF
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DOUBLE DIAMOND INNOVATION
Author: The KaosPilots

(based on The Design Council)

A design process for project developmentCREATIVE PROJECT DESIGN

FR AME
Fac ts

Build team
Def ine rules

FINALISE 
Idea /solution /

produc t /concept

CHOOSING 
Idea narrowing

and prototyping

DE VELOP
Evaluate
Combine

(bes t elements)

E VALUATE
Ref ining

bes t ideas/features

BR AINSTORM

FOCUS
Narrow down to 1

Develop and  
suppor t
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HUMAN CENTERED DESIGN
Author: IDEO

Human centered design processCREATIVE PROJECT DESIGN

AB
ST

R
AC

T
CO

N
CR

ET
E

HE AR CRE ATE DELIVER

Stories Solutions

Prototypes

Oppor tunitiesThemes
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TEAM PERFORMANCE MODEL
Author: Drexler / Sibbet

Team building model for peak performanceCREATIVE PROJECT DESIGN

1.
ORIENTATION

Why am i here?

2.
TRUST BUILDING

Who are you?

3.
GOAL CL ARIFIC ATION

What are we doing?

4.
COMMITMENT
How we do i t?

5.
IMPLEMENTATION

Who does what,
when, where?

6.
HIGH PERFORMANCE

Wow!

7.
RENE WAL

Why continue?

S U S T A I N I N GC R E A T I N G

5–
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P

R I M A R Y  O B J E C T I V E S

THE GAMEPLAN
Author: The Grove Consultants International

See the bigger picture and imagine the steps 
towards the vision in order to create an 

effective plan for your project.

CREATIVE PROJECT DESIGN

V I S I O N

TE AM / RESOURCES

SUCCESS FAC TORSCHALLENGES

S TAGES

O T H E R  O B J E C T I V E S
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THE PREJECT MODEL
Author: The KaosPilots

(based upon The Chaordic Model 
by Dee Hock)

How to move from idea to practice in 
a powerful and focused way.

CREATIVE PROJECT DESIGN

TE AM

PURP OSE

VALUES

CONCEP T

S TRUC TUREPR A XIS

IDE A

EXTERNALNEEDINTERNAL
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THE 5 D MODEL
Author: David Cooperrider 

A framework for human organisational changeCREATIVE PROCESS DESIGN

DEFINITION
What is the focus

of enquiry?
Clarifying

DISCOVERY
What is?

Collective observation

DESIGN
What should be?

Collaborative
Dialogue

DRE AM
What might be?

Envisioning

DELIVERY
What will be?

Collective
Experimentation
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THEORY U
Author: Otto Scharmer 

Develop leadership capacities in order 
to create a desirable future

CREATIVE PROCESS DESIGN

3. PRESENCING
Connec t to the sources of Inspiration and Will

Go to places of silence and allow  
the inner knowing to emerge

O P E N
H E A R T

O P E N  W I L L
4. CO-CRE ATING
Prototype the New
In living examples to explore  
the future by doing

2. CO-SENSING
Obser ve, Obser ve, Obser ve

Go to the places of mos t potential 
and lis ten with your mind and 

hear t wide open

O P E N  M I N D
5. CO-E VOLVING
Embody the New in Ecosystems 
that facili tate seeing and ac ting 
from the whole

1. CO-INITIATING
Build Common Intent

Stop and lis ten to other s and 
to what life calls you to do
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ORGANISATIONAL CULTURE MODEL
Author: Edgar Schein

Understand the culture in order 
to understand the organisation

CREATIVE PROCESS DESIGN

ARTIFAC TS
Visual organisational s truc tures and processes 

(hard to decipher)

VALUES
Str ategies, goals, philosophies

(espoused jus tif ication)

BA SIC UNDERLYING A SSUMP TIONS
Unconscious, taken for gr anted beliefs,  

perceptions, thoughts and feelings
(ultimate source of values and ac tion)

0–
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Solving problems by seeing
the whole system

CREATIVE PROCESS DESIGN SYSTEMS THINKING
Author: Ludwig von Bertalanffy

WHOLES

INDIVIDUALS

 REFLECTION OF
SOCIETY AS A SYSTEM

MEANS

PARTS

SOCIETY

NEEDS

0–
1
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The three overall steps for systemic and 
valuable organisational development. 

CREATIVE PROCESS DESIGN THE INTERVENTION MODEL
The KaosPilots
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TIME MANAGEMENT MATRIX
Author: Stephen Covey

Urgent and Important is the place to startCREATIVE LEADERSHIP DESIGN

NOT URGENT URGENT

N
O

T 
IM

PO
R

TA
N

T
IM

PO
R

TA
N

T

A C T I V I T I E SA C T I V I T I E S

A C T I V I T I E S A C T I V I T I E S
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LEADERSHIP MODEL
Author: Dee Hock

In order to lead others and your organisation 
in an authentic and effective way, you must 

start by leading yourself.

CREATIVE LEADERSHIP DESIGN

25%PEOPLE
SUPERIOR

TO YOU

P E R S O N A L
L E A D E R S HI P 20%PEOPLE ON

THE SAME
LE VEL A S YOU50%YOURSELF

5%PEOPLE
INFERIOR

TO YOU

0–
1
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SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Authors: Paul Hersey and Ken Blanchard

The follower defines the
right leadership style

CREATIVE LEADERSHIP DESIGN

TA SK BEHAVIOURS

R
EL

AT
IO

N
SH

IP
 B

EH
AV

IO
U

R
S

TELLING ST YLE
Give instructions

Follower s unable,
unwilling , not conf ident

DELEGATING ST YLE
Turn over decisions

Follower s able,
willing , conf ident

PARTICIPATING ST YLE
Share ideas

Follower s able,
unwilling , not conf ident

SELLING ST YLE
Explain decisions

Follower s unable,
willing , conf ident
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Making better decision requires an 
understanding of the context.

THE CYNEFIN FRAMEWORK
Author: Dave Snowden

CREATIVE LEADERSHIP DESIGN

S e nse

R e s pond

S
I

M

P
L

E

Sense

Respond

C O
M

P
L

I
C

A
T

E
D

Analyze
Sense

Respond

C
O

M

P
L

E
X

Pro

be

Ca t ego r i z
e

Sen s e

Resp o n d

C
H

A

O
T

I
C

Ac t

D I S O R D E R

GOOD PRACTICE

BEST PRACTICENOVEL

EMERGENT
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RELE VANCE

U
N

IQ
U

EN
ES

S

HIGH RELE VANCE

HIGH RELE VANCE
HIGH UNIQUENESS

LOW RELE VANCE
LOW UNIQUENESS

HIGH UNIQUENESS

THE DECISION MATRIX
Authors: The KaosPilots 

Making better decision requires an 
understanding of the context.

CREATIVE LEADERSHIP DESIGN
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What
is The

KaosPilots?

A KaosPilot is a grounded and self-reflecting person,  
who knows her values, and is able to listen, understand and empa-
thize with other people in order to follow through on her dreams to 

the benefit of herself, her partners, and a greater cause.
People who can take action and follow through.

– Peter Busch, Staff

One who sees possibilities instead of problems!
– Karin Kusk, Staff

A KaosPilot is a change agent who is able to see opportunities  
and possibilities, who can undertake cross-disciplinary work, talk to 

almost anybody, and create meaning and empower others.
– Tora Sefeldt Weltzer, Team 5 and Staff

KaosPilots are a dynamic, exploring and intuitive people.  
They are willing and able to manoeuvre, and take decisions and 

calculated risks on behalf of themselves and others whilst focusing 
on a collective transition with a shared need and purpose at its core. 

They thrive within creativity and innovation and take great  
responsibility and challenges in their stride with the core self  

belief, intuition and leadership skills to make real  
positive social and commercial change!

– Simon Kavanaugh, Staff

A KaosPilot is interested in people.  
A KaosPilot is a global idealist, an entrepreneur, a graceful  

networker, a connector and a facilitator based in Systems Thinking 
applying Design Thinking methodology.

– Per Krull, Staff



What
is The

KaosPilots?

A KaosPilot is someone who  
can create powerful learning environments where people  

and organisations meet their potential. KaosPilots put action  
behind the words, bring the whole person into the game and  

challenge conventions. A KaosPilot changes the game  
and inspires others to do the same.

– David Storkholm, Team 3 and Staff

The ability to think out of the box, and the level of innovation.  
The ability to turn idealistic ideas into real action. The celebration 

of youthful optimism and – sometimes – naivety. Without discipline 
and common sense, the dreams will not come true, of course.  

This might be the downside of such a general education.
– Sabina Elstram, Team 2

An extraordinary consciousness regarding the  
Intersection point between leadership, entrepreneurship,  

innovation and process management.
– Klara Adolfsen, Team 5

The KaosPilots is a school and a meeting place  
for the young and the not so young people, who believe  

that all of their personal efforts can help create a better world.  
One KaosPilot does not tell another what ‘a better world’ is, because 
a KaosPilot does not believe that there is only one correct answer to 
the question. A KaosPilot believes that what matters most is to have 

a sincere desire to find out what a better world could be, and be 
willing to put your life at risk to get there – because, what is 

important is the personal process more than the result – and the
personal ‘encounters’ that take place along the road.  

The enrichment and personal development that come from an  
effort to create new things in this world is part of the learning.  
Therefore, professionalism practice and personal development  
are an inherent part of the school and the environment at ‘KP’.  
Commitment and passion will always characterize a KaosPilot  
– KaosPilots simply cannot help giving themselves 100% to the 

project and to the person on the other side!
– Patrizia Venturelli Christensen, 

Board member at The KaosPilot Board



What
is The

KaosPilots?

The ability to see a situation from multiple points of view,  
keep an overview in complex situations, ask the right questions, 

and an almost chronically appreciative view on the world. Always, 
always taking the best out of any situation and seeing potential in 

the most annoying situation or stubborn human being.  
A creative mind that can make a lot out of nothing  
– at least when it comes to throwing a great party.

– Lama Juma, Team 14

This space, where my fellow students and I spend most of our  
waking hours, has a wonderful openness, inspiration and room  
for everybody. I think those are some of the core elements in a  
KaosPilot. An open mind, a way of grasping and embracing  

the surroundings and the culture around.
– Tobias Kjærside, Team 17

One of the most important things that you learn as a KaosPilot is to 
trust your gut feeling and be able to sense and move towards what 

is important without knowing the full picture.
– Solla (Solveig) Zophoniasdottir, Team 15

I think the most important competency in a KaosPilot  
is the independent value deep in the heart. A KaosPilot is a person 
 who dares show his/her own opinions and ideas all the time. He/she 

does not show these opinions or ideas to please anyone; instead  
he/she creates value to others. It requires a lot of courage,  

wisdom and foresight.
– Bing Zhu, Team 17

Just like the school has the ability to release the potential of  
the students, I find that KaosPilots have the ability to unfold the 
potential in the people and organisations we work with. We are 

trained not to focus entirely on what people have done in the past, 
but to focus on the dreams of what people and organisations  

would like to be in the future. 
– Anne Kjær Riechert, Team 10



What
is The

KaosPilots?
The KaosPilot education is a preparation for life.  
We carry a strong fund of awareness in ourselves.  

Through the personal development and team dynamic experience, 
we have learned how to create our own life and how to make  
collaborations beneficial on a personal and professional level.  
We are passionate, risk-taking and self-driven because we feel  
connected, we feel our personal purpose and act from that.  
We see opportunities. We want to affect and move people.  

We want change, and we are willing to swear on it.  
We are daring and caring.

– Mikkeline Kierkgaard, Team 17

I am not a psychologist, but if we were to ask someone to  
look at the school and give us a diagnosis, I am pretty convinced 
that it would show positive for multiple personality disorder. Our 
strengths are developed in accordance with each individual. We 

embrace the differences, try to bring the best out of each other and 
learn. In my humble opinion, our biggest strength is learning to 

work as a team and value the multiple personalities that we  
are working with (however challenging this may be).

– Paul Havaarsen, Team 15

The most important learning focus at The KaosPilots is the belief in  
and the ability to grow relationships based on joint experiences  

and trust. In the hour of the deepest frustration and incompetency, 
it is this feeling and sense of stability that enables the individual  
as well as the group to move on. I believe that all the students  

carry a bit of this DNA wherever they go.
– Niels Jensen, Team 3

The ability to be open and stay curious in the unknown.  
The ability to learn and create in real life together with other  
people. The ability to ask good questions and lead processes. 

– Kristin Birkeland, Team 4



One of the most remarkable projects during 
the outpost of team 10 in Havana was the 
Extreme Sport Festival that took place on 
Playa Mégano east of Havana in late April 
2005. Hundreds of surfers, BMX-cyclists and 
parachuters participated together with top 
DJ’s from Havana. And it was the first event  
of that kind on the island.

The project is remarkable because it 
involved the Cuban Ministry of Sports and  
the European Union in the first official  
collaboration between the EU and Cuba after 
a diplomatic breakdown three years earlier. 
It is remarkable because it still takes place 
every spring even after 6 years. And it is 
remarkable because it grew out of a curiosity 
that emerged already before the team left 
Denmark, when a couple of students, in order 
to find out more about the surfing conditions 
in Cuba, contacted the Cuban extreme sport 
community.

The working conditions for the team  
on the Cuban outpost were quite rough.  
There was no homebase. Twice a week we 
could use a small auditorium at the nearby 
university. The rest of the time, the team 
would have to work in parks, on street  
corners, in the local cultural centre or in  
the hallways of the Hotel Colina, which  
was assigned for accommodation by the 
Cuban authorities.

As foreigners in communistic Cuba, we 
had a lot of privileges that Cubans could not 
enjoy; like Visa cards, which gave us access 
to Pesos Convertibles (the Cuban equivalent 
of US Dollars) and allowed us to buy what we 
needed and take taxis when we wanted. And 
the freedom to move around and go to places 
without being questioned by the police. But, 
on the other hand, we clearly felt the limita-
tions of the Cuban society. It was not possible 
to rent a work space, and the authorities 
assigned us places to stay as a group. We 
had to fight for flexibility and independence, 
which we gained, eventually, and most of us 
experienced a strange frustration in our ongo-
ing attempts to relate to the diverse Cuban 
reality with beauty on one side and struggle 
on the other. 

The idea of the Extreme Sport Festival 
seemed to grow out of a number of random 
meetings that happened in this strange, rest-
less space.

The KaosPilots met like-minded surfers, 
who told us how the police accused them of 
wanting to escape to Miami when the surf was 
up, and they drove to the beach with their 
boards. And they made friends with some 
idealistic people, who ran a cultural centre for 
alternative music and art in the old botanical 
garden in Centro Havana. While kite surf-
ing they met the EU ambassador, who was 
frustrated by the hostile political climate and 
wanted to engage with people on the island. 
Somehow, these relationships and encounters 
led to the idea of an event, which celebrated 
Cuban subcultures around sports and music 
and the pure joy of life.

The true achievement of The KaosPilots 
was that they managed to navigate the very 
complex and highly politicized Cuban reality 
and find support from commercial sponsors 
(Red Bull), Cuban subcultures, EU embassy 
staff and not least the Cuban Ministry of 
Sports. The last part turned out (not surpris-
ingly) to be the most difficult and dramatic. 

Extreme Sport 
Festival

Paul Natorp
Organisational Consultant,  

Social Entrepreneur and Co-Founder of 
The KaosPilot Creative  

Leadership Program
Team 10 Teamleader
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In all naivety, it was the ambition to 
create a festival where we gathered everyone 
who had anything to offer, and who either 
lived in or had some connection to Mejlgade. 
No offer was too posh or would not fit in, and 
this was reflected in the programme, which 
showed the diversity: from a soccer tourna-
ment, a chicken dump competition (yes, you 
read correctly), live jazz, film display, salsa 
lessons, DJ workshops, video/slide art, com-
puter games competition, etc.

The party got surprisingly much support 
from the shopkeepers and residents in the 
street, and the local press gave the party 
almost more columns than the entire Aarhus 
Festival that year.

Since we had not anticipated that the 
project would get so much support, we chose 
subsequently to hand over our new baby to its 
rightful owners; the residents and shopkeep-
ers of the street, who could ensure a longer 
life for the festivities. To my great surprise, the 
initiative still exists, although it has changed a 
little in character and shape, which of course 
would have been weird otherwise. But it 
warms my heart to hear that our naive little 
dream could last for several years into the 
future. None of us expected it at that time.

And the festival continues…

Mejlgade for Diversity  
(Mejlgade for Mangfoldighed)
On May 14, 2011, Mejlgade was once again 
transformed into a place filled with flags, col-
ours, turf, confetti, love, adventure, discovery, 

A Folk Festival in Mejlgade,  
31st May, 2000
The project Street Life started in connection 
with the team 6’s May project. Initially, it was 
intended to be a mix between a ‘cultural-
repayment project’ and a classic village hall. 
To start with first things first, The KaosPilots 
had benefited over a period of time from the 
cultural life in Aarhus, and now the idea was 
to pay back a little. This should be done in 
connection with the Aarhus Festival where 
the people in Aarhus were out in the streets 
anyway. The Village Hall idea was founded in 
the concept that in many ways Mejlgade was 
closely linked to The KaosPilot identity. At that 
time, Mejlgade was a very diverse street with 
the old, cheap beer tavern The Citybar, various 
IT companies, the Bagel Baker, the Academy 
of Arts, and ordinary habitation. The idea 
was quite simply to bring all these wonderful 
people together for one day – in the street, to 
celebrate the Mejlgade we all love.

The local representatives of the community of 
Guanabacoa soon trusted the team of KaosPi-
lots and liked the idea. But only days before 
the event was scheduled to take place, they 
suddenly got cold feet and the project manag-
ers had to fight their way to the top levels of 
the ministry of sports to obtain authorisation 
from the vice minister.

A small group of KaosPilots initiated the 
project, but, in the end, it involved most of the 

team as well as a large number of partners on 
the island. We were all very relieved when the 
final permission from the Cuban authorities 
came through, and everything fell into place. 
Not only could we enjoy the fruits of our hard 
work; it was as if we were relieved, because 
we had helped create a new space for creative 
outsiders on the island. Into which we fitted 
ourselves.

Street Life
Andreas Lange
Account Director
We Love People
Team 6

Jonatan Spejlborg
Student
The KaosPilots
Team 17
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music and diversity. This year more backyards 
and even more events were presented. Seven 
scenes in different places, in the streets, 
in the backyards and indoors created the 
framework for a strong musical line-up, and 
the crowd responded by creating a fantastic 
atmosphere all day. During the day, nearly 
20,000 people occupied the urban space and 
celebrated diversity.

It was a fantastic day, and I could easily 
spend the rest of the space writing about it, 
but what I would really like to talk about is 
what goes on behind the event. 

Typically, the planning of the festival 
starts in the fall when the organizers from  
the previous year call a public meeting to 
which everyone is invited. And this means 
EVERYONE. The people who want to par-
ticipate are those who come and create the 
festival. There is no manual, no rules and no 
guidelines. There’s just the ability to create a 
street party exactly as you imagine. For Mejl-
gade for Diversity is certainly also meant as 
a challenge to the existing; the urban space, 
the culture and the consistency.

had worked closely with Linden Lab, who is 
behind Second Life. We had tried to initiate 
collaboration between Linden Lab and Friends 
of The Urban Forest in San Francisco, which 
was a place where people could buy virtual 
trees and get real trees planted. It was a great 
success, not only for the partners, but also 
for Jorg and me. One of the feelings that stuck 
from San Francisco was the amazing feeling 
of working inside the tech-community. They 
live in a fantastic scenario – things you can 
do today; you can do twice as well for half the 
price within a year. It is a fantastic place to be.

 So when I arrived in Malmö, I had figured 
out that I wanted to look up the tech-scene. 
Soon I was hooked up at a conference called 
Moving Images. At that conference, Nokia 
handed out mobile phones with WiFi chips, so 
that people could document their experience 
during the conference. And this turned on 
my light bulb; if the phone had a WiFi chip, 
it would be possible to send more data per 
second than before, and maybe to handle 
live video. YouTube had already created the 
on-demand video solution and became the 
Time Magazine person of that year, 2006. 
But the work with Second Life had opened 
my eyes for what real-time could bring to the 
table. If you are in a space at the same time as 
everybody else, it feels so much more social, 
as you have an invaluable feeling of presence, 
which history (an already recorded video) 
cannot give you.

It all started with some basic and pretty  
weird questions: “What if everybody had a 
broadcasting bus in their pockets?” – “What 
would they broadcast?”, “What would people 
look at?”, “Could we lower the production cost 
of traditional broadcasting to a level where  
we could actually talk about democratising  
a technology?”

In the fall of 2006, I arrived in Malmö 
feeling pretty worn out after two years in 
a suitcase, which was what The KaosPilot 
education had resulted in for me up till that 
point. But I felt an eagerness also by coming 
home (Malmö is my hometown) and actually 
working for and with the people I loved, rather 
than working my ass off for someone I had 
just met and would leave 3 weeks later. It 
just made much more sense. Our outpost 
had been in San Francisco, and Jorg and I 

Måns Adler
Founder

Bambuser AB
Team 11

Bambuser
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I decided that this should be my exam 
project for the following spring, and I spent 
hundreds of hours on Wikipedia studying 
everything from mobile phone networks to 
server distribution etc. (I still cannot write 
one line of code, so I am not a tech guy).

In February 2007, Alexander Föslch, 
team 7, Rebecca Kopelman, team 9 and I 
made the first TV ever broadcast using only 
the mobile phone as a camera. It became 
an instant success, and during the 48-hour 
show, all the major newspapers in Sweden 
wrote about us, as well as numerous interna-
tional blogs. 72 hours later even the German 
magazine Der Spiegel wrote a piece. This led 
to an understanding of ‘hey there might actu-
ally be more to the idea  
than just a KaosPilot exam project’. 

In April, after some long discussions 
with Alexander and Rebecca, who decided 
not to join the venture, I founded Bam-
buser with my best friend since childhood 
Jonas Vig. We managed to find two Finnish 
computer engineer students/geniuses Tom 
Sundström and Martin Storsjö, and they were 
on board during the summer of 2007. They 
had been working on a similar solution, but 
from a purely technical angle, and we figured 
out that we might do some good together. So 
in September, the first launch of Bambuser 
came about, and soon after Pouria Ruhi from 
team 12 joined us.

The service was the first in the world to 
deliver real-time streaming video from mobile 
phones to flash on the web, and even though 
the video quality sucked, we were on our  
way to democratising the broadcasting bus. 
Still we needed three other major trends to 
help us along the way. Firstly, the mobile 
phones needed to get faster processors to 
compress the video better. Secondly, the  
development of open Operating Systems 
(OS’s) was needed in order to reach the ma-
jority; at the moment, it was only Symbian, 
who had a reasonably good SDK. Thirdly,  
and probably most important, the cost of 
sending data over 3G networks had to go 
down to reach a level where flat-rate data 
plans came into the market. All of this 
happened, and at the same time came the 
iPhone and the Android, which completely 
changed the Industry in our favour by  
opening up Applications stores.

In spring 2008, Bambuser was a well 
used service within Sweden, and in August 
2008, we signed a 15M SEK investment from 
Kistefos at a 45M SEK valuation. This enabled 
us to build a much better product, and 
develop a business model with premium of-
fers for companies, but at the same time, we 
gave ourselves the job of our lives. We have 
won numerous international prizes, have 
users in over 190 countries, receive between 
5,000—10,000 broadcasts a day, and deliver 
tens of millions of views every month.

I remember Uffe Elbæk asked me during 
the exam project: “Why do people need this, 
isn’t the media filled with too much distor-
tion already?” What Uffe missed was that if 
people can broadcast themselves, all of a 
sudden aunt Elna, 83 years old, may watch 
her granddaughter sing in church on the last 
day of school, because her parents use their 
mobile phones to broadcast it. Or the father, 
who works overtime and misses his son’s 
soccer game, may watch it from work on his 
computer. By lowering the production costs 
of broadcasting, we disrupted the industry. 
The old high production costs also set a sort 
of lowest denominator for what could be 
broadcast. In that market there was no room 
for broadcasting a boy’s soccer games, only 
the premier league or Serie A. But the lowered 
production costs enabled us to tap into a 
social and emotional layer of watching live 
broadcasts. Far more interesting, because 
the father would never choose a premier 
league game over his own son’s, if he had the 
opportunity to choose.

In 2011, on the 28th August, we 
received news from several sources that our 
service had been shot down by the Egyptian 
government during the demonstrations on 
25th January. People from all over North 
Africa and the Middle East had been using our 
service during the demonstrations to tell the 
world about their disbelief in their govern-
ments. They used our service primarily for 
YouTube, because they knew that the video is 
on the Internet at exactly the moment it hap-
pens. There is no chance that the police could 
confiscate phones and erase the videos. 
Bambuser is not only a democratised tool, 
but also a tool for democratisation, showing 
people around the globe what is happening 
right here, right now on our planet. 
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Leon Träger 
Development Consultant 
The Danish Guide and
Scout Association (DDS)
Team 4

“If coaching is the answer – then what is 
the question?” our project mentor Profes-
sor Steen Hildebrandt asked us at the first 
meeting. It was a good question with lots of 
good answers, and possibly generating new 
questions. He also asked how it was possible 
to make room for both head and heart in  
modern business.

I was very determined to get the op-
portunity to make a project in cooperation 
with a traditional company, which was in 
transition from being industrial run to being 
knowledge run. To learn to communicate the 
things I believed in and had trained during my 
three years as a student at The KaosPilots. To 
combine heart and head. Professionally, I was 
very interested in understanding coaching 
and self-organized systems. Terms, which, 
even back then, were used randomly and 
incorrectly. The biggest industry in 
Denmark, Danfoss, invited me into this 
challenge with openness and cooperation: 
“The future requires that Danfoss learn to 
navigate in a global, hyper-complex, customer 
oriented and cross-cultural internal 
organisational context, where mobility and 
the ability to change will be prioritized. This 
mobility will not only be related to physical 
move ability; it will also be mental, or station-
ary global.”

A Challenge Befitting for a KaosPilot…
My first challenge was to find an angle which 
could give me the opportunity to work with 
coaching. The Postgraduate Rotational Pro-
gramme turned out to be an obvious case. 

The programme was designed in 1974 
with the purpose to give graduates (engi-
neers) an opportunity to test themselves in 
the organisation, and then create learning 
and network which in the future would bring 
the organisation together even better. During 
the project period, I got a unique opportunity 
to investigate the managers and the board 
of directors at Danfoss, who were very ready 
to rethink the programme, in the light of the 
demands, not least, from globalisation

I articulated initiatives which originated 
in new challenges from the knowledge society 
to employees and leaders, and in the clash 
they experienced in the traditional top down 
management style – a management style 
which was not unknown at Danfoss either, but 
which often contrasted their goal to create 
job satisfaction and development among the 
employees. Something which the CEO Jørgen 
M. Clausen articulated wonderfully straightfor-
ward as a wish to create ‘whole persons’. 

The book The Living Company (de Geus, 
1997) became an important source of inspira-
tion. It describes the kind of behavioural 
patterns that have been present in a number 
of companies that have existed for more 
than 100 years: 1. they valued people more 
than products, 2. they let go of control and 
management, 3. they organized the learning 
processes, and 4. they created conditions for 
human community. The crux of organisations 
is a frame for human solidarity.

Coaching the Heart Way recommended 
starting by realising the potentiality to create 
a community within the organisation of the 
Postgraduate Rotational Programme. For 
instance, by teaching the participants how 
to develop each other in formal and informal 
structures, which are inspired by coaching. By 

Coaching  
the Heart Way
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meeting, exchanging experiences, challeng-
ing and supporting each other, training new 
competencies, and reflecting and discussing 
experiences. This recommendation was then 
transformed into a process design, which was 
tested successfully with a team of Postgradu-
ates. We worked with the following elements: 

Me + You = Us 
Goal + Excellence 
Coaching tools 
Learning = mastery 

And this was part of the answer – but maybe 
also part of some new questions? I had rich 
opportunities to convey my KaosPilot beliefs 
and knowledge. I learned very much about my 
own knowledge by trying to unfold it on the 
inside of a ‘real’ company, in close collabora-
tion with the people who took part in defining 
the new Danfoss. I allowed my heart to be the 
focal point for development and learning in 
my project. It made sense in ’99 – and also 
in 2011!

Three easy steps
The core of the project was a campaign, which 
explained the simple concept of Soup Day,  
in three easy steps:
• Invite your neighbours
• Ask everyone to bring a spoon  

and a bowl
• Eat soup together

Keep it Simple (like Soup)
“The simplicity of the idea was definitely a big 
part of the appeal in this project – everyone 
‘got it’. It was easy to explain, and it was  
easy to keep our eye on the goal” 
– Morten Nottelmann

The Soup Day campaign encouraged people 
to sign up on a website, and afterwards send 
a mail, which described how the evening had 
been. With support from local partners, they 
would then receive tickets for a cultural event, 
as a thank you for hosting. On the website, it 
was also possible to download different types 
of invitations, in order to make it easy and fun 
to reach out to your neighbours.

“We did not get 500 people together and serve 
them soup – people did that all by them-
selves. We just gave them a simple concept, 
which they could make their own, and I 
 think that’s what appealed to them.” 
– Gunvor Jøsendal 

On November 26th, 2007, more than 500  
people in Aarhus ate soup with their neigh-
bours. A host provided the soup, the guests 
brought their own spoons and bowls, and 
everyone had dinner together.

This day was the official Soup Day 
(Suppedag) in 2007, and it generated from 
the challenge to create a project, which would 
make Aarhus a better city to live.

 
“None of the four people in our group origi-
nated from Aarhus, and neither of us really 
knew our neighbours at the time – the only 
time we heard from them was when someone 
wanted to complain about something. Dining 
together seemed like a nice and easy way 
to meet, without necessarily making a big, 
formal event out of it” 
– Kasper Zederkof

Soup Day
Gunvor Jøsendal
Project Manager

Kontrapunkt 

Kasper Zederkof
Project Leader

Danmarks Radio

Morten Nottelmann
Consultant of Swing

The KaosPilots

Rikhard Egedal
KaosPilot

All from team 14
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Small Effort, Big Pay Off
The campaign consisted mainly of flyers 
and posters around Aarhus, supported by a 
website and a Facebook group. This promo-
tion aside, it was largely driven by media 
attention and by an appearance at the local 
event Kulturnatten – where we handed out 
more than 30 litres of free soup, met people 
in the streets of Aarhus and told them about 
the idea. 

“‘The ambition of the project was so clear to 
us – on a conceptual level it was about mak-
ing Aarhus a better city to live in, and, on the 
other hand, it was also just about encouraging 
people to eat soup with their neighbours.  
The best thing was to hear about how well-
received Soup Day had been from the people 
who hosted it.” 
– Rikhard Egedal

Feedback From Some of the Lovely Hosts 
“Hi Soup Day people! Thank you for giving us 
an occasion to meet our neighbours! It was 
a really good experience to have the people 
next door visit!

(...) As hosts, we must say that it is a 
very simple and good concept – not much 
dish washing to deal with, and it is both easy 
and cheap to make delicious soup, so it was 
possible to do on an ordinary Monday night! 
Furthermore, it was very informal, which was 
nice as an icebreaker right from the start!

(...) The project to make people meet is 
a success here in Fredriksgade! And we hope 
that someone will continue and turn the last 
Monday in November into a national ‘meet-
your-neighbour-soup-day’ – or something like 
that. We would not mind doing it again!” 
– Hanne and Mette (hosted 10 neighbours) 

“(...) It was a very nice evening and two young 
students volunteered as babysitters for the 
two small children! ‘Let’s do it again’, our 
guests said, when they left. And if nobody else 
takes the initiative, I will invite again in Janu-
ary. (...) Thank you for a very value  
adding project!”
– Tora (hosted 9 neighbours)

“Hi Soup Day, 17 big and small neighbours 
were gathered around curry soup and cake on 
26th November. It was a great success and 
many happy neighbours agreed to do it  
again next year.” 
– Merethe (hosted 17 neighbours)

“(...)I could continue writing about that even-
ing. There are so many great memories to 
keep untill the next time we meet. It is really 
great, and it makes you want to meet your 
neighbours again and again. Thank you Soup 
Day – I am very happy that you shanghaied 
me on the street in Aarhus – and allowed me 
to join although I live in Randers.”
– Camilla, hosted 13 people

“My partner and I have been somewhat 
reluctant to invite people, because it may 
seem a bit transgressive. But Sunday evening 
25th, the day before the day, I finally pulled 
myself together and rang the doorbells and 
talked with my neighbours about this event, 
which we are hosting. (...) We had soup for 20, 
but only chairs and space for 8, but everything 
came together, and everybody wanted to meet 
again some time. (...) We discovered that we 
actually have some very nice neighbours. We 
have found out what people do for  
a living, and discovered that we can laugh and 
talk. But we needed an initiative to make it 
possible to break the ice.” 
– Jane and Christian (hosted 8 neighbours)

“We are so lucky to have a common room 
where we could eat (...) it was great to be on 
‘neutral territory’, actually it was so great  
that we met after dinner in one of the apart-
ments and played ‘Settlers’ most of the 
evening. Nice!

The arrangement was an overall success. 
All of us must eat, and it was good to dine 
together on a Monday night in this time when 
everybody is so busy and does not see each 
other much. And we have already agreed on a 
date for the next dinner... in two weeks time! A 
great initiative!” 
– Vibeke (hosted 8 neighbours)
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The Project was carried out in April 2002 when 
team 7 went to Durban, South Africa, for the 
first time. Three students from Denmark, 
Sweden and Norway collaborated with the 
Siphosabadletshe High School, Zululand, 
South Africa to implement computers at the 
high school. 

South Africa. Back in 2002, the com-
munity around the school was very rural, 
and water and electricity provision had just 
recently been brought into the area. Only the 
school and a few buildings and houses had 
been connected to the electricity grid since 
2000. Poverty and underdevelopment were 
key features of this part of the province, which 
belonged to the KwaZulu homeland during the 
Apartheid years. Management and educators 
at the high school were very dedicated to 
doing everything within their power to create 
the best possible opportunities for the 800 
students at the school. The school worked 
hard to create new opportunities for the Zulu 
students, and considered the use of comput-
ers as a key part of further development. 

In 1998, a Tourism Association was 
established, which included the school and 
other local partners.

Donations from visiting tourists made 
it possible to change one of the rooms at the 
school into a computer room. This was done 
without knowing if funding could be found for 

computers. But because of this facility and the 
school’s overall good results, The Department 
of Education chose the Siphosabadletshe 
High School to be a Computer Center for the 
134 schools in the Hlabisa district. As a result 
of this, 8 new computers were donated. A 
local railway company named Spoornet then 
donated 20 old computers to the school. In 
the beginning of 2002, the first computers 
were installed at the school, but not yet used 
for teaching purposes.

The three students Lærke, Dag and  
Kristoffer, should teach computer usage to  
117 11th grade students alongside their 
teachers. The students were divided into 14 
groups, and each group had 11 lessons of 
basic computer literacy. At the end of the pilot 
project, when given instructions, nearly all 
the students from the 11th grade were able 
to perform operations such as turning on the 
computer, opening and closing a programme, 
writing and drawing, and opening and  
printing files.

The three KaosPilots did not stop with 
the educational part. They saw a potential 
to involve the whole organisation by setting 
up computer programmes for the staff, and 
teaching them how to use these. Furthermore, 
they set up a website and taught the deputy 
principle how to operate it and develop new 
content, with email support from Kristoffer.

When the outpost ended, the three 
KaosPilots wrote a personal goodbye to the 
students: 
 
“My stay in South Africa has somewhat 
changed my life. Working with the people 
on the Siphosabadletshe High School and 
staying at the Mdaka-Vorwerk family house 
is what has impressed me mostly. I hope you 
keep having fun and producing good results. I 
hope my stay here has given you something 
as well, because my life for sure has been 
enriched. And to the students: Use the pos-
sibilities the school is trying hard to give you. 

The Sipho
Computer Project

Dag Grødal
Business Support and Graphic Facilitator 
IT Security in Nordea and NGO’s

Kristoffer Hagbard
KaosPilot

Lærke Toftlund
KaosPilot

All from team 7
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(But do not obey!) Work hard, stay clean and 
sharp, and do not let anyone tell you you’re 
not worth the success. You are!” 
– Kristoffer Hagbard

 
“I have had an experience here that I will  
never forget. I have met some people who 
have made a lasting impression on me. Africa 
is no longer just the continent far away that 
I did not really know much about. I hope and 
believe that I will receive an email sent from 
the Siphosabadletshe High School within not 
too many months. When it happens I promise 
to answer!”
– Dag Grødal

“Thank you for inspiring me. Thank you for 
sharing with me your beautiful songs, your 
laughter, and your focus. I’ve had a great time 
with you at the school. I can see that you 
have learnt something about computers; I 
know I have learnt something from you too. 
Something about what makes you reach your 
goals. And that is something I will bring with 
me gratefully. I wish you all the best and all 
that you deserve, in your way to the future.” 
— Lærke Toftlund

During the summer of ’94, 28 Danish, Swedish 
and Norwegian students from team 2 navi-
gated the ferry Kronborg around the Baltic Sea. 
It is an ambitious journey with great logistic 
challenges. The name of this journey is A Post-
card From A Near Future, and the concept is a 
positive vision for a common future for the Nor-
dic and Baltic countries surrounding the Baltic 
Sea. At the same time, it becomes a promotion 
campaign for Copenhagen – European City of 
Culture two years before it actually happens.

The flyer which turns up in my Russian 
suitcase, filled with flyers, articles, compen-
diums, reports, and other good stuff from my 
years as a Front Runner and KaosPilot, is still 
fine and shiny. The copper print is expensive 

and exclusive, the image of the man is roughly 
rastered, and some words are printed across 
it: ‘Did you have a nice future?’ I had forgotten 
those words. They seem clever, subtle and a bit 
perky. In the bottom left corner, a modest logo 
shows that this is made in cooperation with 
Copenhagen – European City of Culture ’96.

“You may try to predict the future. But it 
never turns out as you imagined. So try this: 
The best way to foresee the future is to create 
it yourself. That’s what we believe. We are 
KaosPilots.” This is what the introduction says 
in Danish, Swedish, Estonian and Latvian.

 The three-piece PR group arrives in 
Tallinn in June. We are cooperating with the 
port authorities, who have given us an office 
in the port. The room is situated deep in the 
‘stomach’ of the Youth Palace, which is an 
abandoned, Stalinist building without win-
dows. We have a telephone of Russian origin, 
and it functions occasionally. And hey, do not 
forget that all this takes place years before the 
Internet and mobile phones became part of 
everyday life. However, there is a fax machine 
around somewhere. And then we go to work. 
We phone the news desks at various news pa-
pers, radio and television channels, and we try 
to track down the journalists who are respon-
sible for the large international cultural events. 
We invite everybody to a press conference at 

MS Kronborg
 Vibe Lindgård Bach

Manager
DI International Business Development

Team 2
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the city hall. We must sell the story about this 
old, midnight blue ferry, which will arrive in Tal-
linn in two months, and we invite on board the 
cultural elite, the artists, the opinion formers 
and all the young people, who like to dance. 
All these people must get together and share 
their visions for a common future around the 
Baltic Sea with the cultural elite, the artists, 
the opinion formers and the young people 
from other countries. That is the essence of 
our project description. Our formula. Our narra-
tive, which has not yet been written. 

Back in Aarhus, 25 other KaosPilots con-
tinue to develop and manage the project. The 
first vague vision is a concept, which originates 
in the four ferry decks. The decks must each 
mirror a suggestion for an advanced, techno-
logical and ecologically conscious future. The 
engine room: at the mercy of the senses; an 
environmental exhibition during the day, a 
Virtual Sex Zone during the night. The car deck: 
art exhibitions, a future library, poetry readings 
during the day; dance floor and theatre during 
the night. The lounge deck: an ecological 
clash between nature and technology with 
intellectual events. And the sun deck: man’s 
links to the ocean, the sky, the universe – with 
chill-out and workshops. The 28 KaosPilots 
have dreamt and articulated a vision.

Then reality hits. To put it briefly: negotia-
tions with the secretariat of the City of Culture, 
the sponsors, the port authorities, the artists 
and other partners, and a budget which 
started at 4 and ended at 2.300.000DKK. 
Furthermore, security procedures, and last, 
but not least our own ability to organise a 
project, which covered five countries (and we 
still remember Helsinki in Finland, where we 
called into port with a conference, – but no 
ferry). Halfway through the project, half of us 
moved to Copenhagen and into the old termi-
nal in Toldbodgade in order to be close to our 
partners, and – still without the Internet and 
mobile phones –faxes and telephone conver-
sations make the air glow between the two 
project organisations with statements such 
as: “Where is Claus Holm?” not to mention: 
‘Pussy’. ‘Great sense of humour’, Uffe Elbæk 
said and suggested from time to time that we 
hosted the largest private party in Scandina-
via – in case nobody else showed up.

But somebody did show up. 15,000 
people went on board and left the ferry with 
something. A mark; something they left 
behind or something which they brought 
home. The Latvian teenagers, who had never 
experienced a dance floor as the one on 
Kronborg, and who are grown up today with 
cars and kids. They came. So did the Estonian 
ladies, who sipped coffee from Ursula cups 
and discovered that once again, Estonia was 
a country with a view to the rest of Europe. 
Not to mention the Kron-kids, who drew post 
cards or the shows with upcoming fashion 
designers, or the performance artists who 
went berserk, or the competing DJs. As well 
as countless other small and large meetings 
and impressions, which no one counted, and 
which have not been documented, but which 
remain as memories in the minds of 15,000 
people with the answer to the future, which 
they did create, eventually.

The existing documentation is buried 
deep down in my battered Russian trunk, in 
the shape of some humble sheets of printing 
paper, printed on both sides. The title is: To 
Imagine the Future – A Project Manual by The 
Nordic Team of The KaosPilots. The overall 
conclusion of this report is that there is a 
very long way from vision to reality, from the 
first phase of the project in January ’94 till 
the ferry was back at Amaliekaj in Copenha-
gen. And the evaluation was carried out in 
September while Estonia went down between 
Stockholm and Tallinn.

“It had developed from a visionary ‘Kauf-
haus des Ostensee’ into something which 
resembled the Oceka Grocery,” the summary 
says. But it does not say anywhere that it is 
easier to tame a wild salmon than to revive a 
dead herring. A sentence that was articulated 
very early by team 2. We knew it then and 
hopefully, we still do. The ferry Kronborg was 
the wildest blue salmon.

Bonus Information:
A Postcard From a Near Future could be  
experienced in: Tallinn, Estonia, 8th—10th 
August, in Stockholm, Sweden, 11th—14th 
August, in Riga, Estonia, 15th—17th August 
and in Copenhagen 19th—21st August, 1994. 
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While still a KaosPilot student I attended 
a Summer Internship for an international 
corporation (a programme actually designed 
by early KaosPilots). I got a job offer there and 
everything looked promising for my entrance 
into the working life. But then I told a leader I 
respected about the offer and got the follow-
ing response:

“Øystein you are a talented man, I do not 
want to see you here for at least ten years. 
Come back at 35 when you need free day 
care. If you start now, you will end up spoiled 
and stagnated with no ambitions. Find a small 
company, build something, get to experience 
ups and downs, and get to know the whole 
value chain of running a business.”

And so I did. I found a 3 month old, 4 
person big agency called MoonWalk. The 
only agency in Norway working solely with 
Innovation. The following is a snapshot of my 
last month in my over three year long project/
experiment trying to build an international 
environment on Innovation.

May 2011
The last weeks have been busy. Last Thursday 
I accepted the Norwegian Management 
Consulting Award together with my three 
colleagues at MoonWalk for the pro-bono 
project we are doing for the Norwegian Red 
Cross. MoonWalkRED. The project is targeted 
at getting back the equivalent of what Red 
Cross lost when our minister of culture made 
slot machines illegal (800mill NOK per year). 

The project reaches its goal line this summer, 
and the participants range from the CEO of 
Snøhetta (the architects behind the Opera 
house), volunteers from the Red Cross, direc-
tors at DNB, McCann and PwC, and to one fine 
KaosPilot. 

On the following Monday, I finished a 
yearlong Innovation and Growth Process for 
one of the biggest Finance Corporations in 
Norway. The mission here was to deliver new 
growth by creating the bank of tomorrow. So 
soon we will all itch to switch banks. 

The same week, on Friday, we wrote the 
new Vision and Mission Statement for an inter-
national company that all us Scandinavians 
know. This gives the company a new direction 
and will affect all their 7500 employees, and 
thereby us as customers. Now, we are working 
on how to engage the employees and the 
different countries in the new Vision, it has 
not yet been communicated outside the top 
management. The intense process has also 
revealed big opportunities in the direction 
pointed out by the Vision. We intend to work 
to make these opportunities come to life and 
hopefully they will allow us to do it. It looks 
promising. 

The morning after, I had students from 
the Masterclass in Entrepreneurship and 
Innovation at BI at my office for a session on 
innovation. And at lunchtime the same day, I 
had another Masters student, this time from 
the university, interviewing me about experi-
mentation as a tool in business. 

I am also happy to announce that the 
Innovation Process, which I did for TINE, now 
has its first result in the market. In their BETA 
version of the new concept for schools, they 
went from 10% coverage to over 40% during 
the first week. More importantly, kids now 
have access to energy throughout the day to 
make them fit for learning. 

Post MoonWalk
So what have I learned? Well first, accept 
some good advice sometimes! Secondly, it 
has been more than three years now since I 
graduated together with the brilliant KaosPilot 

Moon Walker
Øystein Hagen
Head of Innovation
The Scandinavian Design Group
Team N1
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Toyah Hunting
Strategic Adviser

Bindslev AS

Rebecca Mathisen 
Theather Producer

Riksteatret, Oslo 

Trine Valentin Munck  
Director and Partner  

Change the Game

Cathrine Widerøe Mathiesen
Yoga Teacher and Writer

Julie Irgens
Writer

All from team 9

In March 2004, five second year students 
from The KaosPilots arrived in Sarajevo to 
carry out a project in the field of city develop-
ment: Toyah Hunting, Rebecca Mathisen, Julie 
Irgens, Trine Valentin Munck and Cathrine 
Widerøe Mathiesen.

We found Sarajevo to be a city deeply 
damaged by war, with problems of brain drain, 
excessive unemployment and apathy. Our 
hypothesis was that the inhabitants of this 
relatively newborn capital and especially the 
young ones needed to positively envision 
its future, and thereby their own – and that 
they needed to open up to the possibilities 
of the future. We saw a need to challenge old 
discourses of war and pessimism. We wanted 
to accelerate enthusiasm and initiative among 
young people and to encourage them to 
participate in the creation of their own future 
and in the public sphere in general. And we 

wanted Sarajevo to tell the world a new and 
positive story. 

As a response to this, we created Ask 
Sarajevo, with the purpose of encouraging 
the youth of Sarajevo to focus on future 
possibilities and opportunities rather than on 
the misfortunes and limitations of the past. 
We asked 600 children and young people: 
what would you like your city to look like 
in the future? In more than 20 workshops, 
the children were trained in creativity and 
communication before collectively painting 
their desired images of the future Sarajevo on 
altogether 5,000 square meters of canvas, us-
ing hundreds of litres of paint and thousands 
of spray cans. The artists came from local 
schools, kindergartens, universities, faculties 
and orphanages. In the biggest workshop, 
150 children and youth painted together. They 
varied in background, age, ethnicity, religion 
and field of study or work, and they had full 
artistic freedom in their expression. Fashion 
students painted alongside graffiti artists 
and gipsy children, and the motives included 
flowers, skyscrapers, motorways, take-away 
coffee, caricatures of political leaders and 
war criminals and symbols of peace, love and 
tolerance.

The painted canvas eventually covered 
the bombed-out youth house in the middle of 
the city, which had been Balkan’s centre for 
rock and roll and a symbol of youth culture be-
fore to the war. It was unveiled during a street 
party where thousands of people joined in and 

Norway team 1, and I could not have made a 
better choice of education for my line of work. 
I’ve used everything The KaosPilots has to 
offer, from hard core Innovation and Business 
Design theory to Project Arrows and Process 
Design.

Due to all the knowledge and tools we 
possess, I now feel I met my goals in Moon-
Walk and have moved on to a bigger company 
for new challenges. I am now working at the 
McCann Worldgroup network as the Head of 

Innovation at the Scandinavian Design Group. 
Why? Because I tried to build something, I 
experienced ups and downs, I worked with the 
whole value chain of many businesses, and 
because visualisation and prototyping are the 
keys to innovation. As a KaosPilot, I learned 
that challenges engage!

So a big thank you to the founders of The 
KaosPilot School, all who worked with this in 
the last 20 years, and again to my colleagues 
in team 1 from Oslo.

Ask Sarajevo
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enjoyed the local bands, the artists, DJs, the 
free food and drinks, and of course – 5,000 m2 
of beautiful, hopeful, honest, inspiring hopes 
and dreams for the future of Sarajevo. 

As an Appreciative Inquiry project, Ask 
Sarajevo dealt with the desired changes on 
a mental level: ‘what you focus on, grows’. 
Furthermore, we wanted to create a space 
in which Sarajevo’s young inhabitants could 
influence the future of their own city with their 
own voice; to raise money for the restoration 
of the youth house, with the purpose of mak-
ing a space for the young people of Sarajevo 
to meet, work, create, play, organise concerts 
and dance; to brand Sarajevo internation-
ally as an up-and-coming creative capital by 
showing innovative ways of rebuilding. We 
wanted to show that initiative and hard work 
pay off, that big results can be achieved in 
a short time, that the impossible is always 
possible – and thereby inspire other people to 
act as well. 

Because of the extensive press cover-
age, the news of this project reached millions 
of viewers and readers throughout Europe. 
Most importantly, the 600 young artists 
that painted their answer to the question, 
‘what would you like your city to look like in 
the future?’, thought, discussed, imagined, 
pictured and made up their minds about it. 
And that is where everything begins and ends. 
In the minds of the young people – the future 
of Sarajevo.

The project was funded with financial 
support from the Norwegian Embassy in 
Sarajevo, local and international NGOs,  
local and international commercial sponsors 
such as BH Telecom, Pepsi and Red Bull, as 
well as most of the prominent local media 
institutions.

What happened next? 
After picking up two land-rovers in Ko-

sovo, we filled the trunks with as much canvas 
as possible and drove to Norway. There, in 
August that same year, we set up an exhibition 
at the prominent Stenersenmuseet in Oslo, 
exhibiting some of the canvas as paintings 
and some as clothes, handbags and other ac-
cessories made by 15 Norwegian designers. 
All items at the exhibition were sold, and this 
raised money to start the third part of  
our project: the reconstruction of Sarajevo’s 
youth house.

Coming back to Sarajevo in January 
2005, our mission with the third and final 
part of Ask Sarajevo was to encourage the 
reconstruction of Sarajevo’s youth house, and 
to return its administration and use to those 
the house was built for originally, namely the 
young people of Sarajevo.

During the next half year, we did intense 
lobbying, networking and planning for the 
youth house to ensure a long-term, sustain-
able administration. We wanted to create 
a space in which young Sarajevans could 
express themselves socially, politically and 
artistically, and experience self-realisation and 
acknowledgement from themselves and the 
world; to boost the young Sarajevans’ confi-
dence and optimism, and to provide a  
setting in which they may identify and con-
struct their own job opportunities and  
thereby their own life. 

To attract young people, capital and 
the attention of the city and the media in the 
world to the youth house in Sarajevo, as well 
as to celebrate the beginning of its re-use, we 
organised a five day music and youth culture 
festival, which attracted international attention 
and an audience of thousands. We called the 
festival Revival, and adopted The Beastie Boys’ 
song as our mantra: You’ve got to fight for your 
right to party. 

It was five days filled with skateboard-
ers enjoying Sarajevo’s first large-scale ramp, 
break-dancers showing off their tricks, graffiti 
artists teaching kids to paint in workshops, 
street musicians performing together, local 
and international artists, bands and DJs 
performing for a crowd of thousands of specta-
tors, who enjoyed the first gig in the youth 
house since the war, as well as hundreds of 
volunteers bonding with documentary film 
teams and journalists from all over the world 
and five exhausted KaosPilots. 

Ultimately, we left Ask Sarajevo where 
it had always belonged: in the hands of its 
youth, more specifically under the manage-
ment of some of the local youth organisations 
we had been working with closely throughout 
the project. Unfortunately, the issue of owner-
ship of the youth house provided the biggest 
obstacle in restoring the building and installing 
a new management – as is the case with all 
previous public buildings in post-communist 
countries. But we know that concerts and other 
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cultural events were organised in the name of 
Ask Sarajevo a long time after our departure 
and that if you walk into a bar in Sarajevo to-
day, there is a good chance that the bartender 
will be wearing an Ask Sarajevo t-shirt. We 
think that Ask Sarajevo is still a strong brand 

and a symbol of youth empowerment. We 
hope that the many thousand local children 
and young people, who worked with us on the 
project, were somehow inspired and encour-
aged to take charge of their own future. 

“Do all of you know what this is?” He  
took out a VISA Card from his wallet. All of  
us nodded. 

“Do you know who is the CEO of VISA?” 
None of us did.

“Do you know where the headquarter is 
located?” Nope. 

“Do you know who owns VISA?” Nope. 
“Last year we had a revenue of zillion-

billion dollars. I created that organisation. My 
experience and understanding of how you go 
about truly to create large-scale institutional 
change can be available for you. Interested?”

Well, it was not going to be that easy. 
The stated purpose and framework for the 
assignments of the Chaordic Exploration were: 
‘Understand, communicate and implement 
Chaordic concepts of organisation in relation 
to learning’. This was then divided into 15 as-
signments. We formed 15 project groups that 
would each solve one of these assignments. 

For instance there were:
• The Sound of Chaordic – A music  

jamming event
• Community of Learners – A web com-

munity prototype about sustainable 
forms of organisations.

• Organimation – A demo of a data 
visualisation concerning organisational 
behaviour.

• Space Library – A prototype for a web 
based library focusing on the relation-
ship between the books instead of the 
books as such. 

• The Storyboard Project – A film com-
municating Chaordic Concepts.

“I’m here because I think you are all crazy”. 
That was how Dee Hock, founder of VISA 
International responded when asked why he 
came to meet us in the Ferry Building on 16th 
January 1997. His biggest interest was that 
we would really study, engage in and immerse 
ourselves in the world of Chaordic concepts. 
But it was not so easy to agree upon a project. 
It took a month of back and forth work and ne-
gotiations. Reluctantly, he agreed not only to 
be part of the project, but also to take a lead-
ing role in formulating the assignment for The 
KaosPilots. Not prescriptive, but descriptive, 
so that we would become ‘our own project’ so 
to speak. Monday, 17th February, 1997, it be-
came clear that team 3 in San Francisco would 
carry out their group examination project in 
conjunction with the Chaordic Alliance, under 
the supervision of Mr. Dee Hock. Some of us 
had gone down to visit his fantastic house in 
Half Moon Bay. 

Boy did he have a great intro when we 
started discussing a possible collaboration:

The Chaordic 
Exploration

Christer Windeløv-Lidzélius
Principal
The KaosPilots
Team 3
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Part of the assignment was interpreted so that 
we should not just solve assignments in a 
Chaordic way, but organise ourselves accord-
ing to the very same principles. Partly as a con-
sequence of team 2’s group exam with a strong 
emphasis on formal mandates, titles etc, where 
team 3 was highly involved, team 3 decided 
that we would try out a ‘non-linear’ organisation 
where no one would have formal authority over 
others. We were to include team 4 in our work, 
but transatlantic cross-team collaboration was 
difficult. As far as I remember they were to 
mirror in a way some of the work done in the 
US in Denmark, but in their own way. I can only 
imagine how confusing it must have been for 
them, from time to time, to follow our lead and 
really pick up the ball where we left it. 

In order to get the project going we were 
introduced to some of the methodologies of 
Grove Consultants Int’l. Context mapping and 
other now classical tools used by virtually all 
teams at The KaosPilots were introduced. 

Three ‘Interpersonal Play-Rules’ Developed  
to Guide the Work Within our Chaordic  
Organisation
• I influence decisions with my pres-

ence and accept decisions taken in my 
absence.

• I take, seek and give feedback.
• I search for the information I need, and I 

make my knowledge available for others.  

Key Learning Around Self-Organizing,  
Project Work and Leadership
• Purpose – Be clear on why you exist and 

what you have set out to accomplish.
• Keep it simple – Complexity arises by 

itself, by simple rules of connection. 
• Identity – Making the project mine, 

as well as ours is crucial for enabling 
responsibility.

• Teamwork – A team is an organisation 
that enables its constituent members to 
relate to the collective purpose. 

• Leadership – We are all leaders, 
sometimes some more than others. It is 
not merely a function; it is very much a 
question of integrity. 

• Information – Information lies at the 
heart of life (Wheatly and Rogers). 

• Relationships – Not only do we need 
them, but we live for them also.  

Who did we work with?
It is impossible to know how many people we 
actually worked with or touched in one way or 
the other. Some of the organisations that we 
worked with throughout the four months are: 
• Grove Consulting International
• Arthur Andersen Community learning 

Center in Alameda
• Society for Organisational Learning
• Hewlett-Packard
• California Institute for Integral Studies
• IDEO
• Yosemite Institute
• Institute for the Future
• The Center for Ecoliteracy
• Clearing Communications w/David 

Isaacs
• And many, many more

Apart from the individual learning, network, 
results etc., the project also had a long- 
lasting collective and organisational effect. 
The impact of this project on The Kaos- 
Pilots can hardly be overstated. It introduced 
The KaosPilots to a methodology for 
organisational transformation and project 
work, as well as initiated a leap from a 
Newtonian mind towards a more systemic 
mindset and the way of nature. Self-organis-
ing systems and self-management became 
essential findings. 

The Chaordic Exploration gave a lot 
towards an understanding of organisa-
tional learning at The KaosPilots. A four-day 
workshop was designed and executed at the 
end of the project for the whole organisation, 
both in San Francisco and in Aarhus. The 
aim was to find the purpose and principles 
of The KaosPilots, a process that became 
known as the ‘POP seminar’. This ignited an 
ongoing process that still lives to this day. 
Now five POP seminars have been held and, 
for instance, the values of The KaosPilots, 
the brand of The KaosPilots and the value 
proposition have been explored. Not only 
do The POP Seminars allow us to deepen our 
understanding, challenge our assumptions 
and create new futures: they also allow us to 
work across teams, generate ownership and 
stay a bit crazy. 

And on a special note: Dee Hock actu-
ally made a modification to his model after 
working with us.
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Liv Bakke Kvinlog
Secretary General/General Manager

Dissimilis Norway/ FRIKAR Dance Company
Team 2 NO

For our outpost, some KaosPilots from team 2 
(Norway) contacted an organisation in Hanoi, 
the Vietnamese Youth Volunteers (VYV) with 
the purpose of establishing something sus-
tainable and valuable for street children. 

At this time, Kia Aulie (team 1, Norway) 
worked on a project with Anne Kjær Reichert 
(team 10, Denmark) called I Have a Dream. An 
art project that was about to spread to several 
countries, and with us to Vietnam. 

We collected cameras and gave them to 
the street children in Hanoi, and asked them 
to photograph their own lives, their family, 
friends and surroundings. We bought painting 
equipment and invited them to a huge park to 
paint their dreams and describe them in words 
– and with the focus on acknowledging their 
stories and art.

The media took great interest in the 
project, and it was mentioned in several news-
papers, and on radio and TV. We made a sales 
exhibition for the children to sell their own art 
and to tell their story. They sold almost eve-
rything, and they earned a lot of money that 
VYV distributed to continue working on these 
topics with the children.

Today, they have the workshops and 
an exhibition every year, and they still earn 
money to continue the project. The I Have a 
Dream exhibition in Hanoi is now a tradition.

In the summer of 2008, there was an 
international exhibition in Tromsø, Norway 
together with 14 other nations, which were 
part of this project.

No Ihad

Michael Magnus Nybrandt
Fundraiser
UNICEF
Team 5

interest in the Tibetan culture into a bicycle 
adventure from Lhasa in Tibet to Kathmandu 
in Nepal. Little did I know that this journey 
should chart the course for my 3 years at The 
KaosPilots. One night in a tent, 3,500 meters 
above sea level, I dreamt that I was the coach 
of the Tibetan National football team. At that 
time a nonexistent team, since the occupation 
and suppression of Tibetan culture and any 
Tibetan request for freedom from the Chinese 
oppressors since 1950. It could have stayed 
that way, a weird dream caused by a shortage 
of oxygen on the Himalayan plateau. But it did 
not. Because I enrolled at The KaosPilots, and 
the dream became the answer to the question 
in my first proactive action plan; “Where do 
you see yourself in 10 years?”  

Before I enrolled in team 5 at The KaosPilots 
back in August 1997, I spent my summer on a 
mountain bike, trying to transform a personal 

The Forbidden Team
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Saga Forsmark
Student

Team 16

We only had a few weeks to figure out a 
concept and develop a business plan. BMW 
Financial Services Denmark was our client, 
and we were determined to create something 
truly valuable for them. It was our 4th semester 
at The KaosPilots, and we were working with 
business development. 

The idea was to: transfer BMW Financial 
Services Denmark A/S from a ‘Financial 
Services providing Company’ to a ‘Mobil-
ity Services providing Company. And we 
came to the conclusion that Better Mobility 
Worldwide would be a perfect theme for the 
project, as it encompassed the client’s name 
and our task at the same time. 

We created a concept that was in line 
with our client. It matched their require-
ments, but at the same time it reflected the 
direction in which we saw the world going at 
that time. Also, we tried to stretch their com-
fort zone while still creating the maximum 
amount of value for them. We worked hard 
to create everything from a sales concept 
and a marketing strategy to a budget with 
exceptionally big numbers. 

Because of our confidentiality agree-
ment, we cannot give out details regarding 
the concept and the outcome of the project, 

Better Mobility 
Worldwide

The pedagogical platform at The KaosPilots 
was the perfect environment for me, and 
during the following years The KaosPilots kept 
pushing me in the right direction. The fact that 
Tibet did not have a national team or even a 
football organisation was not an obstacle, 
but a possibility. During my 3 years of study, 
I gained experience with sports, cultural 
and process management and with pivotal 
coaching with my classmates, and I decided 
to go ahead with the Tibetan Football team for 
my final examination. I spent a few months 
in the Tibetan community in exile trying to 
find answers to the question: “Why does Tibet 
not have a national football team?” Through 
workshops and interviews in the Tibetan 
community, I discovered that the answers 
were genuinely affected by the results of many 
years in exile: “Because no one wants to play 
with Tibet” or… “the young people stopped 
believing in their dreams”. But the football 

culture was present and flourished within the 
young community.

The outcome of my feasibility studies 
was a proactive recommendation with concrete 
proposals during a 2 hour presentation with 
representatives from the Kashag – the Tibetan 
government in exile. “With some initiative 
you can establish a football association and a 
national team”. Whereupon one of the officials 
replied: “Since you are the person with the best 
knowledge of Tibetan football currently, why 
don’t you help us establish a national team?”.

14 months later, Tibet played their first 
international match against Greenland in  
Copenhagen with more than 5,000 spectators.  
Today, 10 years later, the Tibetan National 
Sports Association is a flourishing sports or-
ganisation with several international matches, 
a league tournament and an educational 
programme for coaches and players in  
the Tibetan community.
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For a long time, I have wondered how the label 
‘integration’ has become such a big issue 
when we discuss challenges in Denmark. You 
cannot escape the subject in newspapers and 
news features. And it is the same in many oth-
er European countries: since new cultures and 
ways of thinking started moving in next door 
in the 1980s these opposites have divided the 
otherwise calm and quiet suburban street.

 This challenge is very emotional and 
complex. It affects our way of life, and our 
values are put to the test. At the same time, 
it shows that we humans still have a reptile 
brain, which occasionally overrules the neo-
cortex – our mammal brain.

 Many of my projects at The KaosPilots 
gave me the opportunity to work with this 
challenge from different angles. Among other 
things, this resulted in the book Mojn Habibi 
– historier om positive kulturmøder i Danmark 
(Hello Habibi – stories of positive culture 
meetings in Denmark) and the human library: 

Kul;Tour (‘Culture’ – cannot really be translated 
– it is a Danish wordplay), where young people 
with additional cultural background told their 
life stories. Through this practical approach, 
I learned something, and at the same time I 
connected to young people with a different 
cultural background than Danish. People that 
I had not been connected to before.

During my training in organisation theory, 
based on the systemic theory at The KaosPi-
lots, I learned which small things you must 
affect in an organisation if you want to achieve 
a large effect. And in my final project, I decided 
to test a new approach to the challenge Integra-
tion. I chose to go for the top decision level. It 
was my goal to change the working procedures 
in a ministry. Hopefully, this would visibly influ-
ence the future work with integration.

I negotiated an agreement with the Minis-
try of Integration. They were about to make an 
action plan to prevent radicalisation. The rheto-
ric did not appeal to me straight away, but 
during my process semester I had learned that 
one must meet people on their terms. There-
fore, I tried to speak their language. It was 
agreed that I should develop new methods of 
approach to their work with the action plans. 
More specifically, I should use the coming 
action plan as a starting point. I was to develop 
and test new methods and then give concrete 
suggestions for the action plan. In other words, 
they wanted me to show the way.

 Thus the project had two end products: 
Firstly, suggestions for a new content in the 
action plan. Secondly, new methods for the 
future work of the ministry.

The Positive  
Meeting of Cultures

Kathrine O. Rasmussen
Co-founder and Process Designer
Actiontank
Team 12 

but the day it is released, we probably  
– somewhat proudly – will whisper in  
your ear that ‘we were part of creating  
that concept.’

When we presented our work for the 
company, they told us that they were 

impressed with our professional way of 
working, and in the feedback from the client 
they said that the process had been very 
valuable for them. On the topic of the idea 
and concept we created, the comment was:  
“I like it, it triggers me, I’m inspired!” 
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The first part was about proving the value 
of the methods – and showing that they really 
could produce new, innovative solutions. The 
other part was the long-term segment of the 
project, which should ensure change in the 
future work of the ministry. During the whole 
project, my methods and processes were 
documented meticulously. An innovation 
team from the ministry participated, and they 
were trained in understanding and learning 
what and why during the process.

We decided that young people should 
be the target group. We carried out workshops 
with young people with an additional cultural 
background, and we talked to experts in order 
to articulate answers to the background to 
‘radicalisation’. Then we formulated the ques-
tion: How can a young person with another 
cultural background than Danish feel part of 
the community?

We chose a two day process design in 
order to produce concrete suggestions. During 
my internship, I had specialised in design 
process and design methods. And I found 
out that this is extremely effective when you 
want to put focus on the needs of people while 
at the same time think innovatively. I got in 
touch with INDEX – Design to improve life, who 
have put socially responsible design on the 
world map. They then entered the project as 
partners and helped localise the best design-
ers while giving advice and recommendations 
on the way. 

I localised five types of participants  
for the design process:
• Designers, because they can come up 

with new, creative solutions and make 
them attractive.

• Young people with an additional cultural 
background than Danish, because very 
often we presume instead of actually 
asking the people involved. And besides, 
our language changes when the people 
we want to address sit right next to us.

• Researchers, because they have the 
most recent knowledge, much theoreti-
cal insight and very often also an interna-
tional view and knowledge of practice in 
other places.

• Practitioners, because they are expe-
rienced in what can be done, and they 
function differently from the researchers.

• Employees from the ministry, because 
they are connected to the political level, 
which in the end is responsible for the 
final decisions.

When you bring together the necessary knowl-
edge and experience, you gain an understand-
ing of the challenge from many points of view, 
and you are able to clarify the problem area in 
the best possible way. I personally localised 
and invited 20 participants.

When the first day of the design process 
was over, and everybody had left, I enjoyed 
a quiet moment while I went through the pro-
gramme for the next day. The cleaning ladies 
entered the room and obviously, they did not 
notice me. Surprised, they looked around the 
room. It was cluttered with LEGO, modelling 
wax, scissors, magazines, cut and paste, 
and ‘reflection bananas’. “What is going on in 
here?” one of them asked. “Ah”, said the other. 
“The day care is on strike. There were children 
in here today.” I smiled quietly and thought 
that we all need to put work methods, as well 
as people, into boxes. I was proud that we have 
a political system in Denmark where it is possi-
ble to say yes to the new ideas of a KaosPilot. 
I must admit that I had presumed things about 
the ministry, which had been exorcised in the 
process. This as well was a positive culture 
meeting, which went both ways.

In the middle of the second day, the 
minister had a meeting with politicians from 
the other parties in the room next to us. I left 
the door to the hallway open at the time when I 
knew they would be passing. They all stopped 
and asked what was going on. “Our new in-
novation work” was the reply.

Later that day, the minister went by 
again. This time she peeped through the 
window for a long time, and at last she waved 
cheerfully.

As planned, the work resulted in four 
concrete initiatives, which could be incorpo-
rated into the action plan. These methods be-
came part of the method book of the Ministry 
of Integration. After this, I have instructed the 
employees in the ministry on several 
occasions.

It is a quite different story that later 
the Danish People’s Party voted against the 
action plan, which, therefore, was not finally 
approved.
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for example. It took 220 speakers to cover 
1,500 metres of street. And much of the music 
came from live performances at a small club 
room. Since we did not have much money, we 
had to build speakers out of paint cans. And 
then the speakers should be hung and hidden 
under the colourful clothes that matched the 
colour of the houses. Just hanging the clothes 
took a whole night and 40 people – but then it 
hung there, waving in the morning sun.

It was hard work, but it was fun. We 
worked like slaves. The way you work when 
you are young and hours do not cost on time 
sheets. And we involved a lot of volunteers in 
the project. Other students, for example, such 
as the two electricians who showed up to help 
mount the speakers as part of their work train-
ing. Or the bunch of students from the Aarhus 
Business School who evaluated the project.

Along the way of course a lot almost went 
wrong. Like when the first night turned into 
morning and the music suddenly stopped in 
one of the streets. A cable had been cut. 
“I work in the vegetable market, and I cannot 
sleep with the noise”, was the message when 
I called the resident in the apartment next to 
the ruined cable. 

“It was not very friendly of you just to cut 
the cable. We have worked on this project for 
six months,” I said. “No, but there was not a 
damned phone number on the cable, so that 
I could call and ask you to turn it down”. The 
compromise was that the loudspeaker outside 
his window was adjusted so that it played only 
a tenth of the volume of the other speakers.

Now almost 20 years have passed, and 
the project remains as a dear memory for 
me. Through the years, occasionally, I have 
spoken with strangers who still remember the 
summer nights under the laundry. Probably 
more than 10,000 stopped by, and since each 
of them had his or her own experience, one 
might say that we created more than 10,000 
experiences.

For me – and I believe for my fellow stu-
dents as well – it was a great experience. We 
got an idea and carried it out, although many 
difficulties were encountered. And I think the 

Street Agenda

Recently, I was with a couple who told me how 
they had met at the Aarhus Festival. Back then 
laundry was hanging on ropes between the 
buildings, and soft music poured out of the 
blouses, pants and summer dresses. “There 
was just such a good atmosphere”, they said 
and looked at each other. The story made 
me happy. For it was myself and some of my 
fellow students from The KaosPilots, along 
with a whole lot of helpers, who had hung the 
laundry and provided the music.

The project ‘There is Something in The 
Air...’ was one of seven projects that aimed to 
create a better mood during the Aarhus Festi-
val 1992. The year before, the director of the 
Aarhus Festival was shocked by the amounts 
of urine, sausage trays, goop and awfulness 
in the streets – along with fights and strife. 
And the task for us students at the brand new 
KaosPilot education was to create nothing less 
than an atmosphere of peace and love, with 
an initial capital of 200,000 dollars from the 
Aarhus Festival.

When I think back, it was one of those 
tasks that you cannot comprehend the extent 
of when you start. Just as you do not fully 
know what to expect when you decide to have 
a child. The number of children would surely 
be different if you were able to see all the 
unchanged diapers before you. And we had 
hardly thrown ourselves into the project, if we 
had known how extensive it would be to real-
ise the dream of gentle New Age music in the 
streets. Just think of the number of speakers, 

Tore Wanscher
Partner

Wanscher & Nielsen
Team 1
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experience has matured us – by knowing that 
much can be done.

The Seven Projects That Made Up Street 
Agenda Were:
• Something in the Air... – Set design and 

a myriad of small unannounced events 
distributed over 1,500 meters of streets 
in the Latin Quarter. New Age music 
played all night from 150 mounted 
loudspeakers to create an atmosphere 
of ‘peace and love’.

• 4Play – A grand media installation with 
big-screen exposure of events, live 
events, etc. in the heart of the Aarhus 
Festival – at Store Torv.

• Scrap in Bio – 32 cars stacked on two 

levels and used as a cinema. The cheap-
est seats: seats under the open sky with 
a blanket. Most expensive seats: the 
front seat of a Mercedes or a Jaguar.

• Moving Europe – Buses from other Eu-
ropean countries were driven to Aarhus 
and used on regular bus routes during 
the festival.

• Viggo’s Warehouse – Dance all night to 
the mean club sound anno 1992! 

• Obelisk – European artists created 
unique giant sculptures in the public 
space in several places.

• Sump Biffen – Art Cinema with sofa cosi-
ness and quality films in a basement in 
the Latin Quarter.

space – with one man on board. The entire 
project should be open source and on a very 
slim budget.

Our team leaders very passionately 
pitched the project in February, and the  
entire class was stunned and amazed by  
the boldness of these two entrepreneurs.  
This really had potential. KaosPilots could  
be part of the first Danish space programme! 
We were to help them fund the project and 
gather research about what makes people 
donate to charity. 

Additionally, we wanted to figure out 
how people felt about an amateur space pro-
gramme in general. Was it really a good idea?

 This was not about two guys who 
wanted to spend the rest of our oil supply just 
to have fun. It was about the statement, which 
the flight could represent. If two amateurs 
could go into space with the help of other 
people in an open source community, then 
imagine what 6 billion people could  
accomplish. Maybe the climate crisis should 
not be so hard to solve. You could start 
wondering easily.

KaosPilots  
Take Flight

The KaosPilots mindset that has always had 
the strongest appeal for me is: the sky is the 
limit, and nothing is impossible. Never has 
this been truer than during our work with two 
guys from Copenhagen Suborbitals.

In February 2010, I was lucky enough 
to start at The KaosPilots team 17. In 2011, 
we were asked to help two guys who had an 
insane idea. Peter Madsen and Kristian von 
Bengtson wanted to build the world’s largest 
amateur-built space rocket and fly it into 

Simon Knoblauch
The KaosPilots 
Team 17
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In May 2007, five young and eager students 
set out on a mission. We wanted to inspire 
people to take innovative action towards 
environmental and social challenges in cities. 
Little did we know that we would end up on 
the Irish national radio, would haggle with 
the Chamber of Commerce, and present our 
project at the Google Headquarters, Europe.

It all began during an expectations 
meeting, or so called preject, with our client in 
Dublin. The client, Erik van Lennep, was about 
to start TEPUI, a consultancy company work-
ing to promote Living (green) Technologies. 
Erik wanted our help to produce a PowerPoint 
presentation and a list of potential clients. 
But as true KaosPilots, who seek challenges 
and adventure, we decided to set the bar 
somewhat higher! We set out with a mission 
to show companies, property owners and the 
Dubliners how they could benefit from green-
ing the roof tops in the City of Dublin. Through 
urban green roof-spaces, Dublin could be 
used in a more sustainable way that would 
benefit its citizens, the environment and the 

companies which implemented the green roof 
method. This is what we call a win-win-win solu-
tion at The KaosPilots.

The benefit of green roofs is diverse 
and can be substantial, but basically, green 
roofs are vegetation on roof tops. The primary 
benefits from this are:
• A quiet green space and garden to enjoy 

the sun and the fresh air.
• Better management of urban runoff due 

to detained and transpired water.
• Less polluted air (and less asthma) 

because plants turn dust into soil.
• Absorption of noise and thus contribu-

tion to a quieter city.
• Less energy consumption because roof 

gardens provide insulation ‘cool when 
it’s hot and warm when it’s not’. Saves 
money and protects the environment at 
the same time.

• Reduction of carbon dioxide and in-
creased oxygen in the air.

In order to create awareness of what green 
technologies are among possible investors and 
users, and how they could benefit from this, we 
needed to get the message across nationally. 
We contacted award winning Karen Coleman 
(journalist on national radio with The Wide 
Angle Show), and we were asked to join her live 
show for a conversation with the Swedish and 
Danish ambassadors and comment on health, 
environment and infrastructure in Scandinavia 
compared to Ireland. We were given three 
minutes to talk about the Green Roof Project. 
This made it possible for us to get a meet-
ing with BITCI – Business in the Community 
Ireland, which has members such as Coca Cola, 

Sky Gardens
Karen Steinfeld

Change Management Consultant
EDB ErgoGroup 

Pontus Steinfeld
Founder and Owner

PS INVENT

Camilla Rask Misser Henrichsen
KaosPilot

Gregers Mærsk Møller
Head of online media  

Fake Diamond Records  
 Music Software Developer  

Moodagent

Daniel Seifter
General Manager 

Lydmar Hotel Stockholm

All from team 13

On 3rd June they did it. Or at least they 
succeeded with the first step. Peter and 
Kristian successfully carried out a test flight. 
Along with a group of Danish volunteers, they 
launched the homemade spacecraft from the 
floating platform Sputnik, located close to the 
Danish island of Bornholm. During the test 

flight, the rocket reached a height of 1.7 miles 
(2.8 kilometres). The eventual goal is to send 
the craft nearly a hundred miles (160 kilome-
tres) into space, or about half of the way to the 
International Space Station.

Yet another milestone for the private 
sector.
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Johnson-Johnson, Microsoft, etc. The outcome 
of this was a presentation for all of their 40 
membership companies.

The CEO of Google Europe Mr. John Herli-
yhe had asked his employees about new ways 
to be more sustainable. Through Erik’s well es-
tablished network in Ireland we were able to set 
up a presentation for Google. The presentation 
was carried out a week later with The KaosPilot 
team and Erik. They were both amazed and 
had some critical questions for us. A day later, 
Google contacted us for a second meeting to 
discuss costs and return on investment.

Finally, we delivered the requested list 
of possible clients and the general PowerPoint 
presentation. And in the duration of three 
weeks we were also able to create and produce: 
A marketing strategy, a budget for the com-
pany, network and presentation to potential 
investors, a positioning strategy, a blog, design 
of their new logo and an idea for a website, help 
in launching the new company, TEPUI. We left 
Dublin with a very happy client.

“Hi Kasper (and everyone else), Just a quick 
note to report on the phenomenal success 
of the The KaosPilots Dublin team: Karen, 
Pontus, Camilla, Gregers and Daniel. While 
here, the team assisted in the launch of a new 
company, TEPUI [...] I knew you guys were 
cool, and as you know I have been hoping to 
find a way to work together for some time. 
The last three weeks have seen that vision 
become real, but I must say even with my pre-
disposition to value The KaosPilots approach 
to innovation and business, I am actually in 
awe of the work the group has done while with 
us. The openness of their attitude and willing-
ness to learn a whole new sector of activity 
in sustainability and urban greening, their 
ability to self organize and produce far beyond 
expectations, and their all around professional 
approach which was continually bursting 
with creativity and innovation have been very 
impressive.”  
– Erik van Lennep

Devandra’s little sister was the first girl to 
enter A Community Connection, the free of 
charge Internet centre for children and youth 
in Dharavi, Mumbai. She had seen a computer 
but had never used one. After five minutes she 
was playing around with Paint.

“We need the Internet because it will 
connect us to the world outside Dharavi, even 
outside India”, says our newly employed local 
young teacher Girish enthusiastically. 

One and a half year earlier, in 2006, I was 
standing at the Malmö train station in Sweden. 
It was a grey and rainy November day. People 
rushed past me with blank faces without the 
time to smile or talk to strangers. The thought 
struck me: What am I doing here?

Right there at the train station, I decided 
to go home, Google the most fantastic destina-
tion I could think of and dream myself away. 
Just the thought made me sparkle and feel 
warm inside, and at that precise moment, I 
understood the power of the Internet. Even 
though I could not teleport myself instantly to 
the deepest jungle in Borneo, I could connect 
and find inspiration in a split second. 

A Community 
Connection

Siri Ekbom
Growth Unit Manager 
Amnesty International Mexico
Team 1 SE
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And if the Internet had such a positive 
effect on me, then people in other parts of the 
world might use it also as a source of inspira-
tion, learning and motivation. 

In February 2008 on Valentine’s Day,  
I arrived in India to prepare for my KaosPilot 
outpost semester. I opened the window  
and studied the crowded streets of Mumbai 
with fascination. Here, cows shared the 
streets with people and cars. Indian women 
floated by as colourful ships with their  
shining dark hair, wearing the finest silk  
saris, bindis on the foreheads and gold 
bracelets.

During my preparation, I stumbled into 
Dharavi one day. Dharavi is one of the biggest 
slums in the world and familiar from the 
award winning movie Slumdog Millionaire. 
There, I met Girish, a young boy, who took 
me on a tour of the Dharavi neighbourhood. 
He explained the infrastructure of Dharavi 
in detail; how they manage to work, live and 
create a society despite extreme poverty, 
sanitation problems and corruption. There 
were no computers and no Internet connec-
tion in Dharavi, and the community lacked 
resources to introduce their population to the 
benefits of the net. 

By the end of the tour, we stopped at a 
small centre where the children of Dharavi 
could take English lessons. When I stepped 
into the warm and dirty centre, I just knew 
that I had found the place to realise my long 
desired project. I would bring the Internet  
to Dharavi.

Fundraising was the easy part. After 
talking shamelessly, during a month, about 
my plans for the centre to everyone I met, an 
international television production company 
agreed to sponsor the project, and the finan-
cial part was solved.

Other things were more complicated. 
Some problems along the way were social, 
some cultural, and some of them were just 
complications. 

Just to mention a few:
• To bring the Internet to Dharavi was not a 

question of money; it was a matter of pa-
pers, bureaucracy and patience. In order 
to get an Internet connection, I visited 
the providers about 20 times before we 
got the permission. 

• The next problem was the installation. 
We needed both Internet and electrical 
cables, but due to the flooding, which 
violently affects Dharavi during the rainy 
season, the cables had to be drawn in 
the most creative ways. We spent many 
days and nights at the centre trying to 
solve the problem of connecting the 
computers so that they would withstand 
the climate and, most importantly, not 
injure anyone. 

• One week before the opening of the 
centre, Girish went out to buy the com-
puters. On his way back in the taxi with 
six computers, the police stopped him 
and wanted a significantly high bribe, 
or all of the computers. Considering the 
option of losing all of our newly bought 
computers, we paid the policemen and 
thought that karma would give us back 
our financial loss some other way. 

• Protecting the computers from the users 
was never a problem. However, the dust 
particles in Mumbai were. Two weeks 
after the opening, I could feel and hear 
stones crackling under the desks, and 
the fans in the computers made funny 
noises. Our plastic computer covers did 
what they could, but it is hard to protect 
anything from the dust and dirt of 
Mumbai, one of the most polluted cities 
in the world. 

• Worried mothers started to show up, be-
lieving that their children would use the 
computers to look at pornographic sites. 
We quickly invited them into the centre 
to show them what we taught, and how 
we prevented their children from surfing 
on pornographic sites. 

After three months, A Community Connection 
was up and running. In the middle of May 
2008, we carried out a puja ceremony and 
a Hindu priest blessed the computers with 
prayers, flowers and by cracking a coconut.

We had six computers connected to the 
Internet; we were financially secure for one 
year, and we had hired a part-time teacher 
who would educate the youth in the use of  
the Internet. 

I had reached my goal to connect the 
youth of Dharavi to a global platform, so 
that they could search independently for 
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information, look for inspiration and take part 
in all the benefits of the Internet. 

The most important thing I learned during 
my stay in India was that to survive you need 
water and food. But to live you need dreams 
and the means to seek knowledge and inspi-
ration. One of the cheapest and most effective 
ways to do this is to give young people a con-
nection to the Internet.

When leaving Mumbai, my last stop was 
at A Community Connection where a bunch 
of kids waved goodbye, obviously enjoying 
the vibrant atmosphere in the centre where 
they were allowed to experiment and nourish 
their ideas and dreams. And today, three 
years later, the centre is as popular as ever in 
Dharavi with long daily queues of youngsters 
waiting for their turn at the computers.

Thomas Simon Olesen
Leadership Development Consultant

Independent Consultancy

Peter Martin Jakobsen
Innovation Consultant

Creature I/S

Joakim Rex        
Entrepreneur

MAIK

All from team 15

consequences for the environment and the 
world. The game presents you with different 
missions where you will be ‘forced’ to choose 
between several immoral decisions.

The competition found winners in three 
categories; action, technology and creativ-
ity. We won the regional competition in the 
creativity category for eastern Jutland. After 
that, we got an invitation to the main event in 
Copenhagen, where the Danish crown prince 
would announce the national winners. We 
were really anxious about the outcome, and 
with a lot of great concepts and projects,  
we were well aware that we had some  
competition.

That night, the jury announced the fol-
lowing: “The background to the winning con-
cept; through strong artistic means such as 
humour and provocative scenarios, the game 
strives to be high-quality edutainment. It is 
both an educational game, based on real-life 
climate-related challenges, as well as an 
entertaining game, which puts the users in 
tough ethical situations, thereby enabling 
them to reflect on the climate and their own 
actions. The winner in the creativity category 
is: One Man’s Loss is Another Man’s Gain (Den 
enes nød, den andens brød).”

Three incredibly happy KaosPilots 
received a check for DKK 250,000 and 

During our first year at The KaosPilots, 
it came to our attention that a national 
climate awareness campaign, Klima DM, 
was initiated. After 5 nights of brainstorm-
ing, discussions and bottles of red wine, we 
ended up with a concept called One Man’s 
Loss is Another Man’s Gain (Den enes nød, 
den andens brød).

The concept was a computer game 
based on the lobbyist Joe, who is a carica-
ture of all the major multinational corpora-
tions. Through the game universe, you 
are introduced to both national and global 
climate challenges. You must solve the 
missions and create the highest possible 
profit for yourself without considering the 

The Secret
Behind Winning

Competitions
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recommendations from the partners and 
then take action. Not only would I gain their 
knowhow, but I also experienced that they 
took ownership to the product and become 
future ambassadors. 

The project turned out to become very 
interesting politically, while being both 
environmentally interesting and promoting 
a healthy life style. With the world looking at 
Copenhagen for inspiration as a city of bikes, 
the trioBike team has been in contact with the 
Mayor of London Boris Johnson and with the 
British Prime Minister David Cameron, among 
others. I am convinced that, in 10 years time, 
Copenhagen will be known for its transport 
bikes rather than The Little Mermaid. 

If I had known back in 2004 what I know 
now, I probably would not have taken the 
plunge. It is hard to be an entrepreneur, with 
many ups and downs, and lots of experi-
ence gained in the hard way. I had a strong 
business plan, but that is not enough to make 
business. I used the plan as a guide, and hard 
work put me where I am today.

 It has been ‘a learning-by-doing’ -pro-
cess, and today the trioBike is an international 
success, which continuously expands mar-
kets and develops new, innovating products. 
Somebody once said at The KaosPilots that a 
business should work 98/102, meaning that it 
promises to do 98%, but delivers 102%. It has 
become a mantra for the trioBike team, which 
means that all bikes are checked again and 
again before they are passed on to the client. 
The focus is on a positive client experience, 
and as I usually say: “We do not want to hand 
over a product, which we would not want to 
give to our loved ones!”

As a KaosPilot student, one is constantly 
scouting for the next successful project. 
A friend of mine was looking for a cheap Chris-
tiania Bike, but as it turned out to be impos-
sible, he suggested that I made a cheaper ver-
sion. Not very motivated or inspired to make 
a mere copy, the idea still grew and ended 
up as the final school project. I saw a market 
opportunity in developing the Christiania 
Bike by focusing on design and functionality. 
The trioBike idea was to have three kinds of 
transportation in one. 

Encouraged by a lot of positive feedback, 
I used my 3rd year at the The KaosPilots to de-
velop the business plan, and had a solid plan 
ready to be implemented by graduation. In my 
work with the business plan, I had contacted 
production partners, a designer, and whoever 
could help improve the bike, like when I 
contacted the Danish Consumer Council to 
get expert knowledge on safety. There were 
many new things to learn in the undiscovered 
fields of production, and I soon found out 
that the way to deal with this was to ask for 

trioBike
Sammy Hessburg-Eisinger
Direktør/Managing Director
trioBike A/S
Team 8

with the The KaosPilots tools and mindsets. 
Many of these have been successful.

The key to winning competitions is quite 
simple. Believe that your ideas and concepts 
contribute with something valuable and just 
do it – participate!

celebrated till dawn with friends and family 
and champagne. Following this epic prize, 
many KaosPilots have seen the possibilities 
in entering competitions in order to earn 
tuition money and spread their ideas while at 
the same time getting hands-on experience 
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TEAM 3
1996/1997

In some way, it actually already began, when we started at The 
KaosPilots in 1995 and went to Åsen for our intro. One of the people we 
met there was an American psychologist, who talked about the different 
American cultures that we would experience when we came to America 
the following year. Apart from that, he carried out The Myers-Briggs 
Type Indicator (MBTI) – an assessment in the shape of a psychometric 
questionnaire intended to assess psychological preferences in how 
individuals see the world and make decisions. 

On the one hand, one may argue that the outpost lived among 
us throughout the whole first year. This would be the first outpost in 
The KaosPilot history. And you must remember that the times were 
different then; the idea of globalisation was not so common, and going 
off to study in other countries was not something everybody did. At The 
KaosPilots, it was not an opportunity for the few; it was a requirement 
for us all! 

In October that year, the article in Fast Company certainly paved 
the way for The KaosPilots in the USA. In the spring of 1996, there was 
news for the team: Not only were we going to San Francisco, but we 
would arrive in style. We should travel by car from New York for seven 
weeks before arriving in San Francisco. A classic way to explore and 
experience the USA, and for some of us a dream come true. 

But not all went as smoothly as imagined. How to travel and 
with whom? And what to accomplish? It certainly illuminated that we 
were different people with different needs and aspirations. How to 
make decisions in a group of more than 30 people where you have a 
responsibility towards the whole, towards the school but also towards 
yourself. A warm and humid August day, a bird landed at JFK, New York. 

Equipped with new business cards (gone was Lindbergh as the 
logo, because of his reputation in the USA of being a Nazi, and in came 
Earhart who was the first woman to cross the Atlantic), we explored the 
city and teamed up before the trip across this big continent. A party 
at Ann Livet, and watching Uffe show leadership when cars are to be 
paid for and the credit card does not work (empty?), 10 minutes at 
CNN for The KaosPilots, one cannot help but wonder how much all the 
Universities in Scandinavia have been exposed collectively at CNN.

The trip was more difficult for some groups than others, but I am 
pretty sure that looking back, we all agree that this was a once in a 
lifetime experience, which has generated memories that will stay with 
us forever. Personally, I remember the black Methodist church in North 
Carolina, which had never had white visitors, and the Presbyterian 
church outside Philadelphia with no coloured people, but with a 
preacher who thought the world of Norwegians, and a sheriff who 
promised me that the sons and daughters of the USA would come back 
and save our asses in Europe once again, if needed. Sunrise in the 
Grand Canyon and on the banks of Mississippi, the Casinos in Las Vegas 
and the blues in New Orleans, the empty highways in Texas and the 
mountains of Colorado, the spiritual people in Santa Fe, the truckers, 
the farmers, the students and so many, many friendly and warm 
people, who allowed us to get to know this country in a unique way. 

Passing the Golden Gate Bridge and parking outside our 
homebase, The Ferry Building at the end of Market Street. Now we 
were there. Virtually at the first meeting with our team leader, Ørjan 
Jensen, we were told that the school had lost its funding and that 
it was, in effect, closed. And even worse, we were to go home soon. 
Fury, anger, fighting spirit – later cemented by Mr. Hock in the spirit of 
Churchill: “Never give up. Never, never give up. Never, never, never give 
up”. Ørjan made us focus on things that we could influence and not the 
areas that were the responsibility of the school and out of our hands. 
Much learning was gained in this period, learning that proved useful 
when Politikken, a Danish newspaper, carried out a negative campaign 
against The KaosPilots some months later. But for us in the USA that 
was only irritating noise. Our focus was elsewhere. 

Now started a period of landing and getting to know the practical 
requirements. Finding places to stay, finding our way around, and 
finding pockets of tranquillity and inspiration, finding bars and clubs. 
In the time that followed, we met people like Lew Platt, CEO of Hewlett 
Packard, organisations like The Coro Foundation, Institute for the Future, 
IDEO and Daimler Benz Research Lab, LEGO, Oticon and Tele Danmark, 
SAS, Skandia and Ico Media Lab etc. The Danish television made a 
documentary. 

Our internships took place during the outpost. Ørjan gave us a 
framework for organisational culture analysis and process consultation. 
The internships gave us a better understanding of American work life 
and ethics. In this period, we also started to prepare for the group exam 
project. After this, we started to close down, but not before we had the 
privilege to meet and greet team 4. We had not seen each other since 
we were in charge of their application workshop and selected them a bit 
more than a year earlier. It was a happy meeting. 

One way of understanding the impact of the outpost is to 
understand what we studied – Senge, Schein, Wheatley, Capra etc. – 
and what kind of vocabulary was becoming part of our language: ‘Free 
Agents’, ‘Think Tanks’, ‘Business Incubators’, ‘Learning Organisations’, 
‘Process Consultation’, ‘Networks’, ‘Living Systems’, ‘Feedback’, 
‘Innovation’, ‘Learner’, ‘Storytelling’, ‘Graphic facilitation’, ‘Scenario 
planning’, ‘Entrepreneurship’ and ‘Start-ups’. Clearly not all very rooted 
at that time, but much more in the years to come. 

Since the outpost was almost a whole year, you developed a 
routine, a sense of feeling at home. You had time to get bored and in 
doubt of how to spend a weekend. You could go out of state to explore, 
or you could curl up on the couch with only yourself as company.  
You got immersed in the culture. You made friendships that still exist 
to this day. The experiences gained were mirrored by our (for most of 
us) Scandinavian heritage. Probably, you may also argue that a lot of 
the learning was about yourself and your origin. As such, this outpost 
marked not only the beginning of an experience, which unites every 
team from team 3 and on, but also a personal, transformational journey, 
which has existed and still exists for all the students at The KaosPilots.

Christer Windeløv-Lidzélius
Principal
The KaosPilots
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TEAM 4
1997/1998 

In the summer of 1997, team 4 took over The KaosPilots’ external 
classroom from team 3. The mission for team 4 was to consolidate and 
continue the development of the outpost, which had been established 
by The KaosPilots in San Francisco. In a way, the task was to give 
substance to the long list of buzzwords that team 3 had gathered 
during their stay. So we navigated old-school business, the dot-com 
boom, the concept of ‘the new economy’, and California’s special mix 
of spirituality, breathtaking nature and time-machine qualities. Four 
milestones in this period between July 1997 and May 1998 are good 
examples of this.

The first big milestone for team 4 was taking part in a workshop 
to define Purpose and Principles for The KaosPilot organisation. With 
Dee Hock as a mentor (the founder of the Visa card organisation), team 
3 and 4 as well as the management, the board and supporters of the 
school engaged in a week-long dialogue. In the parks of San Francisco, 
in cafes, during hikes, and with coffees to-go, we explored what The 
KaosPilots are about and found out what the city had to offer. If you 
were eavesdropping on a conversation you would hear buzz-words like; 
Chaordic, self-organised, purpose, principles and organicity.

The next milestone for team 4 was to participate in a workshop 
called Personal Mastery at the Landmark building at Fort Mason, next 
to the famous Greens Restaurant, which serves organic, vegetarian 
food with vegetables from the gardens of the Zen Center. The nine day 
long process with more than 100 participants was run by a French/
American consultancy called Learning as Leadership. The purpose 
was for the participants to come up with a personal purpose and a 
set of principles. It was a very intense process with many elements, 
which were described several years later in Otto Charmer’s Theory U. 
The days were long and filled with big questions, thorough reflection, 
and sharing. It was a culture shock, and part of the seminar seemed 
like a personal development karaoke, where the participants would 
use a microphone to share their personal challenges, traumas and 
dreams. Nobody in team 4 will forget the morning module on day 5 
when we were supposed to arrive on an empty stomach to delve fully 
into the inquiry: “are you at the mercy of the croissant?” The workshop 
was excellent for networking as several larger companies in California 
had sent their employees to participate. A few people in the team 
got internships through this experience. The buzz-words were dialog, 
reflection, network and spirituality in the workplace.

The internship milestone was the third milestone and also the 
core of the stay in San Francisco. It turned out that our dreams of 
where we wanted to do our internships and where we actually ended 
were quite different. Sometimes what seems a dream internship is 
not the best place to learn what you want to learn. In the fall of 1997, 
KaosPilots worked in companies like Grove Consulting (the inventors 
of Graphic Facilitation), IDEO (a renowned innovation and design 
company), Aera Energy (part of Shell and the biggest oil producer in 
California), Idea Factory (creativity at its most creative), Razorfish (big 
web company, at the time when Netscape was the favoured browser), 
and SF MUNI (a local public transportation company). Learning-wise, 

this period was intense. The meeting with a new work culture, new 
professional customs and new tasks was an effective way to get under 
the skin of ‘the American way’. It was an amazing way to get to know 
ourselves better. Buzz-words at the time were; learning, hard-work/
hard-fun, network, black gold, dot-com, coaching, team, process, 
Scandinavian touch, time machine, new economy.

The fourth milestone was the group project, and the purpose of 
our group project was to establish a Scandinavian outpost in the San 
Francisco Bay Area and create insight and understanding of the multi-
cultural Californian society. The project was named SF X-ploration. We 
created a physical and virtual prototype of a community promoting 
learning and development. The project was organised with ‘Chaordic’ 
organisational principles and created a deep understanding of what it 
is like for an organisation to deepen learning through a practical project 
of this kind.

We executed some test projects, which were quite avant-garde 
at the time. We drew up a handbook for how virtual hosts can support 
virtual communities; we experimented with video conferencing 
technologies and distance learning, and with principles and design of 
flexible work spaces, which support alternative organisational forms. 
We created a prototype of a virtual community, which covered 
a resource base, a tool base, and an administrative base, etc. 

We collaborated closely with a number of clients from 
Scandinavia. Through interaction with these clients and the local 
stakeholders, we developed examples and a toolbox practically 
showing how to take advantage of the opportunities, which arose in 
the meeting between various kinds of Scandinavian and Californian 
businesses and nonprofits. 

Some of the client centered test projects included strategic 
learning journeys for Scandinavian executive teams, amongst others 
from Absolut Vodka and Ericsson. In these projects, we explored 
different aspects of integrating learning over distance, as well as 
personal and organisational learning, how to conduct experiential 
trend tracking, how to unearth strategic opportunities that impact 
future business. Key benefits for the clients were ideas for new 
products and approaches to new markets.

CEOs from Lego, HP, Body Shop and Novo Nordisk were curious 
about what we were up to and visited us. KMD hired a workstation in 
the outpost. TDC provided and tested one of Scandinavia’s first Internet-
based video conference systems. For the educational institution, 
Stautrup Friskole, we designed and facilitated a personal exploration 
journey in the amazing nature that surrounds San Francisco. In 
retrospect, team 4 succeeded in establishing a strong outpost, which 
integrated elements of hard-core business, culture and learning at a 
time when San Francisco was filled with world-changing innovations.

To support the future development of the project, we went through 
a scenario planning process, which indicated three different possible 
future scenarios for the centre. We also developed relations with high 
profile consultants and organisations to support the centre with their 
services, as well as an advisory board. Buzz-words: toolbox, open 
space technology, active listening, learning, virtual host, webcam, 
dialogue, creative storytelling, cultural awareness, Exploration tours, 
Strategy Journey, innovation hub.
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TEAM 5
1998/1999

 
The school was planning an outpost like the one team 3 and 4 
experienced, when they spent a whole academic year in San Francisco. 
But then a new law by the Danish government made it difficult. The 
consequence of the law was that the school would receive state 
funding only for students who were present in Denmark. But after some 
creative exercises, it was decided to divide the team into two groups 
and shorten the Outpost to three months. That way, the school as such 
would be present in San Francisco for a longer period of time and at the 
same time only loose three months of state funding per student.

In May during their first year, the team had to choose when to 
go; in the fall or in the spring of the second year. The students back in 
Denmark would do a three month internship in an organisation of their 
own choice.

Henrik Nitschke and Lone Mørch Pedersen had the tricky task of 
handling this team during the two outposts.

On 1st September, 1998, the first half of the team met for the 
first time in San Francisco. The time in San Francisco was designed as 
a mini-version of the previous outpost, which lasted a whole year. It 
started with lectures and workshops, then internship in an organisation 
of the student’s own choice and finally it finished with the Californian 
Exploration – a week-long road trip, planned by the students in smaller 
groups. San Francisco and the Bay Area flourished in the IT bubble and 
there was an entrepreneurial spirit all around.

Also, this part of the team spent a week working with a Norwegian 
conference on the future workplace, which took place in San Francisco 
and at the Creative Learning Plaza Guajome Park Academy in San Diego. 
The students hosted the participants in San Francisco and also  
co-hosted a seminar in alternative education. 

The semester ended in December when the entire team met to 
share experiences and impressions during a couple of weeks.

On 4th January, 1999 the other half of the team arrived at the 
Ferry Building in San Francisco. The set-up and lectures were similar; 
explore the Bay Area spirit, the trends and knowledge. This part of the 
team worked on a project for the Global Business Network, describing 
High Touch/High Tech in organisations and situations. It was about 
exploring in what situations it is important to meet face-to-face and in 
what situations the technology can enhance communication.

After this, the team had the privilege and hard task of packing 
up the school after three years in the Ferry Building and shipping 
everything to Denmark. Amazingly enough, we still have quite a few 
pieces of furniture from that time at the school in Mejlgade.

Examples of internships in San Francisco: Icon Medialab, MG Taylor, 
Institute for the Future, OZ Interactive, Ehama Institute, KQED, Ozone 
Advertising, Alternative Tentacles, The Democratic Party, Razorfish.

Tora Sefeldt Weltzer
Teamleader
The KaosPilots

Beside these four common milestones, we all had personal 
milestones of various kinds during this adventurous year. Everything 
from finding housing in a city with a 0% vacancy rate, discussing 
the 5th discipline with Peter Senge, climbing El Capitan in Yosemite, 
kissing with the locals, laughing hysterically with Anthony Robbins, 
learning how to surf, rollerskating in Yerba Buena park, eating dim sum 
in Chinatown, listening to an Edgar Schein lecture, cycling over the 
Golden Gate Bridge and enjoying the sun at the management’s villa in 
Twin Peaks. The experience was so good that several of the students 
returned to live and work in San Francisco after graduation in 1999.

Katja Subrizi-Wessling
Sustainability and Organisational Development Consultant
Switzerland and Italy

Leon Träger 
Development Consultant
The Danish Guide and Scout Association (DDS)
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TEAM 11
2006

Nourishment for Life
Ten years after the first outpost in San Francisco, team 11 went back. 
The city had experienced a big economic boom and a deep crisis but 
was still a cultural melting pot filled with an entrepreneurial spirit. 
We returned to this beautiful and diverse city with the project  
Nourishment for Life.

The title of the project came from a play with the Scandinavian 
word ‘næringsliv’. It really means ‘business’, but when you split it into 
two, it also means ‘nourishment’ and ‘life’, and this points towards a 
purpose of business, which is much more than just to make money. 
Nourishment for Life gave resonance in Bjarne Stark and me and in the 
people in San Francisco, who wanted to work with us again. We had a 
clear invitation – we could take off.

Peter Busch, a staff member at The KaosPilots, interpreted the 
project like this at the time: ‘Nourishment for Life’ means to nourish 
life, to feed those who live and to take care of life. ‘Business’ is simply 
an expression for being busy. A good friend and dear colleague from 
Cuba, Hilda Landrove, with whom we worked on our outpost in Havana, 
gave us another interpretation: ‘Nourishment for Life’ (Alimento para 
la vida) means to get richer as human beings, in a spiritual way, for all 
who participate in creating something together. The richness lies in 
the possibility of giving (life) rather than taking (life). Charles Davies, 
a writer and former feature editor of The Face magazine, compared 
Nourishment for Life with the idea of business in a postmodern view: 
“Villages and virtual communities are examples of business models 
that live: Because the more you use them, the stronger they get. 
Whether it is paths across a field being worn in the right places by 
walkers, or searches being made at Google, or the way second-hand 
books get stacked in interesting piles by absent-minded browsers, this 
is the new model. It means you do not have to build a giant factory to 
start off with and then try to sustain it. The starting point is finding the 
right conditions which cultivate life.”

When we came to San Francisco, team 11 worked with the 
exploration: “If business should be nourishment for life: How do we 
think? How do we feel? And how do we work together?” They learned 
as a team, used their skills and interacted in many ways with the 
San Francisco community – not only with businesses, but also with 
schools, art-organisations and NGOs. They worked in smaller project 
groups with clients and collaborated, as a team, to create events in San 
Francisco and in Aarhus in order to share their learning. We called the 
events: A Showroom for a Hopeful Future. 

The first people who welcomed us in San Francisco were Juanita 
and David Isaacs, who are the founders of The World Café. They are 
friends from our first outpost. Another friend of the school is the author 
and innovation consultant, John Kao. He offered us his workspace once 
a week in the Presidio – a green spot in the city filled with film-makers 
and projects for sustainable thinking and living. John gave lectures, 
and some of the students worked with him on his innovation projects, 
which focused on wicked problems such as hunger, global warming etc. 

We were fortunate to have excellent lectures from Stanford, Silicon 
Valley or companies as Beam Inc. The city was our classroom – the 
students worked with organisations from different sectors such as 
Friends of an Urban Forest, Second Life, Glide Memorial Church, Stone 
Yamasita partners, Sex and Culture, and Roots and Branches.

The event A Showroom for a Hopeful Future demonstrated a 
new consciousness in team 11 of how to work and learn together 
through a variety of projects: An art project between San Francisco and 
Scandinavia, an innovation toolbox, a dialogue project, a book of how to 
become an authentic business, and a film about sustainability. Friends 
of the Urban Forest and Second Life had a project together, which made 
it possible to plant a real tree in San Francisco while you were in a 
virtual space. 

For The KaosPilots, this outpost provided deep learning about the 
future focus areas of the school: Cultural diversity, sustainability and 
social innovation. Old friendships were renewed, and new friendships 
were established. One of the new friends was Deborah Goldblatt, the 
founder of the Youth Dialogue Project at the Rockrose Institute. She 
opened her home for us many times. The Front Runners and some 
KaosPilots took part in an international dialogue project later that year 
and learned about creating peace through dialogue.

Nourishment for Life was an outpost which gave so much at so 
many levels – we learned from good and from difficult experiences. 
And this way we can choose to nourish our lives by learning from our 
experiences. Maybe it has changed something in our lives. For one of 
the students it certainly has. He married the girl he met for the first time 
when she was seated next to him on the plane to San Francisco.

Kristin Birkeland
Process leader, Artist and Coach 
Own independent company
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TEAM 6, TEAM 7
2001, 2002

The KaosPilot teams 6 and 7 both had outposts in Durban, South Africa 
during their second year.

The South Africans’ long road to freedom is one of the most 
inspiring lessons in modern history on how to transform a country, 
which has been divided by apartheid and civil war, into peaceful 
co-existence.

Team 6 and 7 went to South Africa to try to understand, to touch, 
and to work in the middle of the transformation of a nation. The 
KaosPilot organisation, the team and each individual were challenged 
by trying to cope with the cultural and social diversity of the South 
African society. Our host city Durban is the cultural and creative hotspot 
of South Africa, a melting pot between the Xhosa/Zulu tribes, the old 
European communities and the largest Indian population outside of 
India. All these have somehow been preserved in old forms, because of 
the isolation created by the apartheid system.

Within a short drive, you can go from old English inspired town 
houses, past a mosque, a Hindu temple, a church, groups of shacks, 
traditional huts, into a town centre with tall city buildings, and then end 
at a spectacular beach with great surfing and beach life, which attracts 
tourists from all over the world.

Our purpose was to work with social innovation, in the spirit of 
Ubunto, an African ethic and humanist philosophy, which says in 
essence that as human beings, we belong to a greater whole, and that 
this sense of belonging is the core of a meaningful human existence. 

We did so many powerful projects in South Africa. Projects found 
by Nicky du Pleassis, our local, South African team leader… 

The following made the greatest impression on me: 
 
A group of students set up an internet connection in a rural 
high school, so that the students could go from having only 
a few books to surfing the Internet – it was a big decision for 
the elders of the community to decide on this huge shift, but 
it was facilitated skilfully by our students. On the day of the 
presentation, 500 students thanked for the project with songs 
– I can still hear this song and recall standing next to the 
principal with his hand in mine – what a proud moment.

Another group of students made a copy of the soccer World Cup 
tournament, and teams with different national identities and 
from different schools competed. The project was a skilful way 
of creating dialogue and cooperation in a poor community. I still 
recall looking into the shining eyes of the boys, who won, and who 
were sitting around the two KaosPilot students, who had created a 
project so powerful that it transformed their self-image.

A group of students worked with street kids, who were begging 
and sniffing. This little community had a role model, called X-CON 
– a street poet, who had used his art to grow from being a street 
kid and had received an invitation to perform at an international 

UNICEF conference. But he was killed by some jealous rivals. The 
students arranged a light ceremony with all of the street kids at 
the spot where he was killed. All of them held candles, and most of 
them had tears in their eyes, while they lifted their small fists into 
the air and shouted the motto of X-CON: MORE FIRE! 

My last image is our modern Socrates, Ketan Lakhani, who 
challenged each student in the most powerful way, so that the 
spoiled puppies from the north felt that they had not thought 
very deeply about: who they were, what they stood for, and what 
they wanted to do with their lives. Ketan became a friend of 
the school, a friendship that define the quality of The KaosPilot 
School to me; show me your friends and I will tell you who you are. 
Unfortunately, Ketan has passed away, but his friendship lives on 
in the daily lives of many of us.

If you really want to learn and transform yourself, you have to step out 
of your comfort zone; The Durban outpost were a journey to the outside 
of ourselves. What a challenge, what learning, what an opportunity to 
find our own place in the human tribe!

Lars Mortensen Lægreid
Founder/Principal, Emergence School of Leadership
Partner, Emergence Centre for Leadership
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2003

Seven Versions of an Entrepreneur
It was an experiment when 35 KaosPilots got into 8 motor homes with 
the same number of students from the Department of European Studies 
at Aarhus University in 2008. It was the first time that The KaosPilots 
did not go together on an outpost. And it was the first time that they 
went with somebody else.

They carried with them an assignment from the Confederation 
of Danish Industry: Go visit the corners of Europe, search for the new 
entrepreneurs. Find out what they dream of, how they make a living and 
why they have become entrepreneurs.

The Confederation of Danish Industry wished to challenge the 
classical conception of entrepreneurship, and they believed that a 
bunch of KaosPilots and university students would be able to challenge 
traditional conceptions and ideas!

They were right!

A couple of months – and some dents – later, the students came back, 
bursting with experiences and new knowledge of entrepreneurs: It so 
happens that entrepreneurs are not necessarily a uniform race, they 
do not dream of the same things, they are propelled by different things, 
their values are different.

This knowledge was put together in a small book, which describes 
seven types of entrepreneurs: 

 
The Mountaineer wants to create something new. As soon as one 
business has taken off, the Mountaineer is thinking of starting 
something new. Mountaineers see possibilities; they get new 
ideas constantly and aim at realising them. It is part of the mental 
DNA of the Mountaineers to live with constant challenges – and 
they are good at handling them. 

The Playful Soul combines work and hobby. They cannot help it. 
Playful Souls are excited by what they do, and they combine their 
way of life, their interests and their work. They are driven by a 
desire to create something rather than a wish to make money. 
And they thrive that way.

The Heir knows that his future is predetermined. He/she has 
inherited a company, but is not necessarily driven by a desire 
to own it. But the heir is motivated by other things such as, for 
instance, the obligation to keep the family together or to carry 
on the family tale.

The Idealist is an entrepreneur who wants to create something 
with a higher purpose than personal gain. The idealist aims at 
doing something, which makes sense or something which is good 
for other people. He/she wants to make a positive difference in the 
world and often takes action because of frustration about the state 
of things. 

The Businessman is the classical entrepreneur, who is driven by 
personal gain, a desire to create results and a wish to achieve 
financial prestige. His path through his education and his work life 
is determined and focused. He/she rarely takes action without a 
reason, but has a plan for most things. 

The Globalist sees the world as his workplace, is open to new 
impressions, is motivated by meeting other cultures and is at ease 
in an international environment. The Globalist runs a business 
that is not geographically bound, but is founded on an idea and a 
vision that aims at people with the same set of values. 

The Survivor has become an entrepreneur from need rather than 
inclination. He/she is an entrepreneur because there were no 
other jobs or no other possibilities to earn money. The Survivor
does not look for challenges, but handles them when they 
show up.

Obviously, most entrepreneurs hold elements from more than one of 
these types. And a KaosPilot is typically an Idealist, a Globalist or a 
Playful Soul. 

Bo Blaabjerg
Administration Manager
The KaosPilots
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TEAM 9
2004

The European City project: Pre-sensing Cities
In 2004, in the middle of the turmoil after The KaosPilots had been 
eliminated from the Danish state budget, team 9 created an outpost 
as a European Project, which covered 21 countries on the continent.

It was the year of the expansion of the European Union to  
25 member states, and for the second time, The KaosPilots teamed 
up with the Department of European Studies at Aarhus University. 
Together, we created a project that aimed to explore the cultural sphere 
in Europe. There were 56 people in the combined teams.

The theme of the European Project was: Innovating European 
Cities – Experience Economy and Culture. The client was Rambøll 
Management, a consulting company advising cities and regions on 
urban development. They asked for a forward-looking exploration of 
topics like city networking, creative cities, reinterpretation of the city 
space, branding of cities and multiculturalism. 

The European Project was different from other outposts in many 
ways. First of all, the team did not travel together to live, work and play 
in the same city. Each small group picked its own destination, and the 
groups were self-organized around a specific idea, which they explored 
in their own way.

The consequence of this was a great diversity in the nature and the 
scope of the projects:

Ask Sarajevo
Five students travelled to Sarajevo to learn about urban 
development from a city that was rising after a destructive war. 
They found a young generation longing for a voice. The project 
was about covering the former youth house in the centre of 
Sarajevo with 5,000 square meters of canvas on which children 
and young people from local kindergartens, schools, universities 
and orphanages had visualised their dream future of the city. 
Thousands participated in the event. Later, pieces of the canvas 
were exhibited and sold at an auction in Oslo, which raised money 
to restore the youth house from war damages.

Au10city
A group of students travelled to the 10 new EU countries with 10 
Lomo cameras (cheap and simple analogue cameras). The idea 
was to explore the identities of the new European capitals, seen 
through the eyes of the locals, and then compare these stories 
to the official branding strategies. In each city, 10 people with 
different background would get a camera and take pictures of 10 
places in the city, which had a special story. The group collected 
1,000 pictures and stories from 100 people in 10 European 
capitals. An exhibition was made in Brussels and another in 
Aarhus.

Tabula Rasa
The project was about establishing spaces in the city where 
people could create. The students worked with the Art Hostel in 
Berlin, and they created a room there where the guests could write 
and paint on the walls – guided by a seven-step creative process.

Gathering Inspiration
A number of teams travelled to various destinations in Europe to 
explore a place or a theme. Inspiration about city innovation was 
brought back from Barcelona, Tel Aviv, Basel, Milan, Rome and 
Berlin. One project explored the role of bazaars in the European 
experience economy and visited bazaars in Aarhus, Berlin, 
London and Bucharest. One student travelled with the European 
Identity Cultural Caravan on a train to the capitals of six of the EU 
pre-accession countries and debated the European future identity 
with a wide range of professionals. One student even travelled 
to Florida in the USA to study Celebration, a town created by the 
Disney Corporation.

While most of the students were spread out all over the continent, 
a little group stayed in Aarhus and prepared a landing field for the 
projects. They created an organisation and a process, which allowed 
the team to harvest fresh inspiration and knowledge from all the 
corners of Europe and create a book. The book – Pre-sensing Cities 
– was published a couple of months later and won a design prize.

Paul Natorp
Organisational Consultant, Social Entrepreneur and Co-founder 
of The KaosPilot Creative Leadership Program.
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2005

Havana was an old dream at The KaosPilots. A story tells that on a bright 
and warm summer night at Åsen, Uffe Elbæk climbed the old windmill 
with Ketan Lakhani. They smoked cigars and talked about what a 
fantastic adventure it would be to go to Cuba.

And an early morning in February 2005, the 35 KaosPilots from 
team 10 and their two team leaders Paul Natorp and Karin Barreth met 
to go through their own private check-in at Copenhagen Airport and 
board the Air France flight to Paris and then to Havana, Cuba.

The purpose of the outpost was to experience project work in 
a context of autocratic rule, limited civilian rights and scarcity of 
resources – a context which was different in so many ways from  
what we were used to. 

The assignment was to create concepts for education, which could 
be valuable for people in developing countries. The concepts should be 
developed and tested as prototypes in Cuba.

During the outpost, the team carried out a number of projects, 
which were all an exploration of the creative and entrepreneurial 
potential of the Cuban underground:

Extreme Sport Festival
When Cuba was picked as an outpost destination, a couple of 
students started to dream about surfing in the Caribbean, and 
they began to contact surfers on the island. These contacts later 
resulted in the creation of the first extreme sport festival ever 
in Cuba, and hundreds of surfers, BMX-cyclists and parachuters 
participated at the Playa Mégano in eastern Havana. The most 
remarkable thing about the event was that it involved both the 
Cuban Ministry of Sports and the European Union – the first 
official collaboration after a diplomatic breakdown three years 
earlier – and that it still happens every spring even after 6 years.

Documentary About Entrepreneurship
Cuba is a country of entrepreneurs. ‘Hay que luchar’ (‘One has 
to fight’) the Cubans say about their way of dealing with the 
everyday challenges. And ‘la lucha’ requires creativity, hard work 
and endurance and not least the ability to build on available 
resources. A big group of artists dedicate their efforts to music, 
film making, dance and other artistic expressions. A group of 
KaosPilots travelled the island from west to east in order to 
document the entrepreneurial spirit of the Cubans.

Festival for the Preservation of an Urban River
Rio Almendares runs straight through Havana. The river is a natural 
habitat for wild plants and birds and a refuge for the Cubans, who 
are far too many people in far too small apartments. And the river 
is threatened by pollution. A group of KaosPilots were involved 
in organising a festival with the purpose of raising people’s 
consciousness of the problem, in order to provoke action from 
the authorities as well as the local community.

Entrepreneurial Education for Young Cubans
Most of the team spent time at the universities in different 
provinces of Cuba. During these stays, a group of KaosPilots 
developed workshops and short courses that prototyped different 
kinds of entrepreneurial education. Later, the effort resulted in a 
two week KaosPilot winter school, which took place in Havana in 
2007 in collaboration with a local NGO, associated to the Cuban 
Ministry for Culture. 20 cultural entrepreneurs from Havana 
participated in the course.

The relationship with Havana is not over yet. In 2007, Paul Natorp, 
together with a KaosPilot student from Colombia, Zulma Patarroyo, and 
the organisation Asociación Hermanos Saíz, conducted a two week 
winter school. The idea was simple: To contribute to the formation 
of more young creative leaders in the world. This was a pilot project 
directed at the community of young creative artists, who are engaged 
in working with their local communities through self initiated projects. 
We are still waiting for the next one. Maybe in 2012.

Paul Natorp
Organisational Consultant, Social Entrepreneur and Co-founder 
of the KaosPilot Creative Leadership Program
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TEAM 12
2007

In 2007, The KaosPilots finally gave into pressure and went to Canada 
on our outpost. Interestingly, our friends in Toronto told us that they 
were not ready for The KaosPilots and that we should continue to 
Vancouver. We agreed, partnered with Kevin Millsip from Check Your 
Head and started planning. 

A year earlier, the school had created three new focus areas for 
exploration: Sustainability, Social Innovation and Cultural Diversity. 
Vancouver was a perfect place to explore what this new focus meant 
to The KaosPilots, and how we should work with it. So our mission 
was Wto understand why and how the city is at the forefront of 
sustainable innovation. To investigate how First Nation culture and 
societal diversity help to shape a new leadership paradigm for socially 
sustainable communities… And to learn how these and other complex 
elements relate to one another in shaping a truly sustainable society.” 
In order for this city to take us seriously and to ensure our engagement 
with sustainability, we set up base on East Cordova Street. The 
downtown east side and probably the neediest in terms of social  
and economic sustainability.

People told us that we had nothing to do in that part of town, that 
we should turn around and walk the other way. That these parts of the 
town were dangerous. But we saw something else. We saw a strong 
community struggling for survival on the wrong side of the gap in one  
of the richest countries in the world. We cannot think of a better place  
to work and bring our customers. Just by being there we made a 
statement. A statement of not to turn the other way and not to be  
afraid of working in the unknown…

So, working from the heart of Vancouver’s biggest social 
sustainability challenge we hosted, met, provoked and supported 
some major new and current, sustainable projects and concepts, and 
we instigated some procedural changes in a number of large, national 
organisations. 

There were many results, but the primary focus for the school 
was to collect knowledge from the three areas of sustainability: the 
environmental area, the social area and the economic area, and then 
boil it down to the essential in order to develop a guide, based on the 
following question: ‘How is it possible, with a short-term project, to 
make a lasting, positive and sustainable impact on the world?’

Here is a list of the projects:
 
Twice Shy is a Vancouver-based clothing brand, born five years 
ago, out of the personal fashion dilemma in the lives of its 
founders: Where to find cool, urban clothes made from organically 
grown and sustainable fabrics?
The KaosPilots created a concept and a strategy on how to brand 
Twice Shy at The Bread&Butter fashion trade show in Barcelona in 
an environmentally friendly and flexible manner.

One Day is the city of Vancouver’s community engagement 
process in support of its Community Climate Change Action Plan. 

The KaosPilots created a social marketing campaign, aimed at 
young adults, to stimulate behavioural change leading to a more 
sustainable lifestyle through small steps.

The Sustainability Group is a branch of the City of Vancouver, 
dedicated to climate protection, green architecture, active 
transportation, sustainable systems and to bring sustainability 
into all aspects of running and building the city. The KaosPilots 
created concepts and prototypes to provide volunteers & 
spectators at the Vancouver Olympics with an ‘Olympic Lunch Kit’ 
in order to reduce waste massively.

Ecotrust – The purpose of Ecotrust Canada is to build the 
conservation economy. This nonprofit organisation is driven by 
the triple-bottom-line, where economic opportunity improves 
rather than degrades social and environmental conditions. The 
KaosPilots worked on ‘How can carbon inventories for small 
and medium enterprises be made easier?’ and created a radical 
concept to reward public transport commuters with carbon neutral 
points.

Vancouver City Savings Credit Union aka Vancity, is a member-
owned financial institution in Vancouver, British Columbia, and 
the largest credit union in Canada. The KaosPilots investigated the 
current approaches of Vancity in relation to its micro finance by 
tracking customer experiences and stories in order to highlight 
best practices and to find inspiration for entirely new approaches 
to micro finance.

PLAN Institute is a source of inspiration, perspective, information 
and demonstrable solutions related to caring citizenship. The 
KaosPilots created a workshop programme with the purpose of 
gathering data about what belonging is and how it can be nurtured 
in the future, with a focus on young people living with disabilities.

BCGEU – British Columbia Government Employees Union 
represents approximately 60,000 men and women in more than 
550 departments from fire fighters to first nation governance. 
The KaosPilots helped the organisation decrease its ecological 
footprint.

Simon Kavanaugh
Head International Development and Collaboration
The KaosPilots
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2008

The outpost provides the students with a playground of new trends, 
new markets, new friends, new cultures, new ideas and new 
techniques. It functions as a professional and cultural receiver and 
transmitter for the education, allowing the students to receive new 
inspiration, knowledge and experiences and transmit them back to the 
local partners and The KaosPilot community at large. Where better to go 
than to Shanghai, and The KaosPilots’ first outpost in Asia. It was a start 
of a 3-year journey, culminating with the 2010expo.

Shanghai was chosen because the city is at the forefront of many 
things right now that will shape the future of China. “Social innovation 
is happening in Shanghai, although very fragmented” said by 
ConfuciusSays (business partners and local support in Shanghai). We 
were going to explore, learn, create and co/re-develop Social innovation 
for local needs in Shanghai and Europe using our core competencies of 
project, process and business design. To find out what was under the 
commercial hype by working with commercial projects that require a 
social innovative track.

In 2008, we set out with team 13 to gain a new understanding 
of Social Innovation through working with different systems and 
approaches in business, society and culture. In order to achieve this  
we worked with northern European (Hape, KaosWorks, GlobeForum) 
and local business (ConfuciusSays, The Shanghai Fashion Hub)  
and education partners (Raffles School of Design, Fudan school  
of journalism, Donghua University, Shanghai Theatre Academy)  
in Shanghai.

The outpost resulted in some great projects outcomes for our clients 
and students. The finest of which where:

A publication highlighting our learnings within the field of social 
innovation inspired by Shanghai. The purpose of the book was 
to demystify social innovation and inspire more people to take 
social innovative actions. To create a user guide that allows the 
reader to bypass academic discussions around social innovation; 
and go directly to the bottom line that is necessary to understand 
the foundation that makes socially innovative actions possible 
anchored visually, and, for the first time we believe, through 
interactive templates that help to simplify the process of 
creating socially innovative actions and teams.

Our work for Hape, a German toy company who wanted us 
to design a new Lego-style toy and board game made from 
sustainable bamboo and a marketing strategy for them.

Shanghai radio. Søren & Johannes recorded the sounds of 
Shanghai and the thoughts of fellow students, staff and passers 
by during key events such as Chinese new years and the 
American elections, combined with a soundtrack from upcoming 
acts that complemented the moment. The aim was to tell the 
story from street level and present interesting people and music 

to interesting listeners. The concept was ‘what ever happens live, 
happens’ and would not be changed in the editing process, to 
provide the listener with the most honest ‘picture’ of the situations 
as possible. Every interview was backed up by photos taken in 
action and was posted on MySpace. An experiential moment 
captured in the perfect medium for Shanghai, blocking out the 
sights and smells, forcing the listeners to only imagine 
the madness!

The final art exhibition involving 110 students from 10 
nationalities and 5 schools. The culmination, and perhaps the 
greatest project management learning for our students from the 
trip, was a large exhibition of 60 pieces created in partnership 
with students from Gloucester University (UK) and Raffles 
School of Design (China). With over 600 guests and local press 
and TV coverage, it was the finest of exits and appetisers for 
the next two teams and their outposts to Shanghai. 30 teams 
comprising of students from each college, lead by KaosPilots, 
travelled through the massive metropolis of Shanghai capturing 
and creating social art pieces exploring 30 themes, including 
old versus new, freedom, sex and rubbish. Working with local 
students the teams gained access and inspiration that would not 
otherwise be possible. The exhibition captured and amplified the 
cultural differences and similarities between the nations which 
lead to 60 pieces of absolute originality, honesty, a one-off global 
expression of what is on the minds of the post ‘80s generation!

Simon Kavanaugh
Head of The KaosPilots International Development and 
Collaboration
The KaosPilots
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2009

In the spring of 2009, team 14 with 38 KaosPilots headed out for 
the 2nd KaosPilot outpost in Shanghai. The aim was to build on the 
previous Shanghai outpost and the social responsibility theme. 
Based on the previous outpost, team 13 had discovered that the most 
interesting and relevant industry to investigate for the next team would 
be the flourishing ‘Creative Industry’… an industry into which the 
Chinese government has put a lot of fostering and branding effort due 
to its great financial potential.

The Creative Industry was and still is present in Shanghai. We 
wanted to explore, investigate and understand the trends in a country 
that had repressed capitalism until not too long ago – and in a city 
with a huge population and a fragmented culture rooted in Confucian 
values. We wanted to connect with the ‘born after the ‘80s’ generation, 
which is moving forward rapidly. We wanted to engage with groups of 
Chinese students, companies and creative clusters, and learn through 
projects and dialogue how these and other complex elements relate to 
one another in the shaping of their future. The greatest opportunity to 
explore a developing market in a new, innovative, open-minded  
and explorative way!

A few months prior to departure, the team was challenged by the 
fact that one of the key persons in the planning and development of the 
outpost got ill and had to go on a leave of absence. ‘Fortunately’, this 
was not the first time that team 14 was facing a hard truth, had to cope 
with it… and figure out a way to solve the challenges. And so they did! 
They took leadership and planned much of the lectures and training 
both during the preparation period before departure and also during the 
stay in Shanghai. They took responsibility for ensuring that everybody 
got the needed vaccinations, entry visas, etc. The situation was not 
ideal and there were valid frustrations, which surfaced several times 
during the preparation period… But we got through it!

Based on the assignment, the team had to design and implement 
the best possible organisation structure. They had to decide which 
roles and departments were needed and who should fill them out. 
They named the process ‘Magnolia’. This was a challenging process 
and within a few days, the organisation had changed a couple of times. 
As one of the students, Simon Holmgaard, who was in the elected 
Management Group said after only a few days: “These last two days 
in the management group have taught me more about leadership than 
I have learned in the past two years!”

There was no doubt that it was challenging to ask the team to 
establish roles, responsibilities and an organisational hierarchy, since 
already they had close relations/ friendships, and now they had to 
establish additional professional relationships… while they were living 
together… so it became obvious that it is not always easy to balance 
the personal life with the professional.

The assignment from the school was that the team should 
experience and experiment with developing trends within the terms 
and practices of Innovation and the Creative Industries – and use 
their KaosPilot core competencies: project, process and business 
design by working with clients. The purpose was also to develop a new 

understanding, new systems and new approaches in business, 
society and culture in order to create new knowledge. This new 
knowledge would be shared primarily with the client community, 
our established network in Shanghai, the international partners in 
The KaosPilot community and the school, students, partners, 
professional network and friends in Aarhus.

The result of the outpost was an excellent Inspiration Tour in 
collaboration with the innovation company PLAY. And a book and a 
supplementing inspiration suitcase in collaboration with The Danish 
Royal Consulate Shanghai. 

Dennis Dybdal
Head of Studies/Country Manager
The Rwandan Entrepreneurs and Leaders Platform in Kigali
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Urban Recipes
Take two teams and merge them with very little forewarning. Add two 
inexperienced team leaders; boot a student off the program on the last 
day before departure; lose the homebase during the first week; give 
the students too much to do, too little time to do it and increase the 
pressure. Expect them to use everything they have learnt so far in a 
place where they have never been and do not speak the language and 
do not know anyone. Explore. Adapt quickly. Fail again and again, and 
then get up to fail a third time. Never ever give up. Never.

Jade must be chiselled
before it can be considered a gem

– Chinese Proverb

Team 15 rose to the occasion. Building on the legacy of the previous 
outposts, 47 students worked, lived, fought, laughed, loved and learnt 
in Shanghai. During the next three and a half intensive months, they 
created Urban Recipes – a cookbook for change makers. They held an 
exhibition in the Nordic Lighthouse, part of the 2010 World Exposition. 
They flash mobbed the Danish pavilion – and shocked both staff and 
onlookers by swimming with the little mermaid. They screwed up the 
development of a sustainable, guided tour of the expo, spurring the 
project partner to help the development of Green Star instead (China’s 
first local, green building standards). The team played street soccer 
with Chinese women, cultivated resilient culture and learned much 
about connecting with governments. They impressed one of the 
world’s leading design firms – Wolff Olins – with their dedication, 
creativity and inventiveness. They explored the expo and the city’s 
23 million people through the eyes of Baker – a 10 year old Chinese 
boy. Watch the documentary on Vimeo. They created 47 unique and 
interesting business plans, some of which have moved on to become 
final year projects.

At the end, an exhausted team 15 sat in a clearing by the lake 
Dianshan underneath a clear blue sky in the shade of the Chinese pine 
trees. Silence blossomed. Much had been said. Much had been learnt 
by all. A host of new friends, stories, love interests, tailored suits, bikes, 
DJ equipment and tattoos had been acquired. A new Chinese student, 
Bing, had joined the The KaosPilots. We looked at each other, and  
we hugged. 

Learning is a treasure no thief can touch
– Chinese Proverb

Espen Sivertsen
CEO/Co-founder 
MemeMaker
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In an attempt to write about the 2011 Bogotá outpost, I found 
myself confronted with a task that is both exciting and challenging. 
I am excited to make a humble and small addition to the rich and 
expanding KaosPilot narrative. However, there are two challenges. 
First, this year’s outpost is very recent history; the ink is still drying 
in our passports. This makes it challenging to make sense of what 
happened and place the adventure within a broader context. 
The second challenge is inherent in writing about an event that 
was created and experienced by over thirty students, a handful of 
staff including myself, and hundreds of Colombians. It is easy to 
mistake one person’s overly caffeinated perspective as the 
definitive truth.

In the spirit of viewing both this year’s outpost and the school, 
in general, as an open and unfolding conversation, I have shared 
a snippet of a chat I had with Dougald Hine about the outpost. 
Dougald is a writer, speaker and creator who is a driving force 
behind the Space Makers Agency, the School of Everything and the 
Dark Mountain Festival. He is a friend of the school, and he really 
embodies the spirit that we try to develop in our students. 

(Dougald) So we are sitting here, in the sunshine, in Sweden, 
at the Future Perfect Festival, and we are going to have a quick 
conversation about the outpost that you and the students have 
been doing in Colombia. And the first question I would like to ask 
is “why Bogotá?” What led you to choose Bogotá as a destination 
for your outpost?
(Pete) That is a great question. We had a few options for where to go. 
Each year, we receive proposals from our friends and collaborators, 
from around the world, who are interested in inviting the school to 
do their outpost in the city where they live and work. This year we 
received proposals to create an outpost in Kigali, Rwanda; Toronto, 
Canada; and Sao Paulo, Brazil.

There are many reasons why the school chose Bogotá. Besides 
the initial visceral excitement we all felt when imagining going there, 
we also became interested in some trends that are happening all 
over Latin America. We saw signs that Bogotá, in particular, and 
Latin America in general, are going through an interesting moment 
of transformation. They appear to be going through a process of 
rediscovering and articulating a new identity and are starting to 
assert themselves economically and culturally. Like everywhere, 
they face many challenges, but we saw a huge opportunity to learn 
from and engage with this emerging group and generation of leaders 
and initiatives that are aiming to create a new reality for Colombia. As 
we all know, Colombia has endured many decades, or even centuries, 
of violence, poverty, corruption and inequality, but alongside that, we 
came across many and inspiring stories of projects that showed great 
potential to create something new. Interesting conversations and 
projects are happening, which appear to be moving beyond the stale 
choices between either neoliberalism or traditional nationalism. And 

different conversations are taking place depending on who you speak 
with. The jury is still out on where all of this is heading, which makes 
it interesting to see, on the ground.

Besides that bigger picture in the Colombian society, our 
partners Rowan Simonsen and Zulma Patarroyo (both alumni), 
created a really exciting proposal for Bogotá, including potential 
projects and partners to work with, that painted a vivid and 
engaging picture of what was possible for the students.

Tell me about what happened when you hit the ground. What were 
the first few days like? What kind of first reactions did people have, 
the first encounters that really gave you the flavour of what this 
was going to be like?
When we announced that we were heading to Bogotá, there were two 
reactions: “Wow, of course! That is such a good choice of location”.  
And others were more hesitant. I think the reason for that is that, 
for the most part, people know so little about Colombia, besides 
the usual headlines. Drugs, kidnappings, crime, guerrillas and 
paramilitaries etc. When we arrived, all of those concerns were 
quickly alleviated. One of our local collaborators, Pedro Medina 
who runs Yo Creo in Colombia, an organisation which aims to 
communicate the potential and positive stories happening in 
Colombia, calls this the ‘Wow factor’. This refers to the surprise that 
people feel when they arrive in Colombia and see the reality, for the 
first time. Unlike better-known places, such as Paris or Rio, where 
the reality and expectations are usually more closely aligned, 
Bogotá quickly reveals its secrets and people cannot help but be 
positively surprised. 

Getting back to our first week. At the airport, we were greeted 
by a traditional vallenato band, courtesy of our hosts. Being such a 
large and visible group, we were initially concerned about sticking out 
and imposing ourselves on the locals. But we realised that this was 
impossible to avoid, so there was nothing to do but embrace it, and 
we arrived at El Dorado airport dancing. 

The rest of the week was a whirlwind of sights, sounds, tastes, 
smells and new relationships. My first impression of the city was 
that it was full of contrasts. The difference in incomes really jumps 
out at you. In one day you could see the massive slums of the south, 
traditional colonial architecture, funky bohemian neighbourhoods, 
countless commercial and industrial clusters, and the posh cafés 
and shops of the north. Wherever you go, there are tonnes of people, 
vendors and traffic. The city has an incredible frantic pace; people are 
working and playing hard, all the time. I loved it.

We moved into our new space in a beautiful and neglected Art 
Deco building, building furniture out of scavenged material we found 
within the building. We explored the city by bike, in order to join the 
pace at face-level. We met up with our partners, heard lectures from 
executives and indigenous leaders, and finished off the week with 
a 100 person workshop exploring the potential for collaboration 
with local people and organisations, followed by a huge party at our 
homebase. When the week was over, I realised that the pace of work 
and adventure was going to be intense and exciting.
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And so for the next three months, that was your base, and the 
students were working as a team with various projects and 
challenges. What was the most exciting thing that the students 
did, in their time in Bogotá?
That is a very difficult question, because the students were involved 
in so many projects and accomplished so much, in such a short 
period. Also, the outpost was completed only a month ago, so the 
process of reflecting on what we accomplished is still going on. I was 
really impressed and proud of the team’s ability to adjust quickly to 
their new surroundings and create value for their clients and other 
stakeholders, in such a short period of time. We all made lots of 
mistakes, of course, but that is part of why we go.

Of the many exciting projects, a few interesting examples 
include a value-based business plan and promotional event for an 
artist’s collective; a marketing strategy for a start-up that installs 
vertical gardens and green roofs; a facilitation of a multi-stakeholder 
agreement between the informal recycling community and other 
organisations to encourage recycling of Tetra Paks; another group 
has set up a business to import fair trade and organic unrefined 
sugarcane to Denmark. There are so many other projects to mention!

Besides the individual projects, I think the way that the students 
organised themselves as a team/organisation, in order to complete all 
of the assignments, was equally impressive. They learnt a lot about 
leadership, decision-making, coordination, the tension between 
individual desires and the needs of the group.

I guess that when you take a bunch of students, from a place like 
The KaosPilots, to a city on the other side of the world, you run 
certain risks; like of being perceived as ‘do-gooder Scandinavians’ 
parachuting into a place you hardly know, assuming you have the 
solutions to change things for the better. But, after talking to you 
about it, it sounds as though both you and the students learn as 
much, or more, from these places, as they do from you. So finally, 
do you want to tell us about some of the amazing individuals that 
you met there, or anything else that you learned, that you feel is 
worth sharing?
Absolutely. Your concerns are very valid, and it is a great question. 
We talked a lot about our intentions and how we were going to be 
perceived. How do we see ourselves and how do we want to engage 
with a culture with a history of many people wanting to ‘help’: 
missionaries, governments, NGOs or aid organisations. Missionaries 
spreading the new gospel of creativity? The perspective that I wanted 
to impart to the students was that, as you say, we were there to 
collaborate with our clients and partner organisations, individuals, to 
learn from the inspiring projects and people that we encountered. 

We created a project that explicitly set out to accomplish 
this. The aim was to harvest the initiatives and get a sense of the 
local ingenuity to see how their solutions and ideas could inspire 
groups in both industrialised countries, but also anywhere else. We 
encountered lots of inspiring stories. Antanas Mockus, the former 
Mayor of Bogotá, is well-known for his incredibly creative and 
effective interventions to improve the city. 

He created a consultancy, Corpovisionarios, which is trying to bring 
this creative approach to other cities. 

There is also the story of Paolo Lugari, founder of the Gaviotas 
village. In the middle of conflict ravaged territory, he and his team 
have reforested over eight million hectors of forest, built ultra-
efficient windmills, from scratch, and a water pump that doubles as 
a children’s seesaw. There is a book about the village that is a must 
read (titled Gaviotas). 

There are so many stories, from new business models in the 
construction industry that aim to service and empower the poor, to 
the everyday guy on the street thinking of new ways to make a living. 
Whenever the government is falling short of its responsibilities, 
people have to make up for it with creative solutions. We saw plenty 
of those. Three months are such a short amount of time. I look 
forward to learn more from Bogotá when we return next year!

Pete Sims
Teamleader
The KaosPilots
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TEAM 1 NORWAY
2007

To Be on a Mission to Learn and Teach About Sustainability 
in Social Enterprises
Team 1 NO had to make the road by walking, literally, when the 
Norwegian KaosPilots for the first time moved their bubble of learning 
to another world. The struggle with an established and conservative 
education system in Norway could steal the last drop of energy from 
the young Norwegians. But with real KaosPilot-spirit this fact just made 
the team stronger and more willing to achieve the goal of: Getting to an 
outpost for three months.

Buenos Aires was in hard competition with Cuba and Murmansk. 
But visa problems in Cuba and the bitter cold in Russia were decisive 
when we chose the world’s own melting pot, Buenos Aires, for social 
and creative business designs. 

Soon we got in touch with a local consulting company, who invited 
us over to work with fair trade, social entrepreneurship and CSR. In 
desperate need of a good project, we accepted the invitation and found 
ourselves scattered on all sorts of long-haul aircrafts; we were on our 
way to Argentina.

The Project
Exhausted after an intense preject, we arrived in Buenos Aires as 
movie makers, networkers and researchers with a mission to 
document, create dialogue, promote, teach and learn about 
sustainability in Argentina. Which we did.

We met cooperatives, occupied factories, schools, bakeries, 
textile manufacturers, demonstrators, movie makers, politicians, 
celebrities, diplomats and foreign trade organisations. Probably the 
most generous and inspiring people in Argentina. We spoke, 
negotiated, achieved, played and created. Together we all created 
the project Consuma Dignidad: consume with dignity.

After three months, we could present a series of short movie 
documentaries promoting social entrepreneurship, fair trade and 
responsibility: a result of humility, compassion and curiosity from 
both locals and foreigners in a country with a long history of rather 
unsuccessful Western intervention.

Partners
Amartya, Gazz, La Juanita, Buenos Aires Independent Film Festival.

Learning
We learned how different expectations may bring a complete halt to 
projects.
We learned about the balance between leadership and laziness.
We learned about truths, which suddenly were not true anymore.
We learned about morals and ethics.
We learned about preparedness.
We learned about ignorance.
We committed crimes. 
We were victims.
We laughed.

We danced.
We cried.
We left…

…full of personal impressions, impacts and insights. And a huge box of 
fair trade t-shirts.

Chris André Lorentzen Brasøygård
Manager InFlight Entertainment & Connectivity 
Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA

Ragnhild Skåle Hetland
CEO  
Fru Baron AS 
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TEAM 2 NORWAY
2008

Changing Game
He looked down, clearly uncomfortable with the situation and my 
suggestion. Not meeting our eyes, and trying to lead the conversation 
in another direction. Expectations grew in my peers. I knew they were 
counting on me and felt their hopeful eyes on my face. I kept pushing. 

“This is an opportunity for us, as well, to work together with you, 
and since this workshop is part of a learning process for us, we would be 
happy to pay at least partly for a place to hold it. Really! We have money 
set aside for exactly this kind of thing. We’d be happy to. You see?”

Only much later, I realised how embarrassed he must have been.  
I had no idea what I was saying, or rather what he was hearing. This  
was his country, his playground, his table, and I was not playing 
by the rules. 

“Thank you. It is too kind. I will look into it. I am sure we can find 
a good solution. I will get back to you soon. Very soon. I thank you; 
excuse me, now I must return to my office.”

You Are Going to Vietnam
It took weeks. Maybe even months. We had tried everything, or 
so it seemed. Some of us felt strongly for places we had never 
been, projects only vaguely defined. Others felt more resignation, 
indifference even. But we decided, and after deciding, we decided we 
could not decide, and had another decision made, by somebody else. 
Their decision was Hanoi. 

As any KaosPilot team, we were to embark on a journey with both 
geographical and personal aspects and find new, strikingly different 
contexts for learning experiences, in the outpost project. Unlike the 
teams in Denmark, we were given the chance to define ourselves and 
develop the outpost project, with regards to location, content, mission 
and collaborators. After a series of decision processes and a great 
variety of suggestions, we somewhat coincidentally ended up  
with Vietnam.

Getting Ready for The Unknown
After accepting the decision and the reality of our outpost project 
aiming to take place in Hanoi, we started preparing for a game, the 
nature of which we had no knowledge. Building projects over the 
phone, and through e-mail correspondence, significantly helped by 
Joyce McHenry, we built our prospects slowly, but with enthusiasm 
and great hope. We were, however, constantly reminded of the great 
distance both in space and mind between ourselves and the people 
with whom we were seeking to collaborate. 

Mission
To explore and execute entrepreneurship in Vietnam. This was what we 
set out to do, understanding entrepreneurship as change making at all 
imaginable levels available in and outside our textbooks. A courageous 
undertaking, however, also exhaustingly vast. The complexity of our 
assignment, seen especially with regards to meeting academic and 
ideal expectations, became our maybe greatest obstacle. 

We all knew this to a certain extent, of course. The differences 
in culture and conduct would be tremendous. And yet, despite our 
knowledge of this and attempts to prepare for the imminent, the 
numerous impressions and experiences of the new and strange 
overran us. We struggled to be understood, to find ways to execute 
our explorations, and to understand how change really take place 
in Vietnam. 

In time, this changed, gradually. Our projects, which had been 
vague and had lacked development and character, blossomed into 
enterprises and missions of even more significance to our hosts. 
We left behind thousands of smiles, children with new dreams and 
hopes, empowered youth, confident artists, provoked policemen, 
social technology, inspired business owners, millions of dong and 
new friends. Put all this together, and you come close to what we took 
with us. The most important thing was the experience of overwhelming 
inspiration through the exposition of difference. Living the complexity 
that we faced and within which we stood. 

Almost 40 students, 3 months, 100,000 working hours of 
exploration. Our team now a testament to our many, incredible and 
diverse findings. 

During the outpost, team 2 worked as one organisation consisting 
of several smaller teams. Our projects and partners included among 
others: DNV (Det Norske Veritas), VYV (Vietnamese Youth Volunteers), 
Streetwise consulting, KNV Consulting Group Vietnam, Supafresh, 
Innovation Norway, I have a dream, RMIT University Vietnam.

Bror Hartviksen
Co-Founder
KaosPilots Norway
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TEAM 1 SWEDEN
2008

To boil down an outpost to a contribution to The KaosPilots’ celebration 
of the 20th birthday is almost a harder task than to send a whole team 
of KaosPilots into the world. But if there is something I have learned at 
The KaosPilots, it is to get things done!

Anyway, we were challenged at The KaosPilots Malmö before, 
during, and after the outpost. Some students wanted to go to Milan, 
a few did not want to go, and some would take the theoretical outpost 
exam offered at the Malmö Høgskola. The complexity was there from 
the beginning. And besides, we did not have a penny, so our outpost 
was a free fall with a parachute called The Superpower of Creativity.

Before takeoff, however, we found our legs and funding. I still 
recall the smell of coffee in the little shop in Copenhagen, still sense 
and see the happy and optimistic faces in front of me in the cold 
February air. We had made arrangements with Wippies Sweden, who 
wished to enter the Danish market, and after working like dogs we 
secured SEK 245,000 in the small shop.

The money and the students were organised in nonprofit 
organisations – and associated organisational diagrams. But then 
the long and large group processes began – and the circles and the 
associated frustrations – regarding the destination. After several 
rounds, the choice for most was Mumbai, some went to Milan and 
a few chose to stay. 

There comes a time – You must stay in the moment  
While your heart’s still bleeding

– Teitur 

Many Small Projects Make a Great Outpost
(Mange projekter små gør en stor outpost)
“We found unity in diversity. When we look at what we have done we 
see multitude.” This is how the students described their projects in the 
exam report. That is one perspective. Another could be that the level of 
complexity was so high, that almost everybody – from team members 
to team leader and principal – was stretched to the limit. And put under 
both mental and organisational pressure. The heat, the poverty, the 
lack of control, the diarrhoea, the lack of organisational clarity, the lack 
of communication – and still the students succeeded, under these 
conditions, to create a bunch of small projects, which became a melting 
pot of learning, experience, knowledge, curiosity, and experimenting. 
Even though the red line was hard to find during the process, a cascade 
of small projects were created, and each of them express creativity.

We made the following projects: A Community Connection, More Than 
Thousands Words, King of Silk Ninetyten, Art OK Please, Mumbai Music, 
Pangea Day, ABLE 2008, Malmö Milan Mumbai 2008 

There comes a time – When you must walk away  
Though your heart’s still beating

– Teitur 

The Exam Which Made History
The last 14 days of the outpost were spent on wrapping up to see 
beyond the slum of Mumbai. The exam reports should be written. 
To be in a process and step out at the same time; the 1st and 2nd 
order of cybernetics, systemic thinking, process management tools, 
reflection competencies as the star of competencies – at least a 
key KaosPilot’s core competency. 

And the report should be presented to Kristin Birkeland and 
Kirsten Kampp as external censors and me as examiner at the end 
of the green table. And it was not working. With sweaty palms, beating 
hearts, cold heads – and after a long deliberation –we had to fail the 
team collectively. If nothing else, we had made KaosPilot history!

Who is to say who wins or who loses  
I sing to myself at the end of the day

– Teitur

Re-Exam – The Difference that Made the Difference
I remember the re-exam as if it were yesterday. The planned structure, 
the clear messages, the key learning points, the leadership, the 
performing power, the pictures and the movements – and especially 
the moment when we, the censors, were invited up on the balcony and 
literally saw it all from above together with the students. New pictures, 
other understandings and a clear coherence. The overview and the 
coherence we had missed in the process were now bright and clear 
– and the exam was passed!

 
That is What it is All About
I do not know if it is hindsight that plays with my memory or if it is 
my eternal fascination with The KaosPilots and their insistence to 
create an education which stimulates the real organisational life. All 
that lay between Malmö and Mumbai was exactly what one needs in 
real life: leadership, an ability to reflect and to work under pressure, a 
willingness to adapt to changes, ability to stand against the wind, to 
work in a global context, to collaborate with new people, to find a new 
manager, not to be able to see coherence, to use one’s superpowers, 
find oneself and one’s own professionalism. Even if one could not see 
the meaning at first!

When I Know What the Blues is 
There will always be a time when one is ‘blue’, and when melancholy 
and reflection enter the scene, but when the pieces come together, 
nicely and easily, that is all forgotten, head over heels.

Where the meaningless makes sense. Where fragments become 
one. Where an outpost becomes a lesson. 

All my mistakes have become masterpieces. 
 

Gry Guldberg
Organisational and Management Consultant
Attractor
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TEAM 1 NETHERLANDS 
2009

A Little Less Conversation, a Little More Action! – 04.10 2009 
After endless discussions, endless debates, endless lectures and end-
less sessions of sitting down and working on the project plan it is a great 
feeling to be able to do something extremely simple and hands on.

We have been lucky to have had The Hub in Tel Aviv as our 
‘homebase’ for the last couple of weeks. We have used the facilities 
as the platform for our co-creation with lecturers and as our physical 
working space. The hosts of The Hub have been exceptionally kind to 
us, tolerant towards our loudness and excessive abuse of coffee.

Thus it is time to give something back!
It comes in handy to have an Engineer on board!

Day 6 in Jalqamus – 04.17 2009 
Hi everybody! Day 6 at Jalqamus and all is well! We are getting used 
to all the people here and the people here are getting used to us. 
Everybody is very hospitable and friendly. Great Arabic coffee, tea  
and lunches are served to us and everything is delicious!

We have visited and met people in Jenin, visited boys and girls 
schools here in Jalqamus and Rabba, spoken with a lot of people with 
the great help of translators, and we have even managed to learn 
some Arabic! Introducing Pictionary turned out to be the lead to a great 
evening including barbecued chicken.

Now we have established a male, a female and a youth group. We 
are finding out what their needs are, and some cool project ideas circle 
around already! We hope to start working on these ideas this coming 
week. We will update you via this blog! 

Community Building in the West Bank – 04.25 2009 
“Have you ever been in a country more miserable than ours?”
I am facilitating a meeting with Palestinian women on the West Bank. 
They are describing their situation. Their village is a 2,000-person 
community up in the hills and with very few facilities. The Israeli 
occupation has a big impact on their daily lives. It is impossible to travel 
outside the West Bank without a special permit. The men who used to 
work in Israel until a few years ago now sit at home idly. There is an 
unemployment rate of 58% in the area. The women keep their heads up 
and work hard to feed and educate their big families. I am on the West 
Bank to do community building for a month. The first few meetings 
have been about matching the expectations on both sides. A group of 
Europeans coming to live in a little village for a month: that must mean 
money! In reality, we are a group of students without money of our own 
or access to funds. Our intention is to guide the community to work with 
the available resources. We teach new ways of project planning to help 
them realise their dreams. Our aim is to create groups of empowered 
men, women and youth inspired to continue improving the village.

“Have you ever been in a country more miserable than this?” 
The women try to figure out which is worse: the situation in poor Africa 
as they see it on television or their own lack of freedom. I tell them 
about fetching water from a well, having no access to electricity or 
education, the lack of rain and other challenges in Africa. In return, we 

listen to their stories about Israeli soldiers, who destroy their crops with 
jeeps just before harvest time. It takes 20 years before the investment 
in olive trees pays off, but the trees are cut down by soldiers after 10. 
Israel compensates its own lack of water by forbidding Palestinians to 
pump water from their wells. Husbands and sons are in jail suspected 
of affiliation with Hamas. A brother is missing a leg, because he was 
stopped at a checkpoint on his way to the hospital and sent back home. 
It is a discussion without conclusion. The last words have not been said 
about the situation on the West Bank. We will continue to work here for 
two more weeks, and I will continue to report about our experiences.

In The Desert – 05.27 2009 
In the desert. One of the most beautiful places in the world is a town. 
Less than a town. It is a village. The ugly apartments and a gas station 
are in strong contrast to the biggest Maktesh crater in the world. In the 
middle of the Negev you find Mitzpe Ramon. 4,000 people from all over 
the world live in this forgotten place.

I am here for a project. And as the days pass by, I discover the 
treasures. In big hangars, in small side streets, behind the second hill 
you find a chocolate bar, and a dance school, some huts for retreat, an 
alpaca farm, a soap factory and more. Strong and visionary people, who 
have been attracted by the emptiness, the silence and the challenges 
in the area. Every morning, they wake up and clean their place to wait 
for customers.

Other people came here involuntarily. When they arrived to Israel, 
they were put on a bus and dropped in Mitzpe Ramon in the middle of 
the night. They came from Russia and Chicago and did not find anything 
to appreciate in the desert. No culture, no jobs, nothing for the future of 
their children. They would leave yesterday, if they had the money.

Around the village are other houses, sometimes only shanties. 
Bedouins live there between their traditional nomad way of life and a 
modern life with TV, houses and jobs. In search for a new identity, they 
have struggled with the government for the past 60 years. They hold 
the secrets of nature and survival, but are a threat to the system.

My job is to interview all these different people about their visions. 
How can eco-tourism and social tourism contribute to a better life for 
all? How can a sleepy desert town realise its potential and become 
attractive to tourists again?

Ursel Biester
Project leader
Quest-on

Inga Auðbjörg
Training delegate
The Icelandic Boy and Girl Scout Association
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TE AM 8

TE AM 6
TE AM 4

TE AM 3

TE AM 1 TE AM 10

TE AM 11TE AM 9TE AM 7TE AM 5TE AM 2

• THE KAOSPILOTS OPENS IT
S DOORS ON AUGUST T

HE 5TH 

• TEAM 1 BEGINS THE JOURNEY 

   
• TEAM 2 BEGINS IN

 AUGUST 

• TEAM 1 GRADUATES IN
 DECEMBER 

   
• TEAM 3 BEGINS IN

 AUGUST 
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 JUNE 

• TEAM 4 BEGINS IN
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 AUGUST 
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 SPRING 
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Nicolaj Wammen, Minister for European Affairs, former Mayor of Aarhus 
City Council, and a member of The KaosPilot Hall of Respect, delivered a 
memorable speech about team 11 and The KaosPilots in general at the 
graduation ceremony in Musikhuset in Aarhus, June 2007:

‘Thank you very much for letting me give you some thoughts on this 
very special day for you. The day you are leaving The KaosPilots after 
gathering loads of impressions and knowledge during your stay. In fact, 
you are now official KaosPilots. That is not so bad at all.

It is a very special day for Aarhus as well. Team 11 represents 
the final Scandinavian team at The KaosPilots, so now it is up to you 
to fly – not necessarily back home – and use whatever The KaosPilots, 
Aarhus and your frequent excursions have taught you.  I am very much 
aware of the fact that your flight in Mejlgade has not always been easy. 
The KaosPilots have met quite some turbulence over the past years. But 
fortunately, everything has turned out well. And once again, you proved 
to be excellent pilots in chaotic circumstances.

This is exactly what The KaosPilots are about to me: Being 
capable of navigating without knowing the exact outcome. Being 
capable of generating alternative ideas and ways of acting.

I might mention that these qualities from time to time go very 
well also in politics…?

For the past years, we have been talking a lot about the 
challenges of globalisation. I don’t want to bore you with well known 
and common views on this topic.

Let me just say this: Globalisation is a fact, and you are evident 
examples of this development.

Of course, it is of great importance that we all face this fact 
and contribute to turn challenges into opportunities. Because there 
are many opportunities as well. You of all people can make these 
opportunities your own, because you are young, open-minded 
and creative. 

You are ready to conquer the world. And you will be facing this 
journey with both respect and your head high, well aware of your own 
worth. And that is the way it is supposed to be. Because you have learnt 
something in Aarhus.

Therefore, I am sure that you will always carry Aarhus with you 
on your flight throughout the world. 

In that sense, I hope that Aarhus has set a landmark in your lives, 
and that Aarhus will have found a place somewhere in your hearts.

During your time in Aarhus, you have all experienced the distinct 
Aarhus charm characterized by knowledge, beat and roots.
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Knowledge – of course – is what you have gathered here at The 
KaosPilots. Just like all the other by-and-by 40,000 students at one of 
the 25 educational institutions in Aarhus, who gather knowledge in 
their subjects each and every day.

Aarhus is the city of education in Denmark. We will fight hard 
to hold this position. Because there is no doubt that knowledge on all 
levels is THE key factor in a globalised world. 

The beat – I hope – is what you have felt in the late hours 
after studies and work. At big or intimate music concerts, classical or 
innovative theatre, blockbuster or avant garde movies, professional or 
amateur sports. Aarhus is indeed a very lively city. 

Finally, the roots of Aarhus, which you may have experienced at 
various museums. Aarhus is aware and proud of its history as the oldest 
big city in Scandinavia. Though it can be hard to comprehend that our 
modern city was founded by Vikings more than a millennium ago.

On the other hand: Vikings were quite globalised and 
international like we are today. With the single difference that today 
we don not conquer the world by slaughter and theft, but by educating 
young people and letting them endeavour the world.

In closing let me congratulate you all on this beautiful day. 
I know you will be celebrating throughout the night. And you should 
do so!

You have been given very special qualifications for taking the next 
steps in your lives. By starting at The KaosPilots three years ago you 
already showed an entrepreneurial profile. This profile has indeed been 
strengthened.

So please, make the best out of it. Go out and turn the world into 
your playground. Aarhus will always welcome you back with open arms!’

Nicolaj Wammen
Minister for European Affairs

former Mayor of Aarhus
Denmark, 2007
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Dear KaosPilots, 
 
An announcement from the lookout in the 
backyard: All is well at our old school! Even 
after Uffe’s departure for faraway destinations, 
the place is still filled with creative chaos.

My own journey has not been long in 
metres. I returned to The Front Runners in 
the backyard. But my journey has also been 
about developing The Front Runners from 
being the home of a small hardcore crowd to 
being the gathering place for creative project 
makers and a source of inspiration for the 
city’s cultural life. And I love my job!

Let’s do it, damn! – is our motto, and it 
captures the spirit of The Front Runners. We 
believe that anything is possible. Over the 
years, The Front Runners have made   lots of 
exciting projects – both individual mayflies 
and wild cranes that fly from the nest on 
sustainable wings. This year, one of them 
passes 20 years, so we join in the choir with 
full voice and sing Happy birthday! 
 
Sincerely, 
Signe

Signe Lund Hansen
Team 7
The Front Runners
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Dear KaosPilots,

A different kind of NGO
As the founder of 100% to the Children, I am 
driven by the desire to bring aid to children liv-
ing in dumpsites in developing countries, and 
also by the conviction that there was an NGO 
lacking in the world – an NGO that separates 
donations and sponsorships for projects and 
administration completely.

NGOs today struggle to justify the way 
they spend funds, and, at the same time, 
the donors have a right to know how their 
money is spent. In a world full of grey zones 
and competing interests, 100% works for 
transparency for all stakeholders.

The mission of 100% is to improve the 
lives of vulnerable children, by creating long-
lasting solutions and building up capacity in 
low priority areas.

Working with children in dumpsites 
inspires me to fight further for their right 
to a decent life by encouraging local social 
responsibility and bringing awareness to 
issues such as human rights and corruption.

Signe

Signe Møller
Team 9
100% to the Children
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Greetings from PlanB!

PlanB was founded 11 years ago with the knowledge from our studies at The KaosPilots and the 
inspiring network around the school where some of us met. 

Our name indicates our mission: We are leadership partners in a world where the only thing 
we can expect is that everything will be different and change has become the constant. 

We believe that organisations must embrace change to continue to be successful. As we 
all know, an organisation is a living system, a kind of organism that can transform itself. With 
PlanB’s systemic approach, the organisation unfolds its inherent capability to change and stay 
in tune with the new conditions. 

PlanB helps organisations and leaders develop the curiosity, agility and strategy needed to 
make this come true. 

So we wish The KaosPilot school all the best in the future and thank all the inspiring people 
we have met over the years during our journey with PlanB.

Åsa

Åsa Dourén
Team 4 
PlanB
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Dear KaosPilots,

Next stop India!! To transform at least one village from being beneath to being above the poverty 
line!! WOW, I can’t wait. During the Soccer World Cup last year, we went to South Africa to inspire 
and create sustainable social change for kids of the Kalahari Bushmen through educational ini-
tiatives. My face is almost cracked from smiling after eight years of travelling around the world, 
handing out a bite of Denmark for free and supporting neglected kids. It warms my heart to be 
the creator of the world’s most travelled hot dog stand, and I am very excited about Hottie Africa, 
which will be launched this very year, 2011. 

I rock the world with hot dogs – yeahhhhhh!!! 

With smiling eyes, 
Hottie

Fanny Posselt
Team 6
The Travelling Hot Dog Stand
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Hi KP,

Here short news from the globe, my playground and office. The last years I’ve lived from travel-
ling and telling stories from around the planet, by giving speeches and making TV documen-
taries – such as a DR production about a journey to Somalia and meetings with the infamous 
pirates. I spend several months in foreign countries every year trying to gather as many insights; 
thoughts and opinions as possible for use in my presentations back home in Denmark. Thereby 
I hope to be able to entertain, enlighten and somehow also provoke the audience into taking 
greater responsibility for our planet and the whole mankind on it.

All the best,
Rasmus Krath

Rasmus Krath
Team 7
 Adventurer
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On a retreat in the Swiss Alps in 2008 Roman Tschäppeler and Mikael Krogerus, both from The 
KaosPilot team 7, decided to go through their notebooks from their time as students. The simple 
reason was that they didn’t want to forget what they had learned at The KaosPilots. So they 
summed it up, tweaked a little here and there, sketched some new illustrations and added some 
fresh stuff to their logbooks (“logbøger”). 

Mikael, a journalist at a leading Swiss newspaper at the time and Roman, the manager  
of a Swiss Starchef and the owner of a marketing company, looked at the notes and thought: 
‘Why not turn this into a little black book?’ The result of this was The Decision Book 
(50 Erfolgsmodelle), an international bestseller, nearly a quarter million copies sold  
worldwide and over a dozen licenses sold in different countries. 

Roman

Roman Tschäppeler
Team 7 
The Decision Book
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Greetings from Rwanda!

 The East African Region is an exciting and challenging place to live and work. The growth and 
development of new and existing entrepreneurs and businesses is rapid. We in Educat are about 
to roll out the REAL Platform (Rwandan Entrepreneurs And Leaders Platform), which will provide 
training for Micro Entrepreneurs, SMEs, Large Corporations and Training of Trainers. 

The REAL Platform is financially self-sustaining, which means that we reinvest all the 
profits into more training in order to reach more beneficiaries and support the vision of Rwanda. 
The KaosPilot training, life and community were great stepping stones for me, and I hope that I, 
as Head of Studies, together with my Educat team and the Rwandan community, will be able to 
provide services that reach, support and empower the Rwandan Youth and future change.

Sincerely,
Dennis Dybdal

Dennis Dybdal
Team 9
Educat
Banyakubahwa KaosPilots
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Dear KP-family,

I hope you are all well!
I’m having fun in Kenya with my business and life in general! I still make my dresses from 

recycled parachutes and jewellery from dead wood. Have a look at www.kondakis.biz for more 
info and pictures. A percentage of my sales goes to educating girls in Kenya, and I now have five 
girls at boarding school! Lately, my business has become more international. I travel a lot to 
exhibit and to meet customers, and soon I’m off to Miami to do a fashion show. Wish me luck!

‘Your mind is like a parachute – it works best when it’s open!’

Lots of love, 
Nike Kondakis

Nike Kondakis
Team 10
Kondakis Design
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Thomas Frederiksen and Jacob Fuglsang are 
behind Shoe The Bear, and already at an early 
stage in the history of the company they at-
tracted attention and gained respect for their 
unique and interesting approach to fashion-
able footwear – also outside of Denmark. At 
The Copenhagen Fashion Fair 2008, Shoe The 
Bear was handpicked to represent Danish De-
sign at the Tokyo Fashion Week, and this gave 
intensive media exposure and well-earned 
recognition on the Japanese market – which 
today is the biggest market for the brand. 

Shoe The Bear is renowned for the 
balance between feminine fashion and 
masculine trends and for designing fashion 
footwear with a serious international appeal. 
After the first baby steps with the original 
label in 2007, the brand has grown rapidly 
and is now sold and distributed in 15 
countries worldwide. Both in 2010 and 2011, 
Shoe The Bear was nominated as the Danish 
Accessory Designers of The Year at the DANSK 
Fashion Awards.

 Shoe The Bear finds a new collaboration 
partner for each new collection and jointly 
develops a line of unique art sneakers. The 
collaboration with different, creative souls 
adds a constant vibe and a unique look to the 
brand, and also ensures that Shoe The Bear 
never stands still, but is always on the move 
down the red carpet on the road to success.

Thomas

Thomas Frederiksen
Team 11
Shoe The Bear
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Greetings from Copenhagen!

I am grateful for my time at The KaosPilot 
School in Aarhus. I have experienced that 
things that seem difficult or almost impossible 
actually do work out some times  
– especially if you give it your best shot. I’ve 
been part of a number of projects and com-
panies based on this; they should not have 
succeeded, but they did.

Some of my track record is starting 
up the concert venue Chokoladefabriken 
in Aarhus – a meeting point for the creative 
youth of Aarhus, which turned out to become 
very important for the bright kids in town. 
I have also started Bremen, a theatre and 
concert venue in Copenhagen. Although very 
different from Chokoladefabriken, I am very 
proud to say that this also turned out to be 
very successful. I have been named as one 
of the 100 biggest talents in Danish business 
life, and I take that as a great compliment.

While I probably wouldn’t have been 
part of these things, if I hadn’t been at The 
KaosPilot School, I know for sure that I 
would not have met my class; team 9. That 
is the greatest gift I got from my three years 
at the school: I have made friends with a 
whole bunch of fantastic people, and I feel 
amazingly privileged.

Kristoffer

Kristoffer Carr-Saunders
Team 9
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The wheels of Baisikeli are spinning fast, and sometimes it is hard to keep up with things as they 
move along. The company has evolved a lot since my final exam in Mejlgade three years ago. 
Back then we were just starting the business in Denmark in order to finance sending bikes to 
Africa. Today, we extend our knowledge about bicycles by running the business in Denmark and 
by slowly transferring the knowledge to our African workshops. We build bicycles in Denmark 
and hope to produce our first African bicycles later in 2011. This will be the first bicycle factory 
in East Africa – a small step towards our dream – and a revolution that will make the bicycle 
accessible to the poorest people in the world. Danish secondhand bicycles are the core of our 
business. They help us finance everything, and due to the high quality of the bikes they are the 
best for educating the repair staff, as well as for training our local staff in running a bicycle busi-
ness. As I write this letter, we are about to open our third shop in Copenhagen. It will be our first 
complete Baisikeli shop with repair, rental and sale of secondhand and new bicycles produced 
in the shop. This new shop is a milestone for us; it is our vision to copy the concept first of all to 
Africa, but hopefully also to European and American cities. My gut feeling tells me that it will be 
really good, and that it will make a great difference to many people.

Henrik

Henrik Smedegaard
Team 12
Baisikeli
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Dear KaosPilots,

About two years ago I left The KaosPilot School with my degree in my hand and headed for 
Copenhagen. That same summer I opened the doors to Kadaver’s office at Nørrebro together with 
my fellow KaosPilot students Johannes, Søren and Anders. We had worked on the foundation of 
the company at the school. Kadaver should serve as an alternative to conventional communica-
tion companies. Two years have passed, and the four of us enjoy watching our mutual lovechild 
grow up. In the past two years, we have been fortunate enough to have been involved in creating 
an exhibition in Shanghai, a national campaign focusing on the Danes’ relationship with fast 
food and the celebration of a bus driver as a part of a campaign for a Copenhagen based Bus 
Company. I don’t know what the future holds for Kadaver, but I enjoy the ride so far. In essence, 
it feels  like I never left the school. 

The doors of the Kadaver office are always open, so feel free to drop by for a cup of coffee. 
I hope our roads will cross in the future and that the world is treating you well!

Jacob

Jacob Klintrup
Team 13
Kadaver
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Once upon a time two little boys applied for the Music Academy in the hope of becoming ROCK 
STARS! Luckily, they changed their minds …

     
Dear Mads,

I’m so glad we changed our minds. Our core competency isn’t playing an instrument, but playing 
with the people around us. With that in mind we have built a machine which transforms sporadic 
inspiration into great adventures, hits and history.

I hope that we will never forget the fact that our idiot machine runs on 100% erected 
passion and love.

Sunshine for you and the future,

Esben

Esben Valløe
Team 14
Reptile Youth
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It changed my life completely when I wrote a business plan during my study at The KaosPilots. 
Not only did those three years give me the tools and courage to follow my dream, but I found  
the perfect way to share my passion with others as well.

Northern Alpine Guides is based in the beautiful Lofoten Islands in Norway and was born in 
2007. Our main destinations/turfs are Nepal, Alaska and Lofoten, and we do custom guiding  
and courses for both, individuals, groups and corporations. We bring people into stunning 
landscapes, amazing lights and playgrounds that blow their minds. 

Networking, collaborating, adapting, creating, being innovate and sharing a passion with 
both partners and clients is a luxury. Seeing that hard work and feeling the inner entrepreneur 
with heart, head and stomach fully involved pays off. To be able to see and share the joy of 
other people, as well as the satisfaction and development when challenging the elements is 
something we cherish a lot. 

Northern Alpine Guides is a company that is still in the making and allows us to develop 
both our products and ourselves.

Maren

Maren Eek Bistrup
Team 2 NO
Northern Alpine Guides
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Young people are no more the future than middle-aged people are the past. 
Straight from The KaosPilots into the world of politics and young leaders.
Half of the world’s population is made up of young people. I believe that young people have 

the right to contribute with their full potential, creativity and strength here and now, and this 
belief led me into the role as secretary general at the National Council of Swedish Youth  
Organisations (LSU).

I believe that sustainable development means that coming generations should be a vital 
part of the shaping of their own time without having to clean up the consequences of previous 
generations. Despite this, young people are often seen as being only the future, although young 
people are no more the future than middle-aged people are the past.

At the LSU, we work to strengthen young leaders who strive for change. While doing this, we 
also advocate that the voices of young men and women should be heard, in Swedish politics as 
well as on an international level.

To be a KaosPilot has always been about being a change-maker. For me, this change lies in 
working towards a vision where the organisations and initiatives of young men and women have 
the opportunity to be the most important actors and work towards a development which may 
endure over time.

Moa

Moa Wallgård
Team 1 Malmö
General Secretary
National Council of Swedish Youth 
Organisations
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Dear friends, 

I’m sending you a little postcard from Norway, where I have spent most of my time this year, 
launching our new, innovative Funballz product: “Bumperz”. 

Much has happened since I started the company in 2008 after my outpost in Shanghai. The 
company has grown from 1 to 5 full-time employees, including my two new partners Andreas 
and Arve. Furthermore, we have sales partners located in different countries around the world.

Today Funballz ApS manufactures and designs all types of innovative outdoor and leisure 
products, and besides that, we still run our Funballz Event Company and create a big Funballz 
Tour around Scandinavia each summer. This year we have more than 70 people working with  
this event. 

Further to my full-time work in Funballz, I have had time to start up two other projects. The 
first one is called Alkomat.dk. Alkomat Booze Patrol is a concept where young girls walk about 
at festivals and sell alcohol ‰ tests for people of all ages. It is the plan that our Alkomat girls 
shall be present in three major cities during the year and that we will make agreements with the 
various bars and discos.

In Copenhagen, the Alkomat girls patrol more than 20 bars every Friday and Saturday. A  
test costs 20 Dkk. incl. a diploma. 

I look very much forward to getting back to the most beautiful city in the world. A city which 
has, in my opinion, absolutely the best entrepreneur school!

Jing Jing Forever,
Kristian Meiniche 

Kristian Meiniche
Team 13
Funballz
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I graduated in 2000. Three years of inspira-
tion, frustration and exploring were over. Back 
then I did not know how life changing the 
school had been. 

Eleven years later, I am running a 
company, trying to inflict similar change in 
young peoples’ lives. 

Telge Tillväxt has been founded by 
seven of Sweden’s largest corporations and 
the Södertälje municipality. The mission is to 
reduce youth unemployment in Södertälje  
by 50% in three years.

How? We hire them. We train them. We 
provide workforce to companies. As of today 
– after six months in business – we have 
hired 75 youngsters. Slowly, we are making a 
difference. Inspired, frustrated and exploring, 
once again.

Harry

Harry McNeil 
Team 5
Telge Tillväxt
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OK, pheeeew… ahrg…. pamph… ok… 

Dear School,

After graduation, I moved to Copenhagen and 
I’ve been trying to do what you taught me.

Ssshhh… I’m in hiding… 
Ok, you know, I’m trying to save the 

World. It’s harder than I thought and not 
everyone likes the fact that I work with 
changing the paradigms of consumption and 
economic growth. In fact, I sometimes meet 
ridicule…. 

What was that?!?!?.... Ok, still safe… 
So in disguise I am Nicholas Blok, 

but really I am the Cradle to Cradle Man, 
using the strength of design thinking and 
process leadership to change the city of 
Copenhagen… 

Ok, gotta run! I think Dr. Climate Crisis 
and Capitalism are on my tail. Oh shit, here 
they come… 

KA-POOOW!!!!!
Nicholas

Nicholas Blok Krøyer
Team 15
The Cradle to Cradle Man
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Dear Friends, 
 
We proudly present the poster for our movie 
Nuummioq. We had no idea that our leading 
role would be rewarded with the Best Actor 
Award at the Palm Springs International Film 
Festival.

It all began at the Sundance International 
Film Festival. Everything looked like a perfect 
Christmas card with snow and happy people 
everywhere. Our movie had a world premiere, 
and we were in the main competition and 
excited and confused. Could it be bigger? Or…

… It started when we decided to make 
the first Greenland produced film, and all our 
friends helped. And here it is: Nuummioq, a 
movie we are all proud and happy of…

… And before that I went on KaosPilot 
training as part of a team, which later would be 
called Team 1. Back then Aarhus was not on 
the world map – yet…

… It all begins with the fact that I was 
born in Nuuk, the capital of Greenland. I am a 
Nuummioq, since a person from Nuuk is called 
a Nuummioq. 

Or you may say: ‘It all began 13 months 
ago, when I met my sweet girlfriend…’

 
Otto

Otto Rossing
Team 1
Nuummioq
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Hello all,

As a co-founder of the new KaosPilot leadership programme Creative Leadership, I realise that 
a dream has been in the back of my mind for many years. The dream is about making the core 
of The KaosPilot learning space available for professionals all over the world. The programme is 
only three years old now and already has 250 alumni from all over the world. 

Creative Leadership is the art of leading creative collaboration in order to make people and 
ideas grow. Creative collaboration means working together in ways that make ‘all of us’ more 
creative than ‘any of us’, and it allows us to create what we have not yet been able to imagine.

Our work with Creative Leadership is inspired by The KaosPilots and by the way the team 
leaders work with team-performance and collective learning processes. 

Right now we are in Cape Town carrying out the Creative Leadership programme with the 
design staff at Cape Peninsula University of Technology. 

It is deeply meaningful to be able to help people and organisations become better at ‘Being 
Better Together’. The Xhosa tribe from South Africa has a word that truly sums up the essence of 
this; ‘Ubuntu’, which means ‘I am, because we are’.

Love from a windy, visionary and sunny Cape Town,
David

David Storkholm
Team 3
Creative Leadership
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At 17:00 on Saturday 24th September, 
2011, 450 excited people, a mix of 
graduated KaosPilots, KaosPilots 
students, and friends, were waiting for 
the party to begin at Früd in Aarhus. 

Cheers, hugs and kisses! Happy 
faces and the joyful sound of laughter! 
Lots of champagne in the true KaosPilot 
celebration spirit! It was certainly a night 
to remember when we celebrated The 
KaosPilots’ 20th anniversary.

Good food and fantastic entertain-
ment, speeches from the new Mayor of 
Aarhus, Jacob Bundsgaard, the Princi-
pal, Christer Windeløw-Lidzelius and the 
former principal and founder, Uffe Elbæk, 
who persuaded Karin Barreth to say a few 
words, as well. All saluted the KaosPilot 
people and their joint 20 years of history.

At 23:00, almost 500 people took 
hold of a long rope and walked together to 
The KaosPilot School in Mejlgade for more 
partying. Present students had coordi-
nated and decorated five bars in differ-
ent places at the school, but before it all 
began, we lit 20 sky lanterns and silently 
sent them into the night. 

We danced the night away! 

Jubilee
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Hopes
for The

KaosPilots

In 20 years, we will see KaosPilots in leading positions of  
enterprises and organisations with a major influence on creating  
a better world/a better life for us all. And The KaosPilot education  

is recognized as the best education for the world
– Peter Busch, Staff

My hope is that, in the future, The KaosPilot community will 
contribute to a more sustainable, peaceful and caring world.

– Per Krull, Staff

That it becomes a globally recognized model for higher training.
– Sabina Elstram, Team 2

I hope that the school will continue to inspire, frustrate and 
motivate young people towards creating change.

– Solla (Solveig) Zophoniasdottir, Team 15

It was brave and well done 20 years ago to start a new and very 
different education compared to all the other well-known educational 
institutions, which existed here in Aarhus. It took a long time to get 

recognized from both the population and the authorities. But the 
KaosPilots turned out to be a sustainable educational form. Here, 

many students have received an inspiring education and after that, 
have found work, which has helped renew both public and private 
companies. I send the KaosPilots my best congratulations on their 

first 20 years and best wishes for a good future.
– Torkild Simonsen, Mayor of Aarhus, 1982–1997



Hopes
for The

KaosPilots

That The KaosPilots continue to connect with inspiring 
new-thinkers, cutting edge people and organisations, tapping into 

new ways of thinking and doing. I imagine the organisation and the 
education will have undergone a number of changes to stay 

relevant and up-to-date 20 years from now.
– Tora Sefeldt Weltzer, Team 5

I hope that The KaosPilots will be a truly global
education that supports sustainable development in all sectors. 
That youngsters with ideas, dreams and hopes for the world will  
be able to participate in the programme no matter whether you 

live in Africa, Australia or South America, through local KaosPilot 
programmes. Furthermore, I hope that there will be an equal offer 
to the corporate world, so that professionals all over the world can 
benefit from The KaosPilot programme related to where they are 
in their professional career. I hope that The KaosPilots will be the 

synonym for sustainable, innovative thinking and action.
– David Storkholm, Team 3

That you will just keep up the good work 
and that you will focus even more on leadership in the future. 

From my point of view, there is no university in Scandinavia that 
comes even close to The KaosPilots in leadership training. 

One thing that has to be developed though 
is the awareness in a gender perspective. 

– Klara Adolfsen, Team 5

That the school has expanded both in vision, size and coverage!
– Karin Kusk, Staff



Hopes
for The

KaosPilots

I hope that the school will never stop dreaming. I hope that 
the school will never become main stream. I hope that the school 
will never be satisfied with its own ways. And thus keep pushing 

the envelope of what is possible.
– Anne Kjær Riechert, Team 10

I hope that the school continues to grow, continues to have an effect 
and empowers people to go and create change.

– Paul Havaarsen, Team 15

The best leadership school for the World – an education in how 
to improve people’s behaviour towards themselves, 

each other and the planet. 
– Mikkeline Kierkgaard, Team 18

I hope that The KaosPilots will grow 
exponentially through an open source approach to education, 

becoming a hub, as part of a greater movement to develop and 
improve education across the board. Whilst continuing to explore, 
define and refine ourselves along with all our students, partners, 

clients and stakeholders, we will create multiple channels for 
inspiration, collaboration and education, plus new revenue 
streams to offer scholarships and self sustaining KaosLabs 

and Lighthouses around the world. Co-create a mindset 
that appeals globally and works across sectors.

– Simon Kavanagh, Staff



Hopes
for The

KaosPilots

That EVERYTHING within the organisation becomes 
truly transparent (budgets, salaries, strategy, stakeholders etc.) 

so that school really is owned and influenced by the ones 
who want to contribute.
– Lama Juma, Team 14

I hope that The KaosPilot school can be even more successful 
worldwide and can still keep the special underground character. 
I feel that The KaosPilots have planted a seed in every student’s 
heart. The name of the seed is Hope. I hope this seed will grow 

up and become a great tree and lead everyone upwards.
– Bing Zhu, Team 18

That The KaosPilots will continue to learn from, 
embrace and challenge the world.

– Tobias Kjærside, Team 18

The KaosPilots’s quest is not world supremacy by exporting 
the system internationally – it cannot be done – it is simply too 

unique. The challenge is openness – join others, see their wonder 
and create new things with them – for all we know The KaosPilots 
is already an old paradigm – it is the new emerging movements 

that The KaosPilots can learn from and co-create with that counts 
– it is the others that are truly important – not ourselves!

– Niels Jensen, Team 3



2031

The KaosPilots have come a long way in 20 years. And so has the world. Think 
20 years back. Two years after the wall came down. 20 years later – so much 
development, so much good. But not all that happened was good. New walls 
have been built. And what didn’t happen that could have, that should have? 
Which walls did we not tear down?

Twenty years ahead: 2031. Where are we then? What do we know? What kind 
of challenges do we have? What do we want? 

Change everything. Think. Play. Sensitivity. Slow. Poetry. Generosity. 
Integration. Time. Quality. Excess. Good. Serenity. Joy. Share. Receive. Imagine. 
The adventure. Meaning. Fulfillment. Not. Satisfied.

More.

People often ask what we will live off in the future. Maybe we should ask what 
we should live for?

A New Social Order
It is in our nature to seek, create, and force meaning upon everything that we 
are part of. We want to lessen uncertainty and enhance order. Our challenge 
today is that stability is gone. The world is changing and the changes are in 
flux. People, money, technologies are moving. We are breaking up the old 
order. But we do not know the destination. Social order requires institutions. 
If the new social order is disruptive, then what institutions do we need? 

The three traditional sectors in society operate under an ever-increasing 
pressure to change. Citizens demand that the public sector delivers more 
effective public services, both collectively and individually. Shareholders 
demand larger dividends and, at the same time, there are demands that 
companies make greater environmental and social efforts. NGO’s are required 
to produce results while also dealing with ever-greater financial needs. 

Today one can argue that we are seeing the transformation of the 
sectors to better meet the needs and potentials. It might mean new forms of 
cooperation across the sectors, adoption of solutions and practices from one 
sector to another, as well as allowing hybrids to emerge. It is not enough today 
to produce profits; you need a purpose that stretches beyond that. It is not 
enough to work on good causes; you need to do it effectively and better than 
others. It is not enough to rely on the state taking care of our needs: we need 
to do it ourselves as well.
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There are major questions we need to answer: how should this 
transformation of our society be done, by whom, and for the benefit of 
whom? And most importantly, to where should it be leading us? 

We need to usher in a humanistic era. A sense of belonging for all.
A society needs to be designed, one that embodies an aspiration for 

social aesthetics. 
We need to experience breakthroughs that anticipate the new paradigms 

– that demonstrate the possibilities for positive, compassionate creative growth.
Where is academia heading? Learning is not education. Can we see? 

Can we discover? We need to make the person matter. We need to bring 
stories from afar. We need to explore and bring forth what is not known. 

Institutional leadership needs to be inspiring, collaborative,  
challenging, visionary, hopeful and real.

Massive institutional change. 

A New Profession
In the early 1990s there was a growing focus on project work, a tendency 
that was particularly noticeable in the cultural and knowledge milieus. 
An outcome of this was the establishment of The KaosPilots as an alternative 
project leadership program in 1991. Now we have accepted this as a condition 
that is continuing to accelerate, necessitating faster changes in society and 
with an increasing focus on the flexibility and adaptability of organisations 
and employees. We have an urgent need for social innovation, making 
humans the answer and not the problem, and making sustainability an 
every day reality.

An increasing number of demands are placed on employees and leaders 
to relate and react to a complex world under constant change. The KaosPilots’ 
point of departure is the formation of dynamic change makers and learners 
who can work in holistic ways, focusing on new ways of thinking that are 
environmentally, financially and socially sustainable.

We need to expand our understanding, broaden the base and look 
further into the future. Navigating and making change happen absolutely 
positively.

The New Institution
As Keith Jarrett performs jazz, so The KaosPilots is a live act. KaosPilots 
become KaosPilots by virtue of the synergy they create in cooperation with 
each other and with the projects they do. We seek and meet our audience 
because we know that it is in the meeting that the art is discovered. The school 
becomes the school in the meeting and interaction with the students.
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The KaosPilots is an experimental studio for exploration, discovery, fun 
and mastery. It is a cultural authority for our high ideals and business ethics. It 
offers a program in which the student can design his or her own program. 
It is a question of what we want our student to become and maybe even  
more so – who should decide?

At The KaosPilots we foster creative entrepreneurship, learnership and 
leadership with special focus on societal innovation. We offer space to creative 
outsiders and potential change makers, and a place for them to develop their 
knowledge, skills, attitudes and competencies to be able to realise their values 
and visions. We create the frames where young creative minds become creative 
leaders: KaosPilots.

The institutional logic makes the student more than a student. He or 
she is a learner, a creator and an entrepreneur – all at the same time through 
co-creational processes. We create useful products, and deliver them to their 
communities. The art of The KaosPilots finds expression in our students’ 
evolution to value creational designers innovating the traditional transaction 
model between customer, organisation, and society.

Transformation is the potential.

Our Value Proposition:
Play together – thrive on change, do good – thrive on good, change 

together – do play, thrive together – play on good, do change.

A Profession: The KaosPilot
Maybe this is exactly what we need now. A new profession. A consequence of 
our understanding that organisational and societal challenges today force us 
not just to look for new solutions, but to look in a different way.

The KaosPilots navigate terrain. They take the unknown 
and make it theirs. Beyond navigation, they help to give form to the very 

ground. This involves redefinition of norms. Stepping outside conventional 
thinking. The KaosPilots dare. They strike into things beyond, not-thought-of, 

never dreamed. The KaosPilots are responsible for building the dreams of 
the next millennium. Their strength is a process of innovation, invention, 
improvisation. They play off of situations. They seem to master a fluency 
in human potential. The KaosPilots invite everyone to step beyond their 

boundaries. What they know is to not work to expectations. 
Instead, they throw far afield. That anything is possible. 

And that once they think it, they can find a way to get there.
– William Tate, Umbau
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We educate and train for a life in the unknown future, crossing uncharted 
territory – thus we have to provide students with generic capabilities 
(learning, leading and enterprising).

Leadership is a distributed, collaborative process for effective change. 
Leadership is open for participation. Leadership allows others to be leaders. 
KaosPilots promote the leader in others. Society is dependent on the ability 
to generate ideas, design new services, products, organisations and companies. 
KaosPilots are enterprising values and dreams. KaosPilots are changing 
themselves and allowing others to do the same. They learn, steer, maneuver, 
initiate and intervene in ambiguous global settings. 

A KaosPilot is an agent for playful work.
A KaosPilot is capable of healing, integrating and moving everything 

forward from a moral ground of integrity, authenticity and honesty.
Each moment is an opportunity. Each person is a tide. No one stands 

alone. That is the calling – professional creativity stewards. 
Our narrative.

A human being is part of the whole, called by us “universe”, 
limited in time and space. He experiences himself, his thoughts and 

feelings as something separated from the rest – a kind of optical delusion 
of his consciousness. This delusion is a prison, restricting us to our personal 

desires and to affection for a few persons close to us. Our task must be to free 
ourselves from our prison by widening our circle of compassion to embrace 

all humanity and the whole of nature in its beauty.
– Albert Einstein

If we helped curate virtues of custodianship, togetherness, responsibility as 
well as playfulness, creativity and humanity, then we would truly deliver on 
the promise that there is more… so much more.

Safe travels!
Christer Windeløv–Lidzélius, Principal

Denmark, 2011
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